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Investigation  of   Inertial  Properties  of   the   Human   Body 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio*National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.*Webb 
Associates,   Inc.,   Yellow   Springs,   Ohio. (009850) 

Final rept.   Apr  72-Dec 74 
AUTHOR:     Chandler,   B.   P.,   Clauser,   C.   E.,   HcConville,   J.   T.,   Reynolds, 
H.   M.,   Young,   J.   W. 
C5511A1    FLD: 6S, 1B, 57W*, 85D*   GRAI7526 
Mar 75   178p 
REPT NO: ANRL-TR-74-137 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-017-2-315 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-a30 

ABSTRACT: Knowledge of the anthropometric parameters of the human body 
is essential for understanding of human Kinetics and particularly for 
the design and testing of impact protective systems. Considerable 
information is available on the size, weight and center of mass of the 
body and its segments. This report supplements existing information 
with data regarding mass distribution characteristics of the human 
body as described by the principal moments of inertia and their 
orientation to body and segment anthropometry. The weight, center of 
mass location and principal moments of inertia of six cadavers were 
measured, the cadavers were then segmented and the mass, center of 
mass, moments of inertia and volume were measured on the fourteen 
segments from each cadaver. Standard and three-dimensional 
anthropometry of the body and segments was also determined. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Biomechanics, *Anthropometry, *Inertia, Humans, Mass, 
Mathematical models, Impact shock, Protective equipment, Human factors 
engineering 

IDENTIFIERS: *Biodynamics, Design, D0T/5H, NTISDODAF, NTISDODFAA, 
NTISDOTFAA, NTISDOTHTS 

AD-A016 48S/5ST   NTIS Prices: PC$7.00/MFJ2.25 
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Anthropometric Dimensions Representative of Average Three and Six Year 
Old  Children Sizes for the  Construction of Mastermodel Body  Forms 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Highway Safety Research Inst.*civil 
Aaromedical Inst., Oklahoma City, Okla.*National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration.*Webb Associates, Inc., Yellow Springs, Ohio. 
(407   825) 

Final  rept.   Sep 74-Apr  75 
AUTHOR:     Young,     J.   W.,   McConville,   J.   T.,   Reynolds,   H.   M.,   Sr.yder,   S. 
G. 

C5384G2    FLD: 06N, 1JB, 95D, 85D, 85B, 91B   GRAI7524 
10 Apr 75  35p 
CONTRACT: NHTSA-5-1494 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-638 
Prepared  in cooperation  with Webb Associates, Inc., Yellow Sprinjs, 
Ohio. 

ABSTRACT: Master model Body Forms were created to reflect the size and 
shape of the average three and six year old children. The mastemod-sls 
were erected on the basis of available U.S. population data and/or 
estimates interpolated from such data ar.d on the basis of the 
collective judgment of a panel of experts in anthropometry. 
Ninety-eight dimensions were generated to describe the external 
morphology of the children. The description icludes dimensions and 
definitions for each of the measurements as well as the associated 
landmark definitions. A bibliographical reference used for collation 
of child anthropometry and a list of other selected references are 
included. 

DESCRIPTORS: * Anthropometry, *Children, *Anatomical       models, 
Measurement,   Safety   devices,   Passenger  vehicle,   Highway transportation 

IDENTIFIERS: *Child restraint systems, Restraint systems, NTISDOTHrs, 
NTISDOTFAA 

PB-244   797/7ST        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.75/MF$2.25 
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Biomechanical Analysis of the U.S. Navy Mark V and Mark XII Diving 
Systeas 

Naval Medical Research Inst Bethesda Md*Buraau or Medicine and 
Surgery, Washington, D.C   (249650) 

Medical research progress rept. 
AUTHOR: Bachrach, Arthur J. , Egstrom, Glen H., Blackmun, Susan M. 
C536UH2    FLD: 6Q, 95D, 95E   GRAI7524 
1975   10p 
PBOJECT: MU306 
TASK:   MU306-03 
BONITOE:    18 
Availability:   Pub.   in   Human   Factors,   v17   n4   p328-3J6   1975. 

ABSTRACT: This study is one of a series of human factors analyses 
comparing two U.S. Navy surface-supported hardhat diving systeas--the 
standard Mark V and the prototype Mark XII. The study assessed the 
range of notion in the two diving systeas, using a biomechanical 
analysis. Fourteen anthropoaetric aeasureaents were chosen which 
represented gross body moveaents used in hardhat diving and likely to 
be affected aost by diving suits. After measuring each movement, 
comparisons were made with swim suit baselines to determine how much 
loss of mobility had occurred. The Mark XII was superior to the Mark V 
overall,   both in  wet   and  dry  modes.    (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Diver equipment, *Protective clothing, *Human factors 
engineering. Anthropometry, Motion, Mobility, Measurement, Comparison, 
Reprints 

IDENTIFIERS: *Diving suits, Nark-5 diving systems, Mark-12 diving 
systems,   NTISDODXR,   NTISDODN 

AD-A015   U18/7ST        NTIS  Prices:   PC$3.25/HF$2.25 
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Quantitative  Respirator   Han-Testing   and   Anthropotaetric Survey 

Dow   Chemical   U.S.A.,   Golden,   Colo.   Rocky   Flats   Div. (S500185) 
AUTHOR:   Leigh,   J.   D. 
C5351L2 FLD:    18F,   06Q,   77F,   570,    95D        NSA3205 
22   May   75       12p 
CONTRACT: AT(29-1)-1106 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Results are reported of a recent anthropometnc survey and 
test procedures related to the respiratory protection program to 
safeguard the health of personnel. Respiratory protection procedures 
involve the selection of face masks worn by plant personnel. The 
fitting, handling, and use of face masks through explicit instructions 
can assure optimum protection. Comparisons are made with the 
test-panel selection parameters established by the Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory in Los Alamos, New Mexico, and recommendations 
by Webb Associates of Yellow Springs, Ohio. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Respirators, *Performance testing), (*Fauu, 
*Configuration), Air, Dusts, Filters, Nuclear facilities, Radiation 
protection, Respiration, Rocky flats plant 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISERDA 

RFP-2358   NTIS Prices: PC$U.00/MF52.25 
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High  Acceleration  Cockpit Controller  Locations.   Volume  II.   Test  Plan 

Hcdonnell Aircraft Co St Louis Mo*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., 
Wright-Patterson  AFB,   Ohio.        (403111} 

Final technical rept. Jun-Dec 74 
AUTHOR:    Asiala,   C.    F.,    Loy,    S.   L. 
C5293F2    FLD: 1C, 5H, 51C   GRAI7523 
Hay 75  80p 
REPT NO: HDC-A2960-VO1-2 
CONTRACT: F33615-74-C-3093 
PROJECT:   AF-6190 
TASK: 619003 
HONITOE: AFFDL-TR-75-58-V01-2 
See  also  Volume 3,   AD-AG14  812. 

ABSTRACT: A high acceleration cockpit/controller design and 
integration program was conducted, using a full scale design aid. 
Alternate cockpit/controller configurations were developed for 
comparison using this full scale design aid in a formally structured 
evaluation including mission related task elements. Crew station and 
controller characteristics were thus related to operator needs in a 
mission  context  for  advanced  fighter  concepts.   (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Pilot seats, *Flight instruments, *Cockpits, Positioning 
reactions, Setting (Ad justing), High acceleration. Flight maneuvers, 
Pilots, Aerial warfare. Job analysis, Nan machine systems. Throttling, 
Control panels, Jet fighters, Experimental design, Flight simulation, 
Human factors engineering, Display systems, Visual perception. Area 
coverage, Integrated systems. Anthropometry, Mission profiles, Flight 
control  systems,   Instrument  panels 

IDENTIFIERS: *Reclining pilot seats, High acceleration cockpits, 
NTISDODXA,   NTISDODAF 

AD-A014   811/4ST        NTIS   Prices:   PC$4.75/MFJ2.25 
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High Acceleration Cockpit Controller Locations. Volune III. on'site 
Pilot  Evaluations 

Mcdonnell Aircraft Co St Louis Mo*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lau., 
Wright-Patterson  AFB,   Ohio.        (403111) 

Final technical rept.   Jun-Dec  74 
AUTHOR:   Mattes,   R.   E.,   Asiala,   C.   F. 
C5293F3 FLD:    1C,    5H,    51C        GRAI7523 
May  75       43p 
REPT   NO:   MDC-A2960-Vol-3 
CONTRACT:   F33615-74-C-3093 
PROJECT:   AF-6190 
TASK:   619003 
MONITOR:    AFFDL-TR-75-58-Vol-3 
See  also  Volume   1,   AD-A014   810. 

ABSTRACT: A High Acceleration Cockpit evaluation program was conducted 
for an advanced fighter concept. Program effort included evaluations 
within the context of a mission scenario by a total of 40 operational 
pilots in a static design aid. Various specific areas of concept wtn? 
evaluated as well as the overall need/utility of the crew station. 
Resulting measures allowed identification of those areas where r'uture 
R/D effort should   be   focused. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Pilot seats,       *Flight       instruments,       *Cockpits, 
Setting (Ad justing), High acceleration, Flight maneuvers, Pilots, 
Acceleration tolerance. Aerial warfare. Job analysis, Man machine 
systems, Acceptability, Control panels, Throttling, Jet fighters. 
Mission profiles, Human factors engineering, Display systems, Visual 
perception, Area coverage, Integrated systems, Questionnaires, Air 
Force personnel, User needs. Anthropometry, Flight control systems, 
Instrument  panels 

IDENTIFIERS: *Reclining pilot seats. High acceleration cockpits, 
NTISDODXA,   NTISDODAF 

AD-A014   812/2ST        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.75/MFS2.25 
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The     Driving     Seat.     Its     Adaptation     to  Functional  and  Anthropometnc 
Requirements 

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England). 
AUTHOR: Rebiffe, R. 
C5273L1    FLD: 05H, 95D   STAR1318 
Bay 75   22p 
REPT NO: RAE-LIB-TRANS-18U1, BR48031 
MONITOR: 18 
Tran-Transl. Into English from the French. 

ABSTRACT: The relationship of the drivers seat with the various 
functions to be carried out from the driving position was considered. 
The study included: (1) analysis of the drivers task, (2) 
determination of the body posture which best meets the task 
requirements, and (3) definition of the seat characteristics giving 
optimum support to the driver in this posture. The main 
characteristics of the seat obtained were the seating height, the 
location and extent of the adjustment zone, the seat back inclination, 
the cushion inclination, and the static consistency of the cushion. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:  *Anthropometry,  * Automobiles, Design analysis. Posture, 
Seats, Sitting position 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISNASA 

N75-2776U/0ST   NTIS Prices: PC$3.25/HF$2.25 
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Influence of Various Acceleration Environments on the Ability to 
Activate Controls for Emergency Devices 

Naval Air Development Center warminster Pa crew Systems Dept (4J6610 
) 

Phase  rept. 
AUTHOR:   Fessenden,   Emma 
C5231D1 FLD:   6G,   5E,    1C,   51        GRAI7522 
17  Jul   75       2Up 
REPT   NO:    NADC-75079-ttO 
PROJECT:    WFU1-U51 
TASK:   WF41-451-402 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: A series of experiments were performed which used the 
performance ability of aircrewmen in activating emergency devices to 
develop test and evaluation methods for emergency control devices 
under acceleration environments. Environments of realistic emergency 
situations were dynamically simulated in the human centriruge. I ht 
interaction between various devices and their location with the 
environment was analyzed. Anthropometric correlation with failure to 
activate the emergency control device is given. The method or analyses 
is described and results of the experiments are presented. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Human factors engineering, *Ejection seats, Flight crews 
, Emergencies, Performance (Human), Centrifuges, High acceleration, 
Actuators, Degradation, Adverse conditions, Anthropometry, Control 
systems, Position (Location), Flight maneuvers. Naval aircraft. Delay, 
Spinning (Mot ion), Experimental design 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISDODXA, NTISDODN 

AD-A01U 5U5/8ST   NTIS Prices: PC$3.25/MF$2.25 
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A Review of Anthropometric Data of German Aic Force and United States 
Air Force Flying Personnel, 1967 - 1968 

Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, Paris (France). 
AUTHOR: Grunhofer, H. J., Kroh, G. 
C5192K1    FLD: 05E, 95D   STAR1317 
Apr 75   180p 
REPT   NO:    AGARD-AG-205,    AGARD0GRAPH-2C5 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: Standardized equipment, definitions and procedures wer? used 
according to Hertzberg for each program. Both data collections were 
obtained from preselected personnel and are not representative of the 
whole male population of the respective country; however, the results 
are representative of the reference collectives. For each body 
dimension the following detailed information is given: the definition, 
written and illustrated, of body dimension to be measured; the 
frequency of certain ranges; a breakdown of GAP and USAF data in 
percentile; essentials on the statistics of data distribution. The 
correlation   matrix  of  GAF data  is  also included.    (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: * Anthropometry, *Armed forces, *Body size (Biology), Data 
correlation. Flight craws, Flying personnel, Germany, Human factors 
engineering,   Hales 

IDENTIFIERS:    NTISNASA 

N75-26635/3ST        NTIS  Prices:   PC$7.0C/HF$2.25 
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Anthropometry of Airline Stewardesses 

Federal  Aviation  Administration  Washington  D  C Office of Aviation 
Medicine   (264320) 
AUTHOR: Snow, Clyde C, Reynolds, Herbert H. , Allgood, Mackie A. 
C5023A1    FLD: 5E, IB, 95D, 85D, 85A   GFAI7519 
Mar 75   107p 
REPT NO: FAA-AM-75-2 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The report presents the body measurements of 123 stewardess 
trainees enrolled in the American Airlines Stewardess Training Academy 
in Fort Worth, Texas, between February and June 197 1. it includes thp 
means, standard deviations, coefficients of variation, percentiles, 
and related statistics of 72 standard anthropometric and functional 
measurements. The survey was initiated to provide adequate criteria 
for improving the emergency equipment availability and workspace 
design for the stewardess. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthiopometry, *Females, *Flight crews, Surveys, Texas, 
Human factors engineering. Emergencies, Work, gn, Aviation medicine, 
Tables (Data), Measurement 

IDENTIFIERS: Workplace layout, Design, NTISDODFAA 

AD-A012   965/OST       NTIS  Prices:   PCS5.25/MFS2.25 
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Physical Characteristics of Children as Related to Death and injury 
for Consumer Product Safety Design 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Highway Safety Research Inst.*Consum9r 
Product Safety Commission, Washington, D.C.*Food and Drug 
Administration, Washington, D.C.   (407 825) 

Pinal rept. Apr 72-31 Mar 75 
AUTHOR: Snyder, R. G., Spencer, N. L., Owings, C. L., Schneider, L. H. 
C4911J1    FLD: 05E, 95D*, 96D*   GRAI7517 
31 May 75   241p* 
REPT NO: UM-HSBI-BI-75-5 
CONTRACT: FDA-72-70 
MONITOR: 18 
Sponsored  in  part by Consuner Product Safety Commission, Washington, 
D.C. 

ABSTRACT: A total of 4 1 body measurements were taken on 4027 infants 
and children representing the U.S. population from 2 weeks to 13 years 
old using specially modified anthropometers, calipers, and girth 
devices. These devices utilize a 10-turn potentiometer for electrical 
readout of length. A miniature pressure transducer in the paddle 
blades of the anthropometers and calipers provides for standardizing 
measurements on soft tissue. Measurement data were recorded 
automatically by a portable NOVA 1220 mini-computer system. Center of 
gravity in standing and sitting position was also obtained. Other 
devices were utilized for obtaining finger diameters, hand clearance, 
and grip size dimensions. Data are presented in both tabular and 
graphical format giving the mean, S.D., 5th, 50th, and 95th 
percentiles  and  number  of measurements   (N)   for  each  age interval. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Children,       *Anthropometry,       *Product      development, 
•Measuring instruments, Human body, Infants, Consumers, Computers, 
Potentiometers(Instruments) , Center of gravity. Tables(Data), Data 
acguisition,   Injuries,   Human  factors engineering 

IDENTIFIERS: *Product safety, Consumer products, Consumer protection, 
NTISHSRI 

PB-242  221/0ST       NTIS  Prices:   PC$7.50/MFS2.25 
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Anthropometry  and Kinematics  in Crew  Station  Design 

Aerospace  Medical  Research   Lab  Wright-Patterson   APB  Ohio        (009B1-0) 
AUTHOR:   Kennedy,   Kenneth   M. 
C4891F1 FLD:    1C,   5E,   6N        GRAI7517 
Jul   73        17p 
REPT   NO:    ANRL-TR-72-75 
MONITOR:   18 

ABSTRACT: Attention to the       anthropometric       and       kinematic 
characteristics of the aircrew member is essential to good cockpit 
design. The design problems are many in which anthropometric and 
kinematic variability must be accommodated. Many are crucial to the 
safety of the pilot and to the success of the mission. The condition 
of  current  anthropometric and   kinematic  data  is  reviewed. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Cockpits, *Anthropometry, *Safety, Human factors 
engineering.   Kinematics,   Pilots,   Flight  crews 

IDENTIFIERS:   Design   standards,   NTISDODAF 
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The Effects of Personal Protective Equipment Upon the Arm-Reach 
Capability of  USAF Pilots 

Webb    Associates    Inc    Yellow    Springs  Ohio*Aerospace  Medical  Research 
Lab.,   Wright-Patterson  AFB,   Ohio. (401286) 
AUTHOR: Alexander, Hilton, Laubach, Lloyd 
C4891E4    FLD: 5E, 1C, 74E, 95D, 51C   GBAI7517 
Jul 73   10p 
CONTBACT:   P33615-72-C-1006 
PBOJECT:   AP-7184 
TASK:   718408 
MONITOB:    AMHL-TR-72-93 
Pub.     in    Proceedings    of  the  Interagency Conference  on  Management  and 
Technology     in     the     Crew  System  Design   Process,   Los   Angeles,   on   12-14 
September   1972. 

ABSTRACT: The lack of published arm-reach data on Air Force fliyht 
personnel in actual cockpit situations presents manifest difficulties 
to the cockpit layout specialist. This paper discusses the results of 
a study to determine the arm-reach capabilities of aircrewmen wearing 
heavy winter flight clothing, survival equipment, and restraint 
harnesses. The sample consisted of 16 male subjects (currently active 
Air Defense Command pilots). The subjects were (pilots) selected to 
approximate closely the various height-weight categories in the ADC 
flying population. A specially designed apparatus was constructed to 
measure arm-reach capability. Each subject was measured under four 
conditions. The results of the study indicate that there are 
significant differences in arm-reach capability of pilots while in the 
shirt-sleeved and maximum flying assembly conditions throughout most 
of   the  spatial envelope. 

DESCRIPTOBS: *Human factors engineering, *Cockpits, *Pilots, Plight 
clothing, Air Force equipment. Flight crews, Winter, Survival 
equipment.   Simulation,   Test  methods.  Test  facilities,   Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Arm reach  capabilities,   NTISDODAF 
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Human Force Capabilities for Operating Aircraft Controls at 1, 3, and 
5 gz 

Aerospace Medical Research   Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFB  Chio       (0C985U) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Kroemer, K. H. Eberhard 
CU885I1    FLD: 5H, 1C, 95D   GRAI7517 
Feb 75   1C7p 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-73-5U 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718408 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The maximum isonetric forces adult Bale subjects could exart 
at eight locations of hand-operated aircraft controls were measured at 
1, +3 and + 5gz. Forces were measured in two vertical and four to eight 
horizontal directions. Selected anthropometric dimensions were 
obtained on the subjects and compared with those from the? 1967 US AF 
anthropometric survey of flying personnel. Summary statistic* 
including the mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, 
symmetry, Icurtosis, and selected percentiles, are presented for each 
of the 60 force exertion measures. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Man machine systems, *Flight control systems, 
•Biomechanics, Males, Aircraft, Aerospace medicine, Anthropometry, 
Acceleration tolerance, Tables (Data), Statistics, Flight crews. 
Strength (Physiology), Human factors engineering, Operators (Personnel) 
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A Review of Anthropometric Data of Geriian Air Porce and United States 
Air   Force  Plying  Personnel   1967-1968 

Advisory     Group     for  Aerospace Research and   Development   Paris   (France) 
(400043) 
AUTHOR: Grunhofer, H. J., Kroh, G. 
C4821B4    PLD: 5E, 95D   GRAI7516 
Apr 75   180p 
KEPT   NO:   AGARD-ograph-205 
MONITOR:    18 
NATO furnished. 

ABSTRACT: The present study contains anthropooetric data of GAP and 
DSAF flying personnel. The data for USAP flying personnel were taken 
froa measurements of 2420 subjects in 1967. The results of this 
measurement series, which so far have not been published, have been 
provided by £. Shurchill. These data represent the latest state of 
anthropometric surveys of American flying personnel. A comparison of 
anthropometric data requires that the individual dimensions be 
measured by the same method. To assure this, the GAP IAN team used 
equipment, definitions and procedures according to Hertzbarg. For each 
body dimension the following detailed information is given: (1) The 
defenition, written and illustrated, of body dimension to be measured; 
(2) The frequency of certain ranges; (3) A breakdown of GAP and USAF 
data in percentile, permitting comparison; (4) Essentials on the 
statistics of data distribution. To facilitate further anthropometric 
studies the correlation matrix of GAP data has been added in the 
appendix. The tables contain the correlation coefficients of any 
anthropometric body dimension with any other listed in this study. 

DESCRIPTORS: * Anthropometry, *Plight crews. Air Force, Prance, Reviews 
, Germany (East and West), Tables (Data), Human factors engineering, 
United States, Data acquisition, NATO 
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Development of an Advanced Passive Restraint System tor Subcoapact Car 
Drivers 

Minicars, Inc., Goleta, Calif.*National Highway Traffic Satety 
Administration, Washington, D.c. 

Final  rept.   Jun  73-Nov  74 
AUTHOR:   Fitzpatrick,   Michael 
C4792A2 FLD:    13L,    13F,   85D,   95D,   96D        USGRDR7515 
Apr   75        225p 
CONTRACT:   DOT-HS-113-3-742 
MONITOR:   DOT-HS-113-3-742 

ABSTRACT: The report summarizes the analyses, design, and testing that 
were conducted to develop an air bag restraint system tor the 
subcompact car capable of protecting the driver in frontal and frontal 
oblique crashes up to 50 mph. A small, rapidly inflating dual air bay 
mounted to a stroke efficient energy absorbing steering column, was 
developed. The lower body energy is absorbed by a crushable Knee 
restraint fabricated of styrofoam. The system ultimately proved 
capable of protectingsubcompact car drivers throughout the adult 
anthropometric size range at velocities exceeding 50 mph. In addition, 
the finalized restraint system is constructed of components that are 
oriented  toward eventual  mass  production. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Safety devices, *Passenger vehicles, Inflatable 
structures, Design, Collision research, Protection, Anthropometry, 
Crash tests 

IDENTIFIERS: *Air bag restraint systems, *Compact cars, DOT/bA, 
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Investigation  of  Inertial Properties  of  the  Hunan   Body 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab., Wright-patterson AFB, Ohio.*National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.*Civii 
Aeroaedical Inst., Oklahoma City, Okla.*Webb Associates, Inc., Yellow 
Springs,   Ohio.        (009  850) 

Final  rept.   Apr   72-Dec  7U 
AUTHOR:     Chandler,   R.   P.,   Clauser,   C.   E.,   NcConville,   J.   T.»   Reynolds, 
H.   M. ,   Young,   J.   H. 
CU785J2    FLD: 05E, 95D   USGRDR7515 
Mar 75   168p 
HEPT NO: AMRL-TR-7U-137 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-017-2-315- 1A 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-430 
Prepared  in cooperation with Civil Aeroaedical Inst., Oklahoma City, 
Okia., and Webb Associates, Inc., Yellow Springs, Ohio. 

ABSTRACT: Knowledge of the anthropoBetric parameters ot the human body 
is essential for understanding of human kinetics and particularly for 
the design and testing of impact protective systems, considerable 
information is available on the size, weight and center of mass of the 
body and its segments. The report supplements existing information 
with data regarding mass distribution characteristics of the human 
body as described by the principal moments of inertia and their 
orientation to body and segment anthropometry. The weight, center ot 
mass location and principal moments of inertia of six cadavers wtre 
measured, the cadavers were then segmented and the mass, center of 
mass, moments of inertia and volume were measured on the fourteen 
segment from each cadaver. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Body weight, *Inertia, *Anthropometry, Kinetics, Human 
factors engineering. Cadavers, Moments of inertia, Mass, Aerospace 
medicine, Tables(Data), Responses 
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Arm-Reach Capability of USAF Pilots as Affected by Personal Protective 
Equipment 

Webb Associates Inc Yellow Springs Ohio*Aerospace Medical Research 
Lab.,   Mright-Patterson   AFB,   Ohio. (4012«b) 

Journal   reprint 
AUTHOR:   Laubach,   Lloyd  L*(   Alexander,   Hilton 
C4764L3 FLD:   6Q,    1C,    15E,   95D        USGRDR7b15 
197U        11p 
CONTRACT:   F33615-75-O5003 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 
MONITOR:    AMRL-TR-74-17 
Presented at  the  Aerospace   Medical  Association   Meeting,   Mar   74. 
Availability:     Pub.   in   Aviation,   Space  and  Environmental  Medicine,   vub 
n4   p377-386   Apr   75. 

ABSTRACT: Thirty-two OSAF pilots participated in a study to det»ramo 
the effects of personal protective eguipment upon arm-reach 
capability. The reach envelope of each pilot was measured under two 
experimental conditions: (1) shirt-sleeved with the mertial reel 
unlocked; and (2) wearing complete winter flying assembly with the 
inertial reel locked. Selected descriptive statistics are presented 
for each of five angular positions. Arm-reach envelopes tor various 
percentile values obtained for the two experimental conditions at io 
knob distances from the deck are shown. The results indicate tnat 
there are significant practical differences in arm-reach capability 
between the shirt-sleeved and the complete winter flying assembly 
conditions.    (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Arms (Anatomy) , Pilots, Flight clothing, 
Han machine systems, Winter, Restraint, Ejection seats, Configurations 
, Human factors engineering* Control knobs. Area coverage, Cocicpits, 
Protective clothing.   Reprints 
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Program   Documentation   for  the  Stick-nan  Program 

IBM Federal Systems Div Gaithersburg Md*Aerospace Medical Research 
Lab.,   wright-Patterson  AFB,   Ohio.        (174950) 

Program   documentation 
AOTHOR:   Wartluft,   D.   L. 
C4695G2 FLD:    5E,   9B        USGBDR7514 
Apr   70        62p 
CONTBACT:   F33615-69-C-1901 
PBOJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718409 
MONITOR: AMRL-HESS-70-3 

ABSTRACT: The STICK-MAN Program was written tor the Anthropology 
Branch (MRHA) of the Human Engineering Division, Aerospace Medical 
Research Laboratory (ANRL). Its function is to provide a means tor 
studying the interrelationships between the mass and center ot mass ot 
of the human body segments and the mass and center of mass of their 
component parts. The program utilizes an IBM 2250 Display unit to 
enable the user to enter and modify parametric eguations. The results 
are displayed numerically and also displayed graphically on a 
•stick-man* view of the human body. Once the study is completed tor a 
given subject, a hard copy printout of the results may be obtained. 
This program was written for an IBM System/36U, Model 40 computer. 
Both assembler language and Fortran IV were used in coding the 
programs and Graphic programming Services for the 2250 (GPS) was 
utilized for the graphics software support. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Human factors engineering, ^Computer programs, Computer 
applications, Computers, Computerized simulation, Human body, 
Anthropometry, Mass, FORTRAN 
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Basic Biomechanical Properties of the Human Neck Related to Lateral 
Hyperflexion Injury 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Highway Safety Research Inst.*Insurance 
Inst. for Highway Safety, Washington, D.C.   (407 82b) 

Final rept. 1 Nov 73-31 Dec 74 
AUTHOR:  Snyder,  Richard G., Chaffin, Don B., Schneider, Lawrence w., 
Foust, David R., Bowman, Bruce N. 
C4665F3    FLD: 06S, 57W   USGKDR7513 
15 Apr 75   311p 
REPT NO: UM-HSHI-BI-75-4 
MONITOR: 18 
Prepared  in cooperation  with Insurance Inst.  for Highway safety, 
Washington, D.C. 

ABSTRACT: Properties of the human nee* which nay influence a person's 
susceptibility to 'whiplash' injury during lateral impact have been 
studied in 96 normal subjects. Subjects were chosen on the basis ot 
age, sex, and stature, and data were grouped into six primary 
categories based on sex (F,M) and age 18-24, 35-44, 62-/4. stature 
served as a secondary variable, with each group of lb subjects oeing 
matched to obtain an average stature close to the both percentile tor 
the category. The data include: measures of head, neck and body 
anthropometry in standing and normal seated positions; stretch reflex 
time of sternomastoid muscles; head/neck response to low-level 
acceleration, voluntary isometric muscle force in the lateral 
direction; and three-dimensional range of motion of the head and neck. 
Data are presented in a format applicable for biomechanical modeling 
of the seated human occupant and have been used in tne MVMA-2D model 
adjusted for side impact at 10 and 30 mph to determine the influence 
of the measured properties of reducing 'whiplash* injury 
susceptibility. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Neck(Anatomy), *Biomechanics, *Injuries. Anthropometry, 
Impact shock, Reflexes, Tolerances (Physiology), Models 
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Performance Evaluation of       New       Generation       both       Percentiie 
Anthropomorphic Test   Devices -  Volume II   -  Accelerator Sled  Test  Data 

Calspan Corp., Buffalo, N.?.*National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration,   Washington,   D.C.        (407  727) 

Final rept.   Jun 73-Aug 74 
AUTHOR: Massing, Daniel E., Naab, Kenneth N., Yates, Phyllis E. 
C4663H3    PLD: 13P, 06N, 14B, 85B   USGRDR7513 
Mar 75   569p 
REPT NO: CALSPAN-ZS-5352-V-3 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-053-3-b64 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-432 
See also Volume 1, PD-240 920. 

ABSTRACT: Four sled test configurations were employed to evaluate the 
dynamic performance repeatability of the GM 5UX dummy. Type 2 belt, 
pre-inflated air bag, energy absorbing steering column, and Type 1 
belt with simulated instrument panel test environments were utilized 
to measure the performance of two identically fabricated dummies. The 
graphical results of a statistical analysis is presented, in addition, 
graphical results of the energy absorbing steering column and 
simulated instrument panel tests of the GM 50X dummies are presented 
in raw form. 

DESCRIPTORS:  *Motor  vehicles,  *Anthropometry,  Reliability,  Tests, 
Rocket propelled sleds, Safety devices, Statistical analysis 
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'Performance Evaluation of New Generation 5Uth Percent!le 
Anthropomorphic Test Devices. Volume I. Technical Report 

Calspan Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.*Nationai Highway Traftic Satety 
Administration, Washington, D.C.   (U07 727) 

Final rept. jun 73-Aug 74 
AUTHOP: Massing* Daniel £., Naab, Kenneth II. , rates, Phyllis E. 
C46 61A3    FLD: 06N, 13L, 13F, 85D, 9bD, 96D   USGRDR7b13 
mi MJ>* 2«0p 
REPT NO: CALSPAN-ZS-5352-V-2 
CONTRACT: HS-053-3-664 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-431 

ABSTRACT: Two new generation anthropomorphic test dummies developed 
and designated as the GH-50X were experimentally evaluated to (1) 
determine the degree of conformance to the specifications contained m 
the 'Purchase Description of the NHTSA 50th Percentile Anthropomorphic 
Test Dummy' and (2) establish by sled tasting in typical restraint and 
crash environments their potential for experimental repeatability. A 
series of eleven static and dynamic component tests were performed to 
measure the GM-50X dummies in accordance with the purchase 
description; the results indicate substantial non-confcrmance with the 
specified criteria* 

DESCRIPTORS: *Automobiles, *Safety devices, * Anthropometry, *Crash 
tests, Safety belts, Safety engineering, Collision research, Rocket 
propelled sleds, Dynamic tests, Reliability 
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Whole   Body   Response   Research  Program 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Dept* of Biomechanics.*General Motors 
Research   Labs.,   Barren,   nich. 

Final  rept.   1  Jul  73-31   Aug 7a 
AUTHOR:   Nelvin,   John  w.,   BanSon,   Joseph  B.,   Alera,   Nabih  M. 
C4595I1    FLD: 06S, 57w# 85D   USGRDH7512 
11 Mar 75  92p 
REPT NO: UM-HSRl-BI-75-1 
MOHITOR: 18 
Sponsored in part by General Motors Research Labs., warren, Mich. 

ABSTRACT: The general objectives of the program are to obtain data on 
human whole body kinematics under controlled test conditions which 
represent realistic automotive impact environments. The test subjects 
in the program are unembalmed male human cadavers which are suitably 
instrumented and subjected to the test environments at various levels 
of crash severity. Prior to tasting, anthropometric measurements, 
including x-ray anthropometry, are made on each subject to quantify 
the subject's geometric characteristics and to locate the test 
instrumentation with respect to anatomical landmarks. The results of 
the test program are being analyzed to provide information tor the 
development of scaling laws for percentlle rating of response aata and 
for prescribing performance requirements for dummy response 
evaluation. 

DESCRIPTORS: ^Kinematics, *Impact acceleration, ^Collision research, 
•Biodynamics, Automobiles, passenger vehicles. Humans, cadavers, 
Anthropometry, X ray analysis, Responses, Simulation 
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An Anthropometric Survey of 2000 Royal Air Porce Aircrew, 1970/71 

Advisory  Group  for Aerospace Research and Development Paris (France) 
(40 0043) 
AUTHOR: Bolton, C. B., Kenward, M., Simpson, R. E., Turner, G. n. 
C4545B1    FLD: 5E, 95D   USGRDR7512 
Dec 74   86p 
REPT NO: AGARD-ograph-181 
MONITOR: 18 
NATO furnished. 

ABSTRACT: The survey was undertaken to provide up-to-date information 
on the body measurements of Royal Air Force aircrew. This information 
is required for cockpit workspace and functional clothing sizing 
studies. A team of tvo trained measurers, using a specially designed 
anthropometric rig, took 63 body measurements of each ot 2000 Royal 
Air Force aircrew between the ages of 18 and ub at RAF stations in 
England. These measurements, recorded during an eighteen month period 
starting in January 1970, are summarized in the form of a percentile 
table, mean, standard deviation, range and coefficient of variation 
for each measurement. The statistical summary for each measurement, 
together with a written description of the measuring procedure. The 
apparatus used is fully described and the organization of the survey 
is briefly discussed. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, Human body* Flight crews. Air Force 
personnel, Surveys, Flight clothing, Cockpits, Human factors 
engineering 
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A Study to Deteraine the Adequacy of the Tools and Equipment Used by 
Air   Force   Women   in  the  Craft  Skills 

Air Force Inst of Tech Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio School of Systems and 
Logistics       (012250) 

Raster's  thesis 
AUTHOR:   Bolalek,   Philip J.,   Gruablatt,   Arthur G.   Jr 
C4361C2 PLD:   5E,    95D        0SGBDB750y 
Jan  75       128p 
8EPT   NO:   SLSR-14-75A 
HONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: The tools and equipaent now used in aaintenance, 
electronics, and civil engineering, were designed to aeet the needs of 
a totally aale work force. This study addresses the adequacy of the 
tools and equipaent for the woaen who are now working in these 
specialties. The aethod of approaching this potential problea was to 
obtain the opinions of the woaen working in these specialties through 
self-administered questionnaires. If more than ten percent of the 
respondents in a specialty considered a tool or equipaent itea to be 
inadequate, that item was considered inadequate for woaen in that 
specialty. Twenty-four iteas were identified as inadequate; six of 
these iteas were inadequate in more than one specialty. This study 
also collected data on the age* height, weight, and hand length ot the 
woraen working in these specialties* In addition to the identification 
of inadequate tools and equipaent for woaen, this study found that 
some of these items may also be inadequate for men. Additionally, 
potential problems were discovered with the quality of tools used in 
these specialties and with the suitability of woaen for these 
specialties. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Tools, *Females, Air Force personnel, Anthropometry, 
Skills, Equipaent, Requirements, Human factors engineering. Theses, 
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Development of a Scientific Basis for Analysis of Aircraft Seating 
Systems 

Ultrasystems Inc Phoenix Ariz Dynamic science Div*National Aviation 
Facilities Experimental Center, Atlantic City, H.J.   (40B442) 

Final rept. Aug 72-Apr 74 
AUTHOR: Laananen, David H. 
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Jan 75   226p 
CONTRACT:   DOT-FA72«A-3101 
MONITOR:   FAA-NA-74-175 

ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional mathematical model of an aircraft seat, 
occupant, and restraint system has been developed as an aid to the 
development of crashworthy seats and restraint systems for general 
aviation aircraft. The occupant model consists of eleven rigid mass 
segments whose dimensions and inertial properties have been determined 
from studies of human body anthropometry and kinematics. The seat 
model is made up of beam and membrane elements with provision for 
simulating plastic behavior by the introduction of plastic hinges in 
the beams. A user-oriented computer program called Seat occupant 
flodel-Light Aircraft (SOH-LA) based on the three-dimensional model has 
been developed for use by engineers concerned with design and analysis 
of general aviation seats and restraint systems in that detailed 
descriptions of both are used as input. The response of the seat ana 
occupant, restraint system loads, and various injury criteria are 
predicted for any given set of crash conditions. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Aircraft seats, *Safety belts, * Anthropometry, 
Mathematical models, Commercial aircraft, Crashes, Aviation safety, 
Restraint, Loads(Forces) , Computerized simulation, FORTRAN 
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Performance Characteristics of Anthromorphic Dummy joints 

National Highway Safety Administration, Riverdale, Md. Safety Research 
Lab.*National  Highway  Traffic Safety   Administration,   Washington,   D.C. 

Final  technical  rept.   Feb 7 3-Jan  7a 
AUTHOR:   Haffner,   Mark   P.,   Helton,   Claude   H. 
C3995J1 FLD:    06N,    13F,   131,   95D,   85D        USGRDR7503 
Oct   7U        75p 
MONITOR:    DOT-HS-801-248 

ABSTRACT: Three commercial anthropomorphic dummy joint assemblies have 
been evaluated for uniformity of torgue response, repeatability, and 
angular velocity sensitivity. Description of test method and data 
reduction procedures are presented. Numerical criteria are proposed to 
characterize the performance of coulomb friction joint designs. A 
brief discussion of effects of applied torgues external to the plane 
of  motion  is also included. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Joints (Anatomy), * Anatomical models. 
Dynamic response. Consistency, Standardization, validity, Torgue, 
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Anthropomorphic  Test   Dummy.   Volume   III.   Design   Data   Package 

General Motors Technical Center, Barren, Mich.*Nationai Highway 
Traffic  Safety  Administration,   Washington,   D.C.        (389  622) 

Final rept.   1   Dec 72-21   Dec 73. 
C3992I1 FLD:    13L,    13F,   95D,   96D,    85D        0SGRDR7503 
Oct   7U        53p 
CONTRACT:   DOT-HS-299-3-569 
MONITOB:   DOT-HS-801-176 
Paper    copy     also     available     in     set     of  3   reports  as  PB-237  bb5-SET, 
PCS17.00. 

ABSTRACT: Volume III contains the information requited to use and 
build the anthropomorphic test dummy. The user information includes 
descriptions, weights, ballasting procedures, adjustment information, 
and assenbly instructions. Manufacturing reguirements are detailed. 
Appendix A contains a complete parts list. Appendix C includes (under 
separate cover) complete engineering design drawings for manufacture 
and assembly of the Dummy. 

DESCRIPTORS: ^Automobiles, ^Collision research, *Anthropometry, 
•Anatomical models, Test equipment. Injuries, Design, Tests, 
Performance evaluation 
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Anthropomorphic Test Duaay. Volume II. Design, Development and 
Performance 

General Motors Technical Center, Warren, Mich.^National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.   (3H9 b22) 
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ABSTRACT: The report, volume II of III, describes the design, 
development, and testing activities in the development of the 
anthropoaorphic test duaay. The systea tests used to assess the test 
duaay's repeatability and reproducibility (R and R) are discussed. 
Also, the need for rigorous test procedures and equipment for 
evaluating R and R is identified. Test performance shows that achieved 
R and R as evaluated by the head and chest Si's have a coefficient of 
variation of less than five percent. The test duaay's design is 
described including anthrcpoaorphic and bioaechanical consideration. 
Component bioaechanical and hardware test procedures, equipment and 
test results are presented. 

DESCRIPTORS: * Automobiles, *Safety engineering, *Anthropoaetry, 
•Anatomical aodels. Test equipment. Collision research. Injuries, 
Design, Tests, Performance evaluation 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISDOTHTS 

PB-237 657/2ST   NTIS Prices: PC$10.50/BPS2. 25 
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Anthropomorphic Test Dummy, volume I. Program Summary-Background and 
Results 

General Motors Technical Center/ warren, Mich.'National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.   (389 622) 

Final  rept.   1  Dec 72-21   Dec  7 3. 
C3992H3 FLD:    13L,    13P,   95D,   96D,   85D        0SGRDR7503 
Oct   74        64p 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-299-3-569 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-174 
Paper  copy  also  available  in  set  of J reports as PB-237 6Sb-SET, 
PCS17.00. 

ABSTRACT: The report in three volumes summarizes the design 
development and performance of an anthropomorphic test dummy. The many 
improved features of the Dummy are described. The marked improvement 
of repeatability and reproducibility of the Dummy are documented. The 
anthropometric and biomechanical basis ot the design is described. 
Improvements of durability, maintainability, ease and cost of 
manufacture are treated. Improved system and component test 
procedures, equipment, and test results are presented. 

DESCRIPTORS: * Automobiles, 'Collision research, 'Aathropometry, 
'Anatomical models, Test equipment, Safety devices, Injuries, Design, 
Maintainability, Performance evaluation 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISDOTHTS 

PB-237 656/4ST   NTIS Prices: PC$4.25/MP$2.25 
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Design,   Developaent  and Qualification Tasting of   the   U.S.   Navy  NES-21A 
Parachute Assembly 

Naval  Aerospace Recovery  Facility El Centro Calif*Naval Air systems 
Command, Washington, D.C.   (245670) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Matsuo, Jon T. 
C3953H1    FLO: 6G, 1C, 5E, 51c, 95D   USGRDR750J 
Jul 74   U6p 
REPT   NO:   NAVABRORBCOVFAC-TR-1-74 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: The report covers the design, developaent, and the U.S. Navy 
Service Qualification Progran conducted on the NES-21A personnel 
parachute assembly designed for use in ejection seats of U.S. Navy 
T-33B and QT-33A aircraft. The NES-21A design objective was to provide 
a retrofitable replacement for the existing NS-3 personnel parachute 
asseably which would operate with a decreased opening time. This 
factor would improve aircrew survivability in the low speed, zero 
altitude operational envelope. This iaproveaent was accomplished 
principally by the incorporation of a 40-inch diaaeter internal pilot 
chute and main canopy POVL (Pull Down Vent Lines)* The NES-21A 
parachute asseably will perfora satisfactorily as presently designed 
at 90 KTAS (Knots True Airspeed) and above, for ground level and 
higher altitude ejections. 

DESCRIPTORS: *parachutes, 'Ejection seats, *Naval aircraft, jet 
training planes. Flight testing. Anthropometry, Parachute descents, 
Parachute canopies. Survival 

IDENTIFIERS: NES-2U parachutes, T-33 aircraft, QT-J3A aircratt, T-JJb 
aircraft,  Operational envelope,   NTISDODN 

AD/A-001   754/1ST       NTIS   Prices:   PCS3.75/HFS2.25 
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HVMA Two-Dimensional  Crash  Victim  Simulation,   Version  3,   Volume   III 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Highway safety Research inst.*MOtor venicle 
Manufacturers Association of the United States, Inc., Detroit, Nich. 
(407  825) 

Final  rept. 
AUTHOR:   Bowman,   B.   fl.,   Bennett,   R.   0.,   Bobbins,   D.   H. 
C3871KU FLD:    13L,    13F,   95D,   85D,   96D        USGRDR7501 
28   Jun   74        224p 
REPT   NO:    UH-HSRl-BI-74-1-3 
MONITOR:    18 
Prepared    in    cooperation with Motor  Vehicle  Manufacturers Association 
of    the     United  States,   Inc.,   Detroit,   Mich.   See  also  volume  2,   PB-23b 
907. 

ABSTRACT: Volume Three is intended primarily tor the professional 
computer programmer who is responsible for program maintenance and 
improvements in the Two-Dimensional Crash Victim Simulator. The volume 
describes the organization of the computer progran into three 
processors and their interactions. Description of program organization 
and flow, packing techniques, binary output formats, and auxiliary 
program output is presented for each of the three processors. Design 
information concerning certain special output subprocessors is 
provided. Conversion of the computer program for use on various 
computer  systems  is  discussed. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Hotor vehicle accidents, 'Anthropometry, Mathematical 
models. Notion, Joints(Anatomy), Loads(Forces), Safety devices, Data 
processing. Computerized simulation, Central processing units. 
Computer  systems  programs 

IDENTIFIERS:   Air   bag restraint systems,   NTISHSRI 

PB-236   908/OST        NTIS   Prices:   PC$7.25/MF$2.2b 
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MVHA Two-Dimensional Crash Victim Simulation, Version 3. Volume II 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Highway Safety Research Inst.'Hotor Vehicle 
Manufacturers Association of the United states. Inc., Detroit, Mich. 
(U07  825) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Bowman, B. H., Bennett, R. 0., Robbins, D. H. 
C3871K3    FLD: 13L, l3p, 95D, 85D, 96D   USGRDR7501 
28 Jun 74   296p 
REPT NO: UM-HSRI-BI-74-1-2 
MONITOR: 18 
Prepared  in  cooperation with Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association 
of  the  United States, Inc., Detroit, Mich. See also volume I, PB-2Jb 
753, and volume 3, PB-236 908. 

ABSTRACT: VoluBe Two is intended primarily as a guide to tne day to 
day usage of the Two-Dimensional Crash Victim Simulator. The volume 
contains specifications for the input data cards together with a 
detailed description of input data quantities. Normal output options 
and certain normal output quantities are described. Input and output 
is presented for two sample exercises of the computer model. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Hotor vehicle accidents, 'Anthropometry, Mathematical 
models. Motion, Joints(Anatomy), Loads(Forces), Safety devices, Data 
processing. Computerized simulation 

IDENTIFIERS: Air bag restraint systems, NTISHSRI 

PB-236 907/2ST   NTlS Prices: PCJ8.75/MFJ2.25 
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Development of a National Anthropometric Data Base: A Preliminary 
Study Report 

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. Technical Analysis Div. 
(406 647) 

Final  rept. 
AoTHOB:   Steinberg,   Harold L. 
C378U4 FLD:   6N,   5E,   5B,   95D,   88B,   57,   86V        USGRDR7426 
Jun   74        87p 
REPT NO: NBSIR-7U-506 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: A study "as made to determine the need for development ot a 
Nationally Representative Anthropometric data base. Potential users 
and their needs are identified and the inability of existing 
anthropometric data to satisfactorily meet these needs is established. 
Three scenarios for developing a useful data base are considered. Two 
involve the use of biostereometrics while the third takes a relatively 
conventional approach to obtaining body dimensions. Conclusions 
relevant to each of these scenarios, as well as the potential 
advantages/disadvantages of each, are developed. Salient conclusions 
common to all three scenarios include: The need for a pilot study; the 
desirability of linking the actual anthropometric survey to a National 
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) •Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey1 (HANES); and a data base development ti»e of at least 7 years. 
Program costs, detailed in an appendix, range from $2.an to $b.zn. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Information systems, In formation 
retrieval, Human factors engineering, Medical research. Surveys, 
Tables(Data) 

IDENTIFIERS: User surveys, *National data systems, Scenarios, 
NTISCOMNBS 

COM-74-11632/8SL   NTIS Prices: PC$4.75/MFJ2.25 
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Development of Headtorms for Sizing Infantry Helmets 

Army Natick Labs Mass Clothinq Equipment and Materials Engineering Lab 
(408902) 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Claus, William D. Jr, HcManus, Lawrence R., Durand, Philip E. 
C3753CU    PLD: 6Q, 1SE, 7UE   USGRDR7426 
Jua 71   3Up 
REPT   NO:   CE/HEL-131 
PROJECT: DA-1-T-662713-DJ-U0 
MONITOR: 0SA-NLABS-TR-75-23-CEMEL 

ABSTRACT: A new technique for defiQiiq and measuring head shapes was 
developed and applied in the fabrication of a set ot first generation 
plaster headforms. The design of a unique head Measuring device is 
reported. The device is a clear polycarbonate hemisphere on which are 
mounted twenty-seven moveable aechanical probes. The hemisphere is 
placed over a subject's head, and the probes are moved to contact the 
head and thus define head shaPe. The probe data from a population ot 
Army men were reduced statistically to yield generalized head shapes. 
The feasibility of combining this probe technique with classical 
anthropometric head measurements to yield generalized head shapes ot 
various sizes was demonstrated. A set of first generation headforms 
was sculptured using specified probe data, (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: "Helmets, •Anthropometry, Infantry, Head(Anatomy), 
Measurement, Shape, Models, Manufacturing 

IDENTIFIERS: Size determination, NTISDODA 

AD-787 277/3SL   NTIS Prices: PC$3.75/HPS2.25 
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MVHA  Two-Dimensional   crash   Victim   Simulation,   Version   J.   Volume   I 

Michigan Uni*., Ann Arbor. Highway Safety Research Inst«*Motor Vehicle 
Manufacturers Association of the United States, Inc., Detroit, Mich. 
(407  825) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Bowman, B. H., Bennett, R. 0., Robbins, D. H. 
C3581A4    FLD: 13L, l3p, 95D, 85D, 96D   USGRDR7423 
28 Jun 74   212p 
BEPT NO: UM-HSRI-BI-74-1-1 
MONITOR: 18 
Prepared  in  cooperation with Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association 
of the United States, Inc., Detroit, Mich. 

ABSTRACT: The volume contains the detailed formulation of the 
equations of planar notion of a vehicle occupant in a crash 
environment. The features of the analytical model include; (1) an 
eight mass, fourteen degree of freedom representation of the human 
body; (2) an extensible multi-joint neck and a flexible shoulder 
joint; (3) simulation of muscle contraction as a time-dependent 
phenomenon; (4) the modeling of contact between the victim and th^ 
vehicle; (5) specification of material properties of vehicle and 
occupant in terms of general force-deformation relationships; (6) 
structural collapse resulting either frcm collision forces or occupant 
contact forces; (7) an airbag model; (8) an energy absorbing steering 
assembly; (9) an energy absorbing belt restraint submodel; (1C) 
tabular  three degree  of   freedom  vehicle  accelerations 

DESCRIPTORS: *Motor vehicle accidents, *Anthropometry. Motion, 
Mathematical models. Equations of motion, Joints(Anatomy), Contacting, 
Deformation, Detectors, Loads(Forces), safety devices, Steering, 
Safety engineering 

IDENTIFIERS: Air bag restraint systems, NTISHSRI 

PB-235 753/1   NTIS Prices: PC$5.75/MFS2.25 
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Advanced Air Bag Restraints for Standard Size Car Drivers* Volume II. 
Final Prograi Report 

Minicars, Inc., Goleta, Calif.*National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, Washington, D.c. 

Rept. for 1 Jul 72-28 Feb 74 
AUTHOR: Friedman, Donald, Friedman, Keith 
C3575H2    FLD: 13F, 13L, 85D, 95D, 96D   0SGRDR7423 
Jul 74   367p 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-113-2-441 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-173 
See also Volume 1, PB-233 812. 

ABSTRACT: The report summarizes the effort to develop an advanced air 
bag restraint system for standard size cars capable of protecting the 
driver in frontal and/or frontal oblique crashes. The result of the 
work has been the development of a system consisting of (a) a small 
quickly inflating double air bag, (b) and energy absorbing steering 
column mechanically stroking through rollerless tapes, (c) a 
mechanically stroking padded knee restraint linked to the steering 
column, (d) an energy absorbing seat assembly, and (e) compartment 
padding. The system is capable of protecting drivers throughout the 
adult anthropometric range at velocities to 50 mph as tested in sled 
simulated frontal, pitching, and angular impacts representing actual 
collisions. 

DESCRIPTORS: * Automobiles, *Safety devices, *Crash tests, 
•Anthropometry, inflatable structures, Energy absorption, steering. 
Padding, Absorbers (Materials), Safety engineering, Impact tests. 
Rocket propelled sleds, Collision research 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Air-bag  restraint  systems.   Air  bags,   NTISDOTHSA 

PB-235 70U/4   NTIS Prices: PC$8.00/MFS2.25 
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Physical Measurements, Cycle I: Health Examination Survey, 1 9b9-19f> 2. 
User»s  Guide 

National  Center  for Health Statistics, Rockville, Md. Div. of Health 
Examination Statistics. 
AUTHOR: Schnack, George A. 
C3503A4    FLD: 5E   USGRDR7422 
1962   47p 
MONITOR:    NCHS/DF-7U/003a 
Por  data  file on  magnetic tape,   see   PB-235 185. 

ABSTRACT: The manual contains a description of the data tile on 
magnetic tape containing data from a variety of physical measurements 
performed in the health examination survey of adults conducted during 
1959-1962. The 17 body measurements are relevant to human engineering 
and include standing height, weight, sitting height, knee height, 
chest  girth  and other  conventional body  measurements. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *DemOgraphic surveys, Body weight, Height 
,   Human   factors engineering,  United  States,  Statistical data 

IDENTIFIERS:  *Health surveys,   NTISHRACHS 

PB-235   186/4       NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.25/MFS2.25 
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Physical   Measurements,   Cycle  I:   Health Examination  Survey,   1959-1962 

National Center for Health Statistics, Rockville, Md. Div. ot Health 
Examination  Statistics. 

Data  file 
AUTHOR:   SchnacK,   George  A. 
C3503A3 PLD:   5E,   62        USGRDR7U22 
1962       1  reel mag tap 
MONITOR:   NCHS/DP-74/003 
Supersedes  NCHS/DF-7 3/013. 
Specify    tape    recording  node desired:  7  track,   556  or BOO or   16U0bpi, 
Bed,   odd  or  even  parity;   or  9  track  BOObpi,   Ebcdic,   odd  parity. 

ABSTRACT: The file contains data from a variety of physical 
measurements performed in the Health Examination Survey ot adults 
conducted during 1959-1962. The 17 body measurements are relevant to 
human engineering and include standing height, weight, sitting height, 
knee height, chest girth and other conventional body measurements. The 
1959-1962 Health Examination Survey is described under the listing tor 
data tape NCHS/DF-7U-001, the master file of demographic and 
socioeconomic information needed for use with other Cycle I data 
tapes. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Data file, * Anthropoaetry, ^Demographic surveys, •Health 
surveys. Body weight* Height* Magnetic tapes. Human factors 
engineering.   United  States,   Statistical  data 

IDENTIFIERS:   NTISHRACHS 

PB-235   185/6       NTIS   Prices:   Hag  Tape   $97.50;Poreign   $122.50 
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Experimental Determination of Mechanical Features of Aduj.ts and 
Children 

Texas inst. for Rehabilitation and Research, Houston* Biostereometncs 
Lab.*National  Highway  Traffic  Safety   Administration,   Washington,   D.c. 

Pinal  rept.   Hay 72-Feb 74 
AUTHOR:   Herron,   R.   E.,   Cuzzi,   J.   R.,   Goulet,   D.   V.,   Hugg,   J.    E. 
C3492C2 FLD:    13L,   6N,   95D,   85D        USGRDR7422 
Jun   74 175p 
CONTRACT:   DOT-HS-231-2-397 
MONITOR:   DOT-HS-801-168 

ABSTRACT: An experimental investigation was carried out with a view 
towards developing improved methods for acquiring comprehensive body 
form and biomechanical data for use in mathematical modeling ot 
traffic accidents. Twenty-one children ranging in weight from il.lb to 
54.0 pounds and five adults, three males and two females, served as 
subjects. Automatic data acquisition systems, based on the principles 
of biostereometrics, were used to obtain a wide range ot body form and 
biomechanical data, including: Three-dimensional coordinates and cross 
sections for major body parts and the body as a whole; volume- 
distribution curves for major body parts and the body as a whole; 
perimeter distribution curves, linear anthropometric dimensions, and 
estimates for surface area, volume, center of gravity and inertial 
tensors for major body parts and the body as a whole; and globographic 
data for all major joint sinuses, using a newly-designed, real-time 
stereometric   joint  motion sensor. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Motor vehicle accidents, *Anthropometry, Children, 
Adults,   Measurement,   Notion,   Joints (Anatomy) 

IDENTIFIERS:   NTISDOTHSA 

PB-234   079/2        NTIS   Prices:   PC$5.00/NPS2.25 
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High Acceleration Cockpits for Advanced Pighter Aircratt. Volume IV. 
Test   Results 

Hcdonnell Douglas Corp St Louis Mo*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab.# 
Hright-Patterson   AFB,   Ohio.        (404120) 

Final technical  rept.   1   Apr-14 Dec  73 
AUTHOR:   Asiala,   Carl   F.,   Quinn,   Thomas  J. 
C3402F1 FLD:   1C,   5E,   51C,   95D        USGRDR7421 
May   7U       94p 
REPT NO; HDC-A2631-V01-4 
CONTRACT: F33615-73-C-3067 
PROJECT: AF-6190 
MONITOR: AFPDL-TR-74-«8-Vol-4 
See also Volume 3, AD-783 602. 

ABSTRACT: A high acceleration cockpit design teSt/evaluation program 
was conducted, using a full scale design aid. Alternate configurations 
were compared using this full scale design aid in a formally 
structured evaluation including Mission related task elements. Test 
criteria considered evaluation of control/display and cockpit design 
options* including seat location, motion, and pilot anthropometry, 
with a balance between the physical and operational test measures and 
objectives using Air Force provided pilot subjects. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Jet fighters, *Cockpits» *Human factors engineering, 
Configurations, Acceleration, Maneuverability, Ejection seats. 
Anthropometry, Mission profiles, Aeronautics, Display systems, 
Electrooptics 

IDENTIFIERS: Articulating seats, High G cockpits, F-4 aircratt, Design 
, NTISDODAF 

AD-783 603/4   NTIS Prices: PC$4.00/HF$2.25 
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High Acceleration Cockpits for Advanced Fighter Aircraft. Volume ill. 
Test Plan 

Mcdonnell Douglas Corp St Louis no*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., 
Wright-Patterson  AFB,   Ohio.        (Uom;<!0) 

Final  technical rept.   1   Apr-iu  Dec 73 
AUTHOR: Asiala, Carl ?.,   Quinn, Thomas J. 
C3402E4    FLD: 1Cf 5E, 551C, 95D   0SGRDR7421 
May 74   66p 
RBPT NO: MDC-A2631-V01-3 
CONTRACT: F13615-73-C-3067 
PROJECT:    AF-6190 
MONITOR:    AFFDL-TR-7«-u8-Vol-3 
See also Volume 2, AD-783 601, and Volume 4, AD-783 603. 

ABSTRACT: A high acceleration cockpit design and integration program 
was conducted, using a full scale design aid. Alternate configurations 
were compared using this full scale design aid m a formally 
structured evaluation including mission related task elements. Crew 
station characteristics were thus related to operator needs in a 
mission context for advanced fighter concepts. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Jet fighters, *Cockpits, *Human factors engineering, 
Configurations, Static tests, Ejection seats, Anthropometry, Mission 
profiles. Aeronautics, Display systems, Electrooptics 

IDENTIFIERS: Articulating seats. High G cockpits, F-u aircraft, Design 
, NTISDODAF 

AD-783 602/6   NTIS PriceS; PCJ3.75/MFS2.25 
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Performance   Evaluation  of  the   Highway  Safety   Research   Institute    (HSRI) 
Anthropomorphic  Test   Dumay 

Calspan  Corp.,   Buffalo,   N.Y.        (407   727) 

Interim  technical rept.   J\in  73-Jan   74 
AUTHOR:   Naab,   Kenneth  N.,   Massing,   Daniel  E. 
C3292D3    FLD: 13L, 13F, 85D, <*5D, 96D   0SGHDR7419 
Jun 74   376p 
BEPT NO: CALSPAN-ZS-5352-V-1 
CONTBACT: DOT-HS-053-3-664 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-15U 

ABSTRACT: The objective of the program has been to experimentally 
evaluate the performance of a 50th percentile anthropomorphic test 
dummy developed by the Highway Safety Research Institute (HSRI). Two 
identical dumnxes were furnished for measurement and verification ot 
the degree of conformance to specified criteria, and tor 
establishment, by appropriate testing, of the ranges of performance 
and repeatability of test devices under conditions of crash 
environments. A series of eleven static and dynamic component tests 
were performed; fourteen type-2 belt restraint tests and six air bag 
restraint tests were performed using an accelerator sled to simulate a 
30 MPH impact crash. The results indicate that the HSRI dummy 
responses differ substantially from those of the GM Hybrid II dummy 
evaluated. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Motor vehicle accidents, *Collision research, 
•Anthropometry, *Anatomical models. Measurement, Evaluation, Crash 
tests. Impact tests, Safety belts, Safety devices. Design criteria 

IDENTIFIEBS: NTISDOTHSA 

PB-234 310/1   NTIS Prices: PC$8.25/MFS1.45 
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Advanced Air Bag Restraints for Standard Size Car Drivers. Volume I. 
Executive Summary 

Minicars* Inc., Goleta, Calif. 

Pinal rept. 1 Jul 72-28 Feb 74 
AUTHOR: Friedman, Donald, Friedman, Keith 
C3221C4    FLD: 13F, 13L, 85D, 95D, 96D   USGRDR7418 
Jul 74   31p 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-113-2-441 
MONITOR: D0T-HS-801-H2 

ABSTRACT: The report summarizes the effort to develop an advanced air 
bag restraint system for standard size cars capable ot protecting the 
driver in frontal and/or frontal oblique crashes. The result ot the 
work has been the development of a system consisting ot (a) a small 
quickly inflating double air bag, (b) an energy absorbmj steering 
column mechanically stroking through rollerless tapes, (c) a 
mechanically stroking padded knee restriant linked to the steering 
column, (d) an energy absorbing seat assembly, and (e) compartment 
padding. The system is capable of protecting drivers throughout the 
adult anthropometric range at velocities to bo mph as tested in sled 
simulated frontal, pitching, and angular impacts representing actual 
collisions. The design minimizes structural modifications necessary to 
achieve the desired impact performance. 

DESCRIPTORS: * Automobiles, *Satety devices, *Crash tests, 
•Anthropometry, Inflatable structures, Energy absorption. Steering, 
Padding, Absorbers (Materials), Safety engineering. Impact tests. 
Rocket propelled sleds, Collision research 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISDOT, *Air bag restraint systems. Air bags, NTISNHTSA 

PB-233 812/7   NTis Prices: PC$3.25/MFJ1.45 
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Evaluation of the Hicrocapsule Pressure Measurement Pads 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C. 
Office of Crash worthiness. 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Radovich, Vladislav G. 
C3221C3    FLD: 14B, 13F, 13L, 85D, 95D, 9bD   USGRDR7U18 
Hay 7U   13p 
REPT NO: DOT-HS-801 172 
HONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Dye-filled microcapsule pads for Measurement of contact 
surface pressures, were evaluated in simulated automobile crash tests 
on test dummies restrained by seat belts. The microcapsule pads were 
exposed to belt loads on the dummy's chest and abdomen and to head 
impacts against the head rest. In a limited amount ot testing good 
agreement was found between the pressures measured with •lcrocapsuie 
pads and corresponding values computed from belt tension and head 
acceleration  measurements* 

DESCRIPTORS: * Automobiles, *Crash tests, *Pressure measurement, 
•Safety belts, Anthropometry, Indicating instruments, Evaluation, 
Impact tests, Loads (Forces), Anatomical models, Acceleration, 
Collision  research,   Safety  engineering 

IDENTIFIERS:   NTISNHTSA 

PB-233   810/1        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00/HP$1.45 
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Comparative Hunan Factors Analysis of the U. S. Navy Mark v. and Mark 
XII Dive Systems 

Naval Medical Research Inst Bethesda Md   (2496b0) 

Medical research progress rept. No. 7 
AUTHOR:  Armstrong,  F. w., Bachrach, A. J., Conda, K. J. , Holiman, M. 
J., Egstrom, G. H. 
C3184F2    FLD: 6K, 15E   USGRDR7418 
1 Jun 74   89p 
PROJECT:    M4306.03 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: A series of tests were conducted to assess the suitability 
of the U.S. Navy prototype Mark XII hardhat diving system as a 
replacement for the U.S. Navy standard Mark V diving system. The tests 
combined operational testing with human factors testing to depths ot 
300 ft under four separate environmental conditions: open tank, 
hyperbaric chamber, Anacostia River, and open water. Air was used as 
the breathing medium for shallow depths, with He02 substituted as 
depths increased. Task times were recorded and compared, as well as 
dressing and undressing times. An eguipment evaluation was made by 
each diver on the Mark XII. An anthropometric study ot both systems 
was performed, measuring range ot movements on 14 anthropometric 
measures. (Modified author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Diver equipment, *Breathing apparatus, 'Protective 
clothing, *Human factors engineering, Performance(Human), 
Anthropometry, Tests, Depth, Divers 

IDENTIFIERS: Mark 5 diving systems, Hark 12 diving systems, NTISDODN 

AD-781 6U1/6   NTIS prices; PC$4.00/NFJ1.4b 
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Breaking Strength of the Human Skull vs impact Surface Curvature 

Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Mich. Dept. of Neurosurgery. 

Final rept. 20 Dec 71-31 Mar 73 
AUTHOR: Voigt, R., Thomas, L. Hurray 
C3141G1    FLD: 6E, 13L, 570, 85D   USGRDR7417 
NOV 73   189p 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-146-2-230 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-002 
See also PB-204 239. 

ABSTRACT: An investigation has been conducted into the effects ot 
surface shape, hardness and impact location on the heads of human 
cadavers* This is the second year of a study involving eighty cadavers 
and aost of the important results and conclusions are listed and 
discussed in this report. Impact surfaces included flat rigid and 
resilient, rigid cylindrical 1/8 in. radius up to 1 in. radius, 
resilient cylindrical 1 in. radius and rigid hemispherical shapes 
ranging from 3 in. to 8 in* radius* Impact locations include front, 
side and rear. The various impact conditions are related to type of 
skull fracture produced and several head Injury parameters such as, 
velocity, peak force, acceleration, contact pressure and magnitude, 
and head injury criterion (HIC). 

DESCRIPTORS: *Skull, *practure strength, *Impact strength. 
Head (Anatomy), Injuries, Acceleration tolerance, Breaking load, Motor 
vehicle accidents. Anatomy, Anthropometry, Tables(Data) , Computer 
programs 

IDENTIFIERS: NTISNHTSA 

PB-233 0U1/3   NTIS Prices: PC$b. 50/MF$1. *»5 
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The Effects of Initial Spinal configuration on Pilot Ejection 

Army Aeromedical Research Lab Fort Rucker Ala   (4u4b/d) 
AUTHOR: Liu, Y. King, Pontius, Uwe R., Hosey, Ronald R. 
C3112H4    FLD: 6S, 57H, 57A   USGRDR/U17 
Oct 73   56p 
REPT NO: USAARL-7U-6 
PROJECT: DA-3-A-062110-A-819 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The effect of initial spinal alignment on the location and 
magnitude of maximum vertebral stress during ejection was studied 
using the Orne-Liu discrete parameter model of the spine. Face 
curtain, shoulder harness, and seat back restraints were added to the 
model as linear springs. Spinal alignment data used were from x-rays 
of a 5th, 40th, and 95th percentile (sitting height) man seated in the 
MK-J5(D) ejection seat under static conditions. Maximum normal 
stresses were shown to occur at L1 (5th) , T12(40th) and T9(9bth) with 
face curtain and shoulder harness restraint. Results indicated that a 
state of nearly uniform axial stress exists in the column durinq 
ejection and thus the location of maximum bending stress dictates the 
spinal location of the maximum normal stress. Hence, initial spinal 
alignment, in terms of the curvature of the column, is a major 
determinant of the location and magnitude of maximum normal stress for 
a given set of restraints. (Modified author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Spinal column, *Ejection seats, Impact, Wounds and 
injuries. Static conditions, Biomechanics, Stress(Physiology), Pilots, 
Aerospace medicine, Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS: Recommendations, NTlSDODA 

AD-780 847/0   NTIS Prices: PC$5.75/MFJ1.45 
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Evaluation of the Anthropmetric Compliance Tool 

Essex Corp., Alexandria, Va.   (391 122) 

Final rept. Jun-Dec 73. 
C3023L2 FLD:    14B,    13F,    13L,   94F,    BSD,    95D,   96D US«aDR7«1b 
May  7«        101p 
CONTRACT: DOT-HS-120-3-773 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-801-124 

ABSTRACT: The objectives ct the investigation were to: (1) Establish 
the utility of the anthropometric compliance tool as a field test 
instrument; (2) determine the reliability of tool measurements; and 
(3) formulate recommendations for tool redesign or tool procedure 
modification. The tool evaluation was conducted by means of an 
empirical investigation of its accuracy, reliability, and usability in 
five types of vehicles. Subjects were selected for this investigation 
to be representative of the general population of compliance test 
personnel. The tool was evaluated in terms ot its capability to 
measure to two fo0t controls and three hand controls. Measures of 
performance included time to assemble, install, and use the tool, 
procedural erros, and tool accuracy and reliability in measuring 
distances to controls with respect to the seating reference point. 

DESCRIPTORS:  *Tools,  *Test  eguipment, *Automobiles, * Anthropometry, 
Reliability, Accuracy* Safety devices. Design standards. Measurement 

IDENTIFIERS: Compliance tests, NTISNHTSA 

PB-232 540/5   NTIS Prices: PC$4.50/MPS1.US 
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Crew System Design 

Anacapa Sciences Inc Santa Barbara Calif   (U0b9b1) 
AUTHOR: Cross, Kenneth D., MCGrath, James J. 
C28U5J2    FLD: 5Er 1C, 51c, 8<*c   USGRDR7413 
Jul 73   373p 
CONTRACT: N00014-72-C-0105 
MONITOR: 18 • 
Proceedings  of an   Inter-agency  Conference  Held  at   Los   Angeles,   Calit., 
on   September   12-1U,   1972. 

ABSTRACT: The purpose of the conference was to promote the timely use 
of the best available technology in the development and evaluation of 
aerospace crew systems. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Meetings, *Aerospace systems, *Flight crews, Manpower 
utilization, Personnel selection, performance(Human), Requirements, 
Measurement, Data management.       Cost       effectiveness,        Computer 
applications, Human factors engineering, Stations, Anthropom^try, 
Kinematics,   Life support,   Airborne 

IDENTIFIERS:   N 

AD-777   996/0        NTIS   Prices;   PCS21.75/MFS1.Hb 
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Shuttle Passenger Couch 

Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo. 

Final Report. 
AUTHOR: Rosener, A. A., Stephenson, n.   L. 
C2831C2    FLD: 5E, 95D   STAR1209 
Jan 74   120 
REPT NO: NASA-CR-134200, MCR-74-40 
CONTRACT: NAS9-13010 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Conceptual design and fabrication of a full scale shuttle 
passenger couch engineering model are reported. The model was utilized 
to verify anthropoaetric dimensions, reach dimensions, ingress/egress, 
couch operation, storage space, restraint locations, and crew 
acceptability. These data were then incorported in the design of the 
passenger couch verification model that underwent performance tests. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Couches, *Passengers, *Space shuttles, 
•Structural design criteria, Human factors engineering. Performance 
tests, Scale models, Space transportation 

IDENTIFIERS: NASA 

N74-17854/2   NIIS Prices: PC$9.00/HF$1.45 
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Industrial Ergonomics Abstracts, volume 5, Number 2 

British Steel Corp., Sheffield (England). Information Services, 
C2464J1    FLD: 5E, 95D, 94D   USGRDR7408 
Sep 73   16p 
REPT NO: CEL/HF/46/7 3 
MONITOR: 18 
See also Volume 4, No. 4, PB-222 676. 

ABSTRACT: Abstracts are given of reports on biotechnology. This volume 
deals with the following areas: The psychology, physiology, 
anthropometry and biomechanics of man as a systems component; data 
presentation, input facilities, workplace and eguipment design, and 
environmental design of the design of the man-machine interface; 
noise; thermal conditions; systems design and organization; anc 
methods, techniques and equipment in ergonomics. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Human   factors  engineering,  *Nan  machine  systems. 
Industrial psychology.   Physiology,   Anthropometry,  Environmental 
engineering, Temperature,   Noise,  Motivation,  Attitudes,  Systems 
engineering, Abstracts, Great Britain 

IDENTIFIERS: *Ergonomics, GBISRA 

PB-227 461/1   NTIS Prices: PC$4.00/HFJ1.4b 
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Arm Reach Boundaries for Cockpit Control operation 

Department of Civil Aviation, Melbourne (Australia). 
AUTHOR: Bullock, M. I., Steinberg, N. A. 
C2325B1    PLD: 5E, 95D   STAR1203 
Jun 73   98p 
BEPT NO: MEMO-31 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Because of the fact that light aircraft cockpits were 
designed when pilots were restrained by a lap belt only, the recent 
use of firm upper torso restraint has introduced a problem of control 
accessibility. Therefore, a deteminination of the functional acn 
reach boundaries for the Australian sale and female pilot populations 
has been made and certain structural anthropometric measurements have 
been recorded. The apparatus used, the experimental procedure and the 
various percentiles of thumb tip arm reach are described in this 
report. These data should provide information for the design or 
modification of restraint systems and of cockpits which will allow 
manipulation of manual controls by all pilots while effectively 
restrained. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Aircraft pilots, *Arm (Anatomy), *Constraints, *Muscular 
function. Anthropometry, Australia, Cockpits, Human factors 
engineering, Manual control 

IDENTIFIERS: NASA 

N74-11902/5   NTIS Prices: PC$7.00/MF$1.U5 
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Cockpit Geometry Evaluation, Phase III Final Report. Volume III. 
Computer   Program  Systea 

Boeing  Aerospace Co  Seattle  Hash        (0596 10) 

Rept.   for  1   Dec  70-30  Nov 7 1 
AUTHOR:   Katz,   Robert 
C2261G2 FLD:    1C,    5E,    51C        USGRDR740f> 
30  Jun 72       106<tp 

FEPT   NO;    D162-10127-3 
CONTRACT:   N00014-71-C-0170 
PROJECT:   NR-213-065 
MONITOR: JANAIR-720402 
See also Volume 1, AD-772 486. 

ABSTRACT: The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation (CGE) Program is a 
development of improved aethods for evaluating the physical 
compatibility of crew members with crew stations. The heart ot the 
program is a 23-joint, three-dimensional man-model (BOEMAN) that- 
simulates the motion of humans perforating tasks in a given 
environment. The computer program system (CPS) ties the project 
together. The system uses an updatabie bank of anthropological, 
environmental and task sequence data. This volume contains both the 
historical development of CGECPS as well as the most recent 
capabilities and modifications to the Computer Program System. 
(Modified author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Cockpits, *Human factors engineering. Geometry, 
Anthropometry, Mathematical models. Performance(Human), standards, 
Military requirements, Computer programs 

IDENTIFIERS: N 

AD-772 488/3   NTIS Prices: PC$55.00/NP$1.45 
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Cockpit Geometry Evaluation, Phase III Final Report. Volume I. Program 
Description and Summary 

Boeing Aerospace Co Seattle Hash   (059610) 

Sept. for 1 Dec 70-30 Nov 71 
AUTHOR: Ryan, Patrick W. 
C2261F4    FLD: 1C, 5E, 51C   USGRDR7406 
Sep 72   I89p 
REPT   NO:    D162-10125-3 
CONTRACT:   N00014-71-C-0170 
PROJECT:    NR-213-065 
MONITOR:   JANAIR-720401 
See   also   Voluae  3,   AD-772  488. 

ABSTRACT: The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation Program in an experimental 
development to establish a standardized method for evaluating the 
physical compatibility of a seated crew member of any size with the 
geometry of a crew station, beginning with the design concept. Data on 
the geometry of the crew station, the anthropometric characteristics 
of the crew members, and the sequence of tasks to be performed are 
stored in a computer. Mathematical routines provide dynamic movement 
for a variable-sized mathematical man-model. Numerical performance 
indicators, identification of physical and visual interferences, and 
reach infeasibilities are output. The crew station compliance with 
certain MIL-STD and -SPEC requirements is also checked. (Modified 
author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Cockpits, *Human factors engineering, Geometry, 
Anthropometry,   Mathematical   models.   Performance(Human) ,   Interference 

IDENTIFIERS:   N 

AD-772   486/7        NTIS   Prices:   PC$5.50/MPS1.45 
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Pilot Armreach and Cockpit Control Locator Machine 

Department of the Interior Washington D C   (109950) 

Patent 
AUTHOR:   Alexander,   Hilton,   Garrett,   John   w.,   Riepenhoft,   Ralph   R. 
C2254J3 PLD:    14B,    1C,   5E,   95D,   90        USGRDR740b 
Filed  7  Jul  71,   patented   26  Sep   72       8p 
REPT   NO:    PAT-APPL-161   361,    PATEMT-3   693   265 
MONITOR:    18 
Government-owned    invention     available     for     licensing.   Copy   ot   patent 
available Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231 i0.5o. 

ABSTRACT: The invention relates to an improved method and test 
apparatus for measuring the ability of a pilot, while strapped in an 
aircraft cockpit seat, to reach, grasp and satistactoriiy operate 
various control knobs located on the instrument Panel and a ditterent 
positions within the cockpit. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Patents, *Test equipment, *Pilots, *Human factors 
engineering, Cockpits, Measurement, Instrument panels, control knobs. 
Anthropometry, User needs, Acceptability, Engineering, Standards 

IDENTIFIERS: PAT-CL-J5-12-F, GPAF 

AD-16U 340/2   NTIS Price: Not available NTiS 
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Atlas of Muscular Strength within the Hand and Foot Reach ot Seated 
Operator 

Paris Univ (Prance) Dept of Applied Anthropology   (40BJ40) 
AUTHOR: Coblentz, Alex, Ignazi, G. 
C20 11GU    FLD: 5E   USGRDR7402 
26 Oct 73   5p 
GRANT:   AF-AFOSR-2411-72 
PROJECT:    AF-9767 
TASK:   976701 
MONITOR:    EOARD-TR-73-28 

ABSTRACT: The report discusses the following: Plans to measure static 
and dynamic forces and optimum action capabilities ot seated 
operators; techniques of measuring body segaental lass, se«jmental 
inertia, and centers of gravity; and facilities available tor 
biomechanical and anthropaetrical studies at their laooratory at the 
University of  Paris.    (Modified author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS; (*Hands» Strength (Physiology)) , (*Feet, Strength (Physiol- 
ogy) )# (*Operators (Personnel) , Strength(Physiology)), Biomechanics, 
France, Anthropology, Anthropometry, Human factors engineering, 
Muscles 

IDENTIFIERS:   Atlases,   AF 

AD-770   059/4        NTIS   Prices:   PC$J.00/MFS1.45 
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Development of Standards for Industrial and Firefighters Head 
Protective Devices. Voluae I. Criteria for Development of Standards 
for Industrial and Firefighters Head Protective Devices. Volume II. 
Recommended Standards for Industrial and Firefighters Head Protective 
Devices 

Brown (Daton T.), Inc., Bohemia, N.Y. Testing Labs. Div. 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Scalone, Albert A. 
C1993I3    FLD: 6Q, 91C*   USGRDR7U01 
13 Aug 73   308p* 
CONTRACT: HSH-99-72-86 
MONITOR: NIOSH-TR-053-73 

ABSTRACT: The report presents a series of standards tor industrial and 
firefighters head protective devices. These constitute: (1) a 
performance standard which lists the attributes and levels of 
Performance for four classes of industrial head protective devices, 
(2) a testing standard, which describes test methods, procedui.es, and 
eguipment for each attribute to be tested, and (3) a user standard 
which describes how industrial and firefighters head protective 
devices are to be properly selected, used and maintained. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Headgear, Standards), (*Firef lghtmg, Headgear), 
industries. Personnel, Protection, Performance evaluation, Injuries, 
Human factors engineering. Anthropometry, Impact tests, penetration, 
Flammability, Safety devices, Protective clothing 

IDENTIFIERS: NIOSH 

PB-225 163/5   NTIS Prices: PC$7.00/MFS1.4b 



Crash Test Device Development. Repeatable Pete 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor. Highway Safety Research Inst.   (HU7 825) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: HcElhaney, James H. 
C1993I2    PLD: 13F, 13L, 85D, 95D, 96D   USGRDR7401 
Jun 73   I62p 
REPT NO: UH-HSRI-BI-73-3-1 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The report describes the development and performance ot a 
new crash test device aptly named, Repeatable Pete. The general goal 
of the project was the development of an adequate crash test device to 
aid in the evaluation of the injury reducing potential of automotive 
passenger restraint systems. The general design criteria were: 
Repeatability of test results; Reproducibility of test results; 
Human-like responses in a moderate automotive crash environment; 
Non-frangibility. Biomechancal data describing the dynamic impact 
responses of unembalmed cadavers was used as the basis for humanlike 
performance. New and uniquely repeatable joints were developed. A 
urethane head and chest with more humanlike dynamic response was also 
developed. Self-skinning urethane foam was used extensively. Great 
care was used throughout to insure proper isolation of metal 
components. Extensive sled testing of two devices was done to verity 
performance. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Automobiles, Safety engineering), (*Anthropoa«jtry, 
•Test equipment), Design, Reliability, Evaluation, Safety belts, 
Dynamic tests. Cadavers, Anatomical models. Joints(Anatomy) 

IDENTIFIERS: HSRI 

PB-225 162/7   NTIS Prices: PCJ10.25/MPS1.45 
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Definition of Study  Objectives for  Integrated Crew  Module  Development 

LTV  Aerospace Corp Dallas Tex  Vought  Systems Div       (UU8116) 

Final  rept.   1   Jul  72-31   Aug   73 
AUTHOR:     Atkins,     E.   R.,   Hodges,   J.   C.,   Harper,   T.   L.,   Manning,   J.   R., 
Hall,   A.   A. 
^8650**    PLD: 1B, 6G, 51G   USGRDR732U 
Aug 73   261p 
REPT   NO:    2-57110/3R-3104 
CONTRACT:   N000U-72-C-04U3 
PROJECT:    HR-213-106 
MONITOR:   JANAIH-730705 

ABSTRACT: The technical report presents the results ot a study to 
identify and qualify objectives in development of the Integrated Crow 
Module Crew Station. Study efforts encompassed the inan factor in 
addressing c^ew performance and the machine factor thru analysis ot 
critical design factors such as anthropomentry* geometry, controls and 
displays* vision, and arrangement. A baseline configuration was 
developed from these studies. A siqniticant portion of the 
investigation was devoted to supination of the aircrewman tor 
acceleration  tolerance  improvement.    (Modified author   abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Jet fighters, *Escape systems (Aerospace)), (*SUpersonic 
flight. Ejection), Plight crews. Protection, Survival, Performance 
tests. Positioning reactions. Human engineering, Acceleration 
tolerance.   Anthropometry,   Ejection seats 

IDENTIFIERS: Supine positioning, *Integrated crew modules, Intlight 
escape devices*   Protective  devices.   Escape capsules,   N 

AD-769   065/14        NTIS   Prices:   PCS6. 25/MFS1 . Hb 
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COMBlMAN-Computerized Bicmechanical Ban-Model. COMBIMAN-Biomochanisch- 
es Computer-Hodell des  Menschen 

Aerospace Nedical Research Lab Hright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (UUSUbO) 
AUTHOR: Kroemer, K. H. E. 
C1692H2    FLD: 5E, 13L   USGRDR7322 
1972   18p 
REPT NO: ABRL-TR-72-16 
PROJECT: AP-7184 
TASK: 718408 
MONITOR: 18 
Summary in German. 
Availability:  Pub. in Proceedings of IFU colloquium 'Space Technology 

A  Model  for  Safety Techniques and Accident Prevention', Cologne, 
Germany, Apr 72 p73-88. 

ABSTRACT: A computerized body analog, representing anthropometry, 
biomechanics, and ergonomics, will be useful in evaluating existing 
systems and in the future will be essential from the earliest stages 
in the development of nev systems. Such an analog of the human 
operator, within the geometry of the work station, is currently being 
developed. It is called COMBIMAN, an acronym for CONputarized 
Biomechanical HAN-aodel. COMBIMAN is an engineering tool tor 
representing the geometry and physics of the man-cockpit system. This 
paper summarizes a literature review, presents a general discussion ot 
computer models representing the geometry of the operator at his work 
station, develops a strategy of the mathematical and computerization 
concepts, and describes the development phases of COMBIMAN. (Modified 
author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Body, Models (Simulations)) , (*Human engineering. 
Aircraft), Computers, Anthropometry, Ergometers, Mathematical models 

IDENTIFIERS: *Biomechanics, AF 

AD-767 206/6  NTIS Price: Reprint 
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Annotated Bibliography of Reports 

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab Pensacola Fla   (406061) 

Supplement  no.   5,   1   Jnl  72-30  Jun  73 
AUTHOR:   McAllister,   Rita  S. 
C1602D1 FLD:   6S,   6E,   57W,   57E        USGRDR7321 
30   Jun  73       28p 
MONITOR:    18 
See  also  report dated  30  Jun 72,   AD-764  065. 

ABSTRACT: ;Contents: Mechanises underlying the behavior of the organs 
of equilibrium which result in motion sickness, functional reflex 
disturbances, and other unwanted side effects in navy personnel; 
Hyperbaric-hypobaric interactions as they relate to compressed air 
diving and aviation; Predicting motivational change and aeronautical 
adaptability among Navy and Marine Corps aviation trainees; predicting 
fleet effectiveness of Navy and Marine Corps pilots and tlight 
officers; Analysis of operational functions and unique characteristics 
of the naval flight officer; Investigation of pilot background factors 
in aviation accidents; Performance in non-human primates as influenced 
by low-frequency electromagnetic fields; Cockpit assignability coles 
and  techniques  for  the  presentation  of  anthropometric data. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Aviation medicine* *Bibliographies) , (*Space medicine, 
Bibliographies) , Military medicine, Motion sickness, Vestibuiar 
apparatus. Barometric pressure. Altitude, Adaptation(Physiology), 
Performance(Human) , Pilots, Naval personnel. Aviation accidents, 
Electromagnetic  fields.   Primates,   Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS:   Hyperbaric  medicine,   Hypobaric  medicine,   N 

AD-766   458/4        NTlS   Prices:    PC$3.00/MF$1.45 
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Mass, Volume, Center of Mass and Mass Moment of Inertia of Head and 
Head and Neck of the Hunan Body 

Tulane Oniv New Orleans La   (35u900) 

Final rept* 
AUTHOR: Walker, Leon B. Jr, Harris, Edward H., Pontius, Uwe R. 
C1225FU    PLD: 5E, 57A, 95D   USGRDR7316 
15 Har 7 3   35p 
CONTRACT: N00014-69-A-0248-0001, N00203-71-H-16 19 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The tass, volune, center of mass and aass moment ot inertia 
of the head and neck and the head were determined for twenty human 
•ale cadavers. Anthropometric values and anatomic landmarks were 
obtained by external measurements and by use of x-ray procedures. The 
procedures used to determine the above measurements are described. 
Uniform planes for the separation of the head and neck from the torso 
and separation of the head from the neck were established and are 
described in detail. The values of the physical properties ot the head 
and neck and the head are tabulated and compared to data reported in 
previous studies. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Head, *Anthropometry), Hales, Humans, Physical 
properties. Anatomy, Human engineering. Inertia 

IDENTIFIERS: Biodynamics, Biomechanics, Cadavers, N 

AD-762 581   NTIS Prices: PC$3.75/MFJO.95 
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The Effect of Vehicle Structure Characteristics on Occupant Restraint 
parameters.   A Parametric Study 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.c. ( 
389   521) 

Technical rept.   Nov  72-Mar  73 
AUTHOR:   Krauss,   Robert  A.,   Strother,   Charles E. 
C1201K3 FLD:   13F,    13L,   85D*,   95D,   96D        USGRDR7J15 
Hay  73       37p* 
MONITOR:   DOT-HS-820   260 

ABSTRACT: A siaple, one-dimensional model was constructed of tho crash 
of a vehicle and restrained occupant for the purposes of better 
understanding the relationship between the response of the vehicle 
structure and the restraint system. The equations of motion of the 
model were derived and a computer program written to produce both 
printed and graphical solutions to these equations. The model and 
computer  program  are explained and the  results discussed. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Notor vehicle accidents, Mathematical models), (*5atety 
belts. Anthropometry), (*Safety engineering, Automobiles), Crash tests 
, Computer systems programs, Equations of motion, Deceleration, 
Deformation,   Automobile  bodies 

IDENTIFIERS:   Occupant  compartments,   NHSB 

PB-221 002/9  NTIS Prices: PC$3.75/HFSO.95 
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Source Data of Infant and Child Measurements Interim Data, 1472 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.  School of Medicine.   (228 8'JO) 
AUTHOR:  Snyder,  Richard G., Spencer, Martha, owmgs, Clyde, Van Lck, 
Peter 
C120U2 FLD:   5E,   95D,   9bD        USGRDR7315 
Dec   7 2        30 5p 
CONTRACT:   FDA-72-70 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: The report provides estimates for child measurement, such as 
those required for the design of objects used by children. The 
purpose of the study and report was to determine the basic infant and 
child measurements needed for direct and broad application to prortuct 
safety design. . .designing equipment to obtain such measurements. . . 
and  analysis  of  the   findings. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, 'Children) , (•Human factors engineering, 
Children), Infants, Product development. Design, Safety engineering, 
Equipment 

IDENTIFIERS:   Product  safety,   FDADPS 

PB-220  929/U        NTIS   Prices:   PC$6.00/MF$0.95 
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An Annotated Bibliography of United States Air Fotce Applied Physical 
Anthropology 

Aerospace  Medical Research  Lab Wright-Patterson   AFB Ohio       (UU9HbO) 

Bibliography Jan 46-May 73 
AUTHOR: Reid, Betty 
C1171E4    FLD: 5Er 95D*   USGRDR7315 
May 73   66p* 
REPT NO: AHRL-TR-73-51 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718408 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The report contains the titles, authors, publication/source 
information, and the abstracts of 132 technical reports and articles 
published by Anthropology Branch of the Aerospace Medical Research 
Laboratory between January 1946 and May 1973. it is a ^tailed 
document of the scope of the effort of the Air Force in the ileld ol 
applied physical anthropology to provide the information on human body 
size and biomechanical characteristics of Air Force personnel required 
for the development and evaluation of Air Force .,stems, 
personal-protective eguipment and clothing. Work in the following 
areas is described; Anthropometry; workspace; biomechanics; and sizing 
and designing of personal equipment.  (Modified author abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Human engineering), Anthropology, Air 
Force personnel, Military personnel, Logistics, Bibliographies 

IDENTIFIERS: Biomechanics, Physical anthropology, AF 

AD-762 287   NTIS Prices: PC$4.bO/nF$0.95 
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Research and Demonstration Project for the Rehabilitation ot the 
Orthopaedically  Handicapped 

Madras Medical Coll. and Government General Hospital (India). 
Artificial Liab Centre. 

Final  rept.    1   Apr   66-31   Mar   70 
AUTHOR:   Natarajan,   H. 
C1031J2 PLD:   6E        USGRCR7313 
1970        138p 
PROJECT:   SRS-IND-21-65 
MONITOR:   SRS-19-58121 

ABSTRACT: A research and demonstration project (1966-iy70) tor the 
rehabilitation of orthopedically disabled persons in South India 
developed orthopedic appliances suitable for local manufacture and 
use. Standard dimensions and sizes of components for artificial limbs 
were determined by an anthropometric survey. Design ot artificial 
limbs was modified to allow for walking barefoot and squatting to 
enable patients to return to normal daily activities in India. 
Dimensions and standardized sizes, in addition to evaluation of raw 
materials  for  fabrication of  leg   braces,   "ere  included.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Rehabilitation, *India), (*Orthopedics, ^Projects), 
Artificial limbs. Counseling, Braces, Anthropometry, Congenital 
abnormalities 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Demonstration   projects,   »Disabled   persons,   SRS 

PB-220   297/6        NTIS   Prices:   PCS9.00/MF$0.95 
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Anthropometry of  the  Latin-American   Armed  Forces 

Army  Tropic  Test   Center   Apo  New   York   09827        (042290) 

Final  rept.   Sep  65-Mar 7 1 
AUTHOR:   Dobbins,   Delaney   \.,   Kindick,   Charles  M. 
C0981F4 FLD:   6N,   95D        USGRDR7313 
Aug   72        59p 
REPT   NO:   USATTC-7209002 
PROJECT:    DA-1-T-061101-A-91-A,   USATECOM-9-CO-049-000-001 
MONITOR:    18 
See also AD-654 762. 

ABSTRACT: The United States Army Tropic Test Center made 
anthropometric measurements of a sample ot Latin-American enlisted 
military personnel in the Canal Zone from September 1965 to February 
1970. A total of 1985 trainees were measured—1852 airmen at the 0SAF 
Inter-American Air Forces Academy and 133 army personnel a' the us 
Army School of the Americas. Fifteen Latin-American count:I^S are 
represented in the sample. The average age for the sample was 23 
years, average height was 5 feet, 5 1/2 inches, and average weight was 
111 pounds. Percentiles and ranges for 75 physical measurements are 
presented, including isometric strength and hand-grip measures. 
Country-by-country comparisons are also presented. In addition, 1/90 
ABO blood group types are presented by country. (Author Modified 
Abstract) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Armeti Forces (Foreign) , *Latin America), (*Anthropometry 
, Armed Forces (Foreign)), Military personnel. Measurement, Hands, 
Strength,   Blood  groups 

IDENTIFIERS:   A 

AD-759   949       NTIS   Prices:   PC*3.00/MF$0.95 
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Human Pactor Evaluation of the USMC M1955 Armored Vest and the 
Proposed Titanium Nylon Improved Conventional Munitions Protective 
Armored Vest (U8 Plate) 

Human Engineering Lab Aberdeen Proving Ground Md   (172BbO) 

Technical memo. 
AUTHOR: Scheetz, Hoyden A., Corona, Bernard H,f Ellis, Paul H., Jones, 
H.   Douglas,   Randall,   R.   Bradley 
C0823F2 FLD:    19D,    52,    79B,   95D USGRDR7312 
Bar   73       77p 
REPT   NO:    HEL-TM-8-73 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: A h^man factors evaluation of the Army Simplified 48-Plate 
Titanium/Nylon Armored Vest and the K1955 USMC Doron Armored Vest was 
conducted by the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory. The vests 
were compared as to physical characteristics, anthropometric 
measurements, vest movement and static exercise, employment of small 
arms by troops eguipped with the vests, and user acceptance. The 
results yielded many points of contrast between vests, but no 
overriding superiority of either vest was noted. Recommendations are 
made to improve the qualities of the Simplified 48-Plate 
Titanium/Nylon configuration, based on the conclusion that a greater 
potential for further development is seen in the articulated 
configuration.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Body armor, *Human       engineering),       Titanium, 
Anthropometry, Nylon* Performance tests. Adaptation(Physiology), 
Firing tests (Ordnance),   Performance (Human),   Army  equipment 

IDENTIFIERS:   H-1955   armored   vests,   A 

AD-759   493        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00/MF$0.95 
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Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design (Revised Edition) 

American Institutes for Research Washington D C   (02J450) 
AUTHOR: Van Cott, Harold P., Kinkade, Robert G. 
C0691BU    FLD: 5E, 95D   USGRDR7310 
1972   757p 
CONTRACT; N00014-70-C-0365 
MONITOR: 18 
Sponsored in   part   by  Joint  Arny-Navy-Air  Porce  Steering  Committee. 
Availability:     Paper  copy available   from  Gpo  $8.00  as  DU10:LNJ. 

ABSTRACT: ;Contents: System and human engineering analyses; Man as a 
system component; Visual presentation of information; Auditory and 
other sensory forms of information presentation; Speech communication; 
Man-machine dynamics; Data entry devices and procedures; Design of 
controls; Design of individual workplaces; Design of multi-man-machine 
work areas; Engineering anthropology; Designing for maintainability; 
Training system design; Training device design; Human eng:neering 
tests  and evaluation. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Human engineering, *Reviews), Systems engineering, 
Man-machine systems. Sensory perception, Display systems, Social 
communication. Control systems, Anthropometry, Maintamaoility, 
Training  devices,  Tests 

IDENTIFIERS: Workplace layout, SD 

AD-758 339   NTIS Prices: PC-GPO/MFS0.95-NTIS 
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Current Status in Aerospace Medicine 

Advisory 
(400043) 

Group    for   Aerospace  Research   and  Developaent  Paris   (France) 

USGHDK7310 

Conference  proceedings  no.   110 
AUTHOR:   Jones,   Walton   L. 

PLD:   6E,   57E 
78 

:    AGABD-CP-110 
:    18 

Presented     at   the  Aerospace   Medical   Panel  Specialist   Meeting,   Glasgow, 
Scotland,   7-8  Sep  72.      NATO   furnished. 

C0691A1 
Feb  73 
RBPT  NO; 
MONITOR: 

ABSTRACT:        ;Contents:        Re 
developaents;        Non-fatal 
prevention; Manageaent 
hepatitis-associated-antige 
biostack experiment on A 
research; Hybrid computing 
physiological data; Aerom 
concept for oxygen brea 
requirements for protect 
criteria to laser energy 
activities in Italy, wit 
effects  on acceleration  tol 
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ir Porce operational 
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DESCRIPTORS: (*Space aedicine, Syaposia), (*Aviation medicine, 
Symposia), Air Force personnel, Fractures (Bone) , Ejection, Hepatitis 
viruses, Nervous systea diseases, Oxygen equipment. Anthropometry, 
Health physics, Lasers, Acceleration tolerance. Heat tolerance, 
Stress(Physiology) 

IDENTIFIERS:   Syringoayelia,   Protective  devices,   SD 

AD-758   332       NTis   Prices:   PC$3.00/MFSO.95 
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A Projected Grid Method for Recording the Shape of the Human Face 

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England). 
AUTHOR: Cobb, J. 
C0652K3    FLD: 5E   STAR1107 
Mar 72  33p 
BEPT   MO:    RAE-TR-71184,    BR-28791 
MONITOR:   18 

ABSTRACT: The work carried out to design equipment is described which 
would quickly and cheaply record the shapes of a large number of human 
faces. It is intended for use in an anthropometric survey with a view 
to providing data for a project aimed at improving the tit and comfort, 
of oxygen Basks for service use. The data is examined to discover a 
parameter of the human face which can be used to determine which mask 
size is best suited to any individual. A simple, guick, and adequately 
accurate equipment for recording one side of the face was developed 
from an earlier desigo and includes several refinements to simplify 
the analysis. The survey will assume that the mean aircrew L.ice lo 
symmetrical although it is realized that individual faces are not. The 
accuracy of the equipment was measured and is within the required one 
millimeter.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Contours, *Face (anatomy), *Oxygen masks 
, *Photographic recording. Color photography, Equipment specifications 
,   pitting, Flight crews. Grids, Lenses, Shapes 

IDENTIFIERS: NASA 

N73-16099   NTIS prices: PC$3.75/MFS0.95 
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Industrial Ergonomics Abstracts, Volume 4, Number 2. 

British Steel Corp. (England).  Human Factors Dept. 

BISRA Open rept. 
C0643J3    FLD: 5E, 13H, 94F   USGRDR7309 
Dec 72   10p 
REPT NO: HF/31/72 
MONITOR: 18 
See  also   Volume  4,   no.   1,   PB-212   204. 

ABSTRACT: ;Contents: Workplace and equipment design; Environmental 
design (illumination, noise, vibration, thermal conditions); The 
design       of       the       man-machine       interface       -    environmental     design 
(specialized and protective clothing, specialised and protective 
equipment); Work organisation; Training; Methods, techniques and 
eguipment     in    ergonomics-investigation     of  man  as a  systems  component 
(psychology, physiology, anthropometry and biomechanics); netnods, 
techniques and equipment in ergonomics - investigation ot systems 
design and organisation  - work design and organisation. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Human factors engineering* *Abstracts) , (*lndustnal 
engineering, Human factors engineering), Industrial atmospheres. 
Environmental engineering. Workplace layout.       Anthropometry, 
Man-machine systems. Design. Protective clothing, Sate handling. 
Noise(Sound), Vibration, Industrial training, work measurement, 
Observation, Time studies. Mathematical models. Iron and steel 
industry,   Great  Britain 

IDENTIFIERS:   GBlSRA 

PB-216   186/7        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00/MF$0.95 
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Fat   Boys  Get   Burned 

Brooke     Amy  Medical  Center  Fort   5am  Houston   Ter   Army   Inst  of  Surgical 
Research        (404885) 
AUTHOR: Wilmore, Douglas W., Pruitt, Basil A. jr 
C0555A1    FLD: 6E, 57E   USGRDR7308 
1972   Up 
MONITOR: 18 
Availability:  Pub. in The Lancet, p6?1-632, 2J Sep 72. 

ABSTRACT: Several at-risk groups have been associated with a high 
incidence of thermal trauma; those susceptible to burns include 
alcoholics, epileptics, retarded children, and aged people who smoke. 
We have reviewed anthropomorphic characteristics ot children se<?n at a 
burn centre to determine whether standard body measurements could 
identify an at-risk group predisposed to thermal trauma. 

DESCRIPTORS:  (*Burns, 
Hazards, Anthropometry 

Children) Males,     Body     weight,   Fire  safety, 

AD-756   999       NTIS   Price:   Reprint 
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Anthropometry of Jasde Personnel and Its Application for Human 
Engineering 

Japanese Air Self-defense Force, Tokyo. 
C0505A3    FLD: 5E, 95D   STAR1105 
1972   lOUp 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Tabulated anthropotietric data of Japanese air defense 
personnel are presented and their applications tor human factors 
engineering are described. The general areas of measurements include 
heights of parts of the body, ar» and leg lengths, torso measurements, 
head data, palm and finger data, and foot and ankle data. 

DESCRIPTOBS: * Anthropometry, *Human factors engineering, *Japan, Armed 
forces (foreign) , Tables (data) 

N73-14091   NTIS Prices: PC$7.25/MF$0.95 



Link System of the Hunan Torso 

Michigan Univ Ann Arbor Highway Safety Research Inst   (ao/B2'>) 

Final technical rept. Jun 70-Jul 7 1 
AOTHOB: Snyder, Richard G.# Chaff in, Don u., Schutz, Rodney K. 
C0383K2    FLD: 5E, 95D, 85D   USGRDR7306 
Aug 72   286p* 
REPT NO: HSRI-71-112 
CONTRACT: F33615-70-C-1777 
PROJECT: AF-718* 
TASK: 718408 
MONITOR: AMRL-TR-71-88 

ABSTRACT: The objective of the study was to develop a quantitative 
description of the nobility of the hunan torso. This was accomplished 
by a systematic multi-disciplinary investigation involving techniques 
of cadaver dissection, anthropometry, radiography and cinetluoroscopy, 
photogrammetric, and computer analysis. Seventy-two antnropoaetric 
dimensions were obtained on 28 male volunteers, including bone lengths 
of the extremities and vertebral landmarks. These subjects were 
statistically matched for both stature and weight to a 1^67 USAF 
antropometric survey of 2385 adult males. Both radiographs and 
photographs from different viewing angles were then taken ot the 
subjects while they performed specific reach motions. Statistical 
regressions were obtained which describe how specific surface markers 
and bone reference points move in relation to the elbow position tor 
both seated and standing subjects. The major results of the study 
are, prediction equations and graphs for a large ranje of body 
positions and specific anthropometric variables; prediction equations 
and graphs describing how the base of the spine reference point moves 
in relation to defined seated and standing reference points tor given 
reaches; a statistical tabulation with illustrations of 12. 
anthropometric dimensions.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Skeleton, * Anthropometry), (*Human engineering, safety 
harness), Males, Mobility, Radiography, photogrammetry, Spinal column, 
Head, Motion, Statistical analysis, Positioning reactions. 
Programming (Computers)$   Aircraft seats. Vehicles, Design 

IDENTIFIERS: Functional tcrso configurations, Human torso mobility, 
Extremities motion 

AD-754 92U   NTIS Prices: PC$6.75/MFJO.95 
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Intercorrelations and Selected Descriptive Statistics tor yb 
Anthropoaetric Measures on 1519 Naval Aviation personnel 

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab pensacola Fla   (U06061) 

Hedical research progress rept. no. 2 
AUTHOR: Moroney, William F., Smith, Margaret J. 
C0375K3    FLD: 1Cr 5E, 51C, 95D   USGRDR7306 
OCt 72   106p 
REPT   NO:    NAMRL-1165 
PROJECT:   M4305.08 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: A previous report by the authors showed the need for cockpit 
designers to consider the correlations between anthropoaetric features 
when designing workspaces. It was proposed that both the correlations 
between anthropooetric features and the normal bivariate distributions 
for specific correlations be made available to designers. The present 
report Bakes correlations between 96 anthroponetric features available 
to designers. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Naval aircraft. Design), (*Cockpits, *Huaan engineering 
)t (*Anthropo«etry, Naval personnel). Functional analysis. Design, 
Statistical processes, Optimization, Correlation techniques, Factor 
analysis 

IDENTIFIERS: Nonal bivariate distributions, 'Workspace design 

AD-75U 780   NTiS Prices: PCJ3.00/MFS0.95 
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Child   Restraint   Development 

Michigan   Univ.,   Ann   Arbor.      Highway   Safety  Research   Inst. 

Final rept.   1  Jul  71-28  Aug  12 
ADTHOR:   Roberts,   Verne  L. 
C03U3L3 FLD:    13L,    13F,   85D,   9bD,   96D        USGRDR7J0b 
29   Sep 72       133p* 
REPT   NO:   UM-HSRI-BI-72-1 
CONTRACT:   DOT-HS-031-1-180 
MONITOR:    DOI-HS-800   7**8 

ABSTRACT: The report documents the results of the development of child 
restraint syste»s. Two child seats were designed ani constructed which 
gave superior impact protection over those which are available 
commercially. In addition to the development of the child s-jats, 
performance standards and a compliance test procedure tor the 
evaluation  of  child   seating   systems   were  developed.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: <*Safety devices, *Children), (*Motor vehicles, Safety 
devices), Safety belts.        Protection,        Head (Anatomy),       Thorax, 
Vulnerability, Design standards, Impact tests, Performance standards, 
Evaluation,   Acceleration,   Motion,   Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Child   restraint  systems,   *Child  seating   systems 

PB-214   0U6/5       NTIS   Prices:   PC$5.U5/MFJ0.95 
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Verification of Test Procedures for Rulemaking - Motorcycle Headgear 

Brown   (Dayton  T.),   Inc.,   Bohemia,   N.Y. (389 680) 

Final  rept.   27  Har-12   Sep 7 2 
AUTHOR:   Scalone,   A.,   Damis,   R. 
C0343E3 FLD:   6Q,    13L,   83 B,   85D        USGRDR7305 
12   Sep  72        160p* 
REPT   NO:    DBT-06R72-1323 
CONTRACT:   DOT-HS-005-2-336 
MONITOR:   DOT-HS-800   752 

ABSTRACT: The report presents the results of a project to verify 
performance testing procedures to be incorporated in the Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standard for Motorcycle Headgear. The areas under 
consideration are: Evaluation of iapact test procedures for rigid 
anvil impacts using anthropometric style headtorms in three iiizes; 
rigid anvil impacts using a spherical headform; and rigid headgear 
impacts using spherical headform; Construction and testing of the head 
injury criterion data analysis system; Comparison of past and proposed 
methods of  penetration  tests.    (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: ("Headgear, Motor vehicle operators), (*Motor vehicle 
operators, HotorCycies), Safety engineering, Standards, Crash tests. 
Evaluation,   Impact  tests.   Data  processing,   Anthropometry 

PB-214  014/3        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00/MF$0.95 
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A Projected Grid Method for Recording the Shape of the Human Face 

Royal Aircraft Establishment Farnborough (England)   (J104b0) 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Cobb, J. 
C0262C3    FLD: 5E, 6K, 95D, 83B   USGRDR73U4 
Sep 71   33p 
REPT   NO:    RAE-TR-71184 
MONITOR:   DRIC-BR-28791 

ABSTRACT: The report describes the wcrk carried cut to design an 
equipment which would quickly and cheaply record the shapes of a large 
number of human faces. It is intended for use in an anthropometric 
survey with a view to providing data for a project aimed at improving 
the fit and comfort of oxygen masks tor Service use. The data will DP 
examined to discover a parameter of the human face which can DO used 
to determine which mask size is best suited to any individual. A 
simple, quick and adequately accurate equipment for recording one side 
of the face has been developed from an earlier design and includes 
several refinements to simplify the analysis. The accuracy ot the 
equipment has been measured and is within the required one millimetre. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Face, Anthropometry), (*Anthropometry, Data processing 
systems), (*Oxygen masks, Design), configuration. Human engineering, 
instrumentation,   Experimental  design 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Grid  method 

AD-753   864        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.0C/MFJ0.9b 
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Eipirical Reduction in Potential User Population as the Result of 
Imposed Hultivariate Anthropoaetric Linits 

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab Pensacola Fla   (406061) 

Medical research progress rept. no.1 
AUTHOR: Moroney, William F., Smith, Margaret J. 
C0075P3    FLD: 5E, 1C, 95D, 51C   USGRDR7302 
21 Sep 72   16p 
REPT NO: NAMRL-1164 
PROJECT: H4305.08 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Data describing thirteen, cockpit related, anthropometric 
features of 1517 naval aviator personnel were examined. Two analyses 
were performed on these data. in the first analysis individuals not 
included within the 5th percentile to 95th percentile critical limits 
on any of the 13 features cited above were eliminated. After all u 
eliminations had been completed, 814 (52.6%) of the original 1547 
naval aviator personnel had been excluded. In the second analysis, the 
critical limits were established at the 3rd and 98th percentiles, and 
499 (32.2%) of the Personnel "ere excluded. Thus, where one might have 
expected only 10 per cent of the population to have been excluded, 
52.6 per cent were excluded, and where only 5 Per cent theoretically 
might have been excluded, 32.2 per cent were excluded. This seeming 
discrepancy may be attributed to the intercorreiations existing 
between the 13 variables. The importance of considering the 
relationship between anthropometric features in determining 
anthropometric compatibility is discussed. The preparation of 
bivariate data, which is not variable specific but which could bo used 
when the correlation between anthropometric features is Known, is 
proposed.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Multivariate analysis) , (*cockpits. 
Design), Human engineering. Compatibility, Correlation techniques, 
Aviation personnel. Military requirements, Statistical analysis 

IDENTIFIERS: Bivariate distribution, *Cockpit design 

AD-752 032   NTIS Prices: PCS3.00/MFS0.95 
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Note on Anthropometric Technique: Anthropmetric Measurements -- flight 
and  Light  Sides 

Anthropology Research Project Yellow Springs Ohio   (407444) 

Technical note 
AUTHOR: Laubach, Lloyd L., McConville, John T. 
C0035J4    FLD: 6N, 57A   USGRDR7301 
1967   5p 
CONTRACT:   AF   33 (615) -1101 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 
MONITOR:   ANRL-TR-67-82 
Availability:        Pub.   in   American   Jnl.   of   Physical   Anthropology,   v^b   nj 
p367-369   May   67. 

ABSTRACT: In order to discover whether statistically significant 
difference exist between measurements taken on the right and left 
sides of the body, 21 such anthropometric dimensions were compared. In 
eight cases signficant differences were found. Six of these dealt 
with the forelimb, in which the dimension measured on the right side 
was greater. Since data on handedness is lacking, we do not know 
whether this is related to the handedness of the subjects.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Aviation medicine). Legs, Arms, Males, 
Statistical data. Medical research 

IDENTIFIERS: Skinfolds, Aerospace medicine 

AD-751 734  NTis Price: Reprint 
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Human Strength Simulations for One and Two-Handed Tasks in Zero 
Gravity 

Michigan   Univ.,   Ann   Arbor.        Engineering   Human   Performance  Lib. 
A5523IU PLD:   5E,   58E,   95D       STAR1020 
Apr   72        155p 
BEPT   NO:    NASA-CR-115744 
CONTRACT:   NAS9~10973 
MONITOR:    18 

ABSTRACT: A description is given of a three dimensional hand rorce 
capability model for the seated operator and a biomechamcal model for 
analysis of symmetric sagittal plane activities. The models are used 
to simulate and study human strengths for one and two handed tasks in 
zero gravity. Specific conditions considered include: (1) one hand 
active, (2) both hands active but with different force directions on 
each, (3) body bracing situations provided by portable foot restraint 
when standing and lap belt when seated, (U) static or slow movement 
tasks with maximum length of 4 seconds and a minimum rest ot b minutes 
between exertions, and (5) wide range of hand positions relative to 
either the feet or bisection of a line connecting the hip centers. 
Simulations were also made for shirt sleeved individuals and tor the 
male population strengths with anthropometry matching that ot 
astronauts.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Biodynamics, *Bionics# *Hand (anatomy), *Muscular 
strength, ^Weightlessness, Anthropometry, Bibliographies, Human 
factors engineering, Simulation 

N72-29084   NTIS Prices: PCS9.7e>/MF$0. 95 
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Diver   Anthropometries 

Navy Experimental Diving Unit Washington D C 

Final rept. 
AOTHOH: Beatty# Hugh T., Berghage, Thomas E. 
A5211AU    FLD: 5E, 58E, 58F   USGRDR7221 
1   Jun  72        151p 
REPT   NO:   NEDO-RR-10-72 
PROJECT:    NEDU-HU306 
TASK:   M4306.03 
MONITOR:    18 

(2b3hb0) 
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DESCRIPTORS:        (*Anthropometry,       Diving),        (*underwater       equipment. 
Anthropometry),   Design,   Human  engineering,   Breathing  apparatus 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Diving  equipment 

AD-748   627        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00/NF$0.95 
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Performance Concept in Buildings* Volume 2: Opening Addresses, 
Rapporteur Reviews, and Discussions 

National Bureau ot Standards, Washington, D.C.  Building Research Div. 
(U06 6U6) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Foster, Bruce E. 
A5142D3    FLD: 1 3M , 5E, 89E, 60H, 8bV   USGRDR722U 
Sep 72   168p 
REPT NO: NBS-SP-361-V01-2 
MONITOR: 18 
Library  of  Congress  Card  No.  72-60000b.   Pub.  in Proceedings ot 
Symposium  jointly sponsored by the international union of Testing and 
Research  Laboratories  for  Materials and Structures, France (RILEM); 
the American Society for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia* Pa.; and 
International Council for Building Research Studies and Documentation, 
Rotterdam,   held at  Philadelphia,   Pa.   2-t>   nay   72. 
paper       copy     available     from    GPO     $1.75    as    stock     no.     0J03-0JUJ9, 
C13.10:36i-vol-2. 

ABSTRACT: The volume contains the opening addresses; the reports ot 
the rapporteurs, which include a review of the papers and a general 
discussion in each of six areas. The subject matter covered in the 
papers includes physiological, anthropometrical, psychological, 
sociological, and economic human requirements and methods of 
evaluation; physical requirements and methods of evaluation in 
mechanical, acoustical, thermal, dimensional stability, compatibility, 
fire properties, and geometry areas; operation and maintenance 
requirements and methods of evaluation in such areas as maintenance, 
repair, replacement, and versatility; techniques and problems in 
applying the performance concept to dasign; and experience gamed in 
application of the performance concept in design, building, and 
building use.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Buildings, Performance evaluation), (*Human tactors 
engineering. Buildings), Design standards. Construction materials, 
Requirements, Anthropometry, Psychology, Sociology 

COM-72-50850   NTIS Prices: PC-GPO/MFSO.95-NTIS 
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Anthroponetry of  U.   S.   Army   Aviators  -   1970 

Anthropology   Research   Project   Yellow   Springs  Ohio        (U0/444) 

Final rept.   Nov 69-Dtc 7 1 
AUTHOR:     Churchill,      Edmund,     McConville,     John   T.,   Laubach,   Lloyd   [,., 
White,   Robert  M. 
A461UEU PLD:   6N,    56A        USGRDR7215 
Dec   71        3U5p 
CONTRACT:   DAAG17-70-C-0055 
PROJECT:    DA-1-T-062106-A-12 1 
TASK:   1-T-062106-A-12102 
HONITOR: C/PLSEL-95 
see also AD-263 357. 

ABSTRACT: The report describes an anthropometric survey of U. s. Army 
aviators conducted at Fort RucKer, Alabama in 1970. Data for 8b body 
size measurements and for several variables describing the 
socio-military background of the survey subjects were gathered on a 
sample of 1482 flying personnel. Statistical summaries are presented 
for each measurement for the entire sample and for five subseries: 
enlisted men (crew chiefs, mechanics, door gunners), warrant officer 
and warrant officer candidate trainees, warrant otticer rated pilots, 
commissioned trainees, and commissioned pilots* Summary statistics 
and percentiles for 80 anthropometric indices and for some 7J 
anthropometric variables computed from the measured dimensions are 
given, as is the correlation matrix for the measured variables and 
age.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Army personnel, ^Anthropometry) , (*Aviation personnel, 
Anthropometry), Statistical data 

AD-743 528   NTIS Prices: PC$6.00/HF$0.95 
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The Body Size of Soldiers:  0. S. Aray Anthropoaetry - 1966 

Aray Natick Labs Mass Clothing and Personal Lite Support Equipment Lab 
(U0H487) 

Final rept., 1966-71 
AUTHOR: White, Robert M., Churchill, Edaund 
AU613B1    FLD: 6N, 56A   USGRDR7215 
Dec 71   3U2p 
REPT NO: C/PLSEL-94 
PROJECT: DA-1-K-024701-A-122 
TASK: 1-K-02tt701-A-12202 
MONITOR: USA-NLABS-TR-72-51-CE 

ABSTRACT: As a part of the U. S. Araed Forces anthropoaetric surveys 
of 1966, a saaple of 6682 Army men was measured, including basic 
trainees, infantryaen, araored crewaen, and aviation personnel. 
Seventy body measurements were taken on each nan. The anthropoaetric 
data froa this survey are presented and discussed. These new data 
represent the first aajor updating of body size inforaation on u. S. 
Aray personnel since the Aray anthropoaetric survey of I9u6. Changes 
in the body size of Aray aen between 1946 and 1966 are discussed and 
the Aray data are compared with anthropometric data from other 
services.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Army personnel, *Anthrop0aetry), Statistical data 

AD-743 465   NTIS Prices: PC$6.00/MFJO.95 
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Anthropometry of Air Force Homen 

Webb Associates Inc Yellow Springs Ohio   (4012*46) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR:  McConville,  John  T.,  Churchill,  E. ,  Laubdch,  Lloyd  L., 
Clauser, Charles E., Reardon, Joan A. 
A4512B1    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR721U 
Apr 72   1161p 
CONTRACT:   F33615-67-C-1772,    FJ36 15-7 1-C-1087 
PROJECT:   AP-718H 
TASK: 718U08 
MONITOR: AWRL-TR-70-5 
Library of Congress catalog card no. 72-600027. 

ABSTRACT; The report describes and summarizes the results ot an 
anthropometric survey of United States Air Force women carried out 
during 1968. Included in the report are a description of the methods 
and techniques used in the survey, descriptions—visual as well as. 
verbal—of the measuring techniques used, and both uni- anil bi-variate 
statistical summaries. A total of 137 anthroporaetric dimensions were 
measured on a sample of 1,905 US Air Force women: 5U8 officers or 
officer trainees and 1,357 enlisted women. This anthropometry 
included 5 Measures of "eight and fat thickness, 30 measures of body 
height and length, 26 measures of body girths, 15 measures ot body 
breadths and depths, and 12 measures of body surface distance. There 
were, in addition, 30 measures of the head and tace, 3 ot the hand, 
and 2 of the feet« Thirteen measurements were remeasures ot the 
subject while she was wearing a foundation garment. Background data 
gathered included age, rank, military occupation, birthplace, blood 
type,   and age at  menarche.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Pemales), (*Air Force personnel, Females 
), Human engineering, Anthropology, Statistical analysis, statistical 
data 

IDENTIFIERS:   HAF  personnel 
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An  Annotated Bibliography of United states Air Force Applied Physical 
Anthropology 

Aerospace  Medical   Research  Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFH  Ohio       (009850) 

Bibliography Jan 46-Mar ?2 
AUTHOR: Kinbrouqh, Rena 
A4505E2    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7214 
Nar 72   60p 
REPT NO: AHRL-TR-71-15 
PROJECT:    AF-7284 
TASK:   718408 

ABSTRACT: The report contains the titles, authors, publication/source 
information, and the abstracts of 122 technical reports and articles 
published by Anthropology Branch of the Aerospace Medical Research 
Laboratory between January 1946 and March 1972. It is a detailed 
document of the scope of the effort of the Air Force in the field of 
applied physical anthropology to provide the information on human body 
size and biomechaQical characteristics of Air Force personnel required 
for the development and evaluation of Air Force systems, 
personal-protective equipment and clothing.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropology, Bibliographies), (*Anthroponietr y, 
Bibliographies), (*HUnan engineering. Anthropometry), Air Force 
personnel, Protective clothing, "uscles, Strength, weight, 
Instrumentation 

IDENTIFIERS: Blomechanics 

AD-743 029   NTIS Prices: PCJ3.00/MFJ0.95 
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Improved and Simplified Methods for the Clinical Evaluation of Aircrew 

Advisory  Group  for Aerospace Research and Development Paris (France) 
(400043) 

Conference proceedings no. 95 
AUTHOR: Fuchs, Heinz S. 
A4484D2    PLD: 6N, 57E   USGHDR7214 
Mar 72   83p 
BEPT NO: AGARD-CP-95-Pt-2 
Presented  at  the  Aerospace Medical Panel Specialist Meeting Held in 
Luchon (France) 29-30 Sep 7 1.  See also AD-742 49b. 

ABSTRACT: The volume contains a foreward, the papers, and the 
summaries of ensuing discussion at the AGARD/NATO Aerospace fledical 
panel Specialist Meeting, held at Bagneres de Luchon, Haute Garonne, 
France, on 28-29 September 1971. The aim ot the meeting was to 
facilitate an exchange of mutual information on 'Improved and 
Simplified Methods for the Clinical Evaluation ot Aircrew'. d/ 
delegates from the various NATO aeromedical institutes, centers and 
establishments attended the meeting, representing 1J NATO nations. The 
12 papers and one film presented had a close bearing en the practical 
aeromedical requirements, e.g. in cardiorespiratory assessment, 
spectometry, anthropometric methods, biochemical analyses, X-ray 
examinations, and special visual investigation methods etc. There was 
a valuable exchange of knowledge and views on methods, results, and 
approaches adopted by the various national aeromedical centers. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Flight crews. Medical examination), Symposia, Aviation 
medicine, Cardiovascular system* Respiratory system, Anthropometry, 
Vision, X rays, Diagnosis, Standards, Performance (Human) 

AD-742 497   N-piS Prices: pC$3.00/MF$0.95 
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1 
Anthropometry of Flying Personnel in the Royal Swedish Air Force 

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (engiand). 
AUTHOR: Andrae, B.    , Ekmark, J.    , Laestadius, 11. 
A4U53G*»    FLD: 5E, 58E   STAR1010 
Sep 71   57p 
REPT NO: RAE-LIB-TRANS-1502, BR27943 
Tran-  Transl. Into English of Kroppsmatt Foer Flygande 
of Aviation Hed., Halmslaett, Sweden, Rept-689, 19b8 

Personal Inst. 

ABSTRACT: During the year 1967-0 detailed anthropometry »as carried 
out on a total of 240 flying personnel born 192S-/, 193<J-4J and 1944. 
Factors influencing the general growth of the body are discussed and 
examples given from the study of increase in stature of Swedish 
inductees for military service during the last century. The 
measurements obtained and subsequent analysis have resulted in (i) 
suggest®^ changes in standard requirements and enrolment regulations 
for flying personnel and (2) recommendations concerning future 
measurements and pattern for experiments.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Flying personnel, *Hu»an factors 
engineering, Aircraft equipment, Cockpits, Pilot performance. 
Statistical analysis, Sweden* Tables (data) 
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Human Force Exertions in Aircraft Control Locations 

Webb Associates Inc Yellow Springs Ohio   (i*(j12«e>) 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR:  Thordsen,  Marvin L., Kroemer, K. H, Eberhard, Laubach, Lloyd 
L. 
A4291H3    FLD: 1C, 5E, 511, 58E   USGRDR7212 
Feb 72   83p 
CONTRACT: F33615-71-C-1087 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718U08 
MONITOR: AMRL-TR-71-119 

ABSTRACT: Experiments were conducted to measure the maximum isometric 
forces male subjects could exert at six locations ot hand-operated 
aircraft controls. Forces were measured in two vertical and tour to 
eight horizontal directions. The subjects (n=51) sat in a simulated 
aircraft seat and exerted forces on a cylindrical handle, selected 
anthropometric dimensions were obtained on the subjects and compared 
with those from the 1967 USAF anthropometric survey of tlymq 
personnel. Summary statistics, including the mean, standard error or 
the mean, standard deviation, standard error ot the standard 
deviation, coefficient of variation, symmetry, kurtosis, and selected 
percentiles, are presented tor each of the 44 force exertion measures. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Plight control systems, *Human engineering), 
Man-machine systems, Aircraft seats, Pilots, Aircraft canopies, 
Control panels. Anthropometry, Optimization 

IDENTIFIERS: Isometric forces, Biomechanics 
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I 
Driver Eye Position and Control Beach Anthropometics. Volume II. 
Dynamic Eye Position Study 

Man Factors, inc., San Diego, Calif.   (UOb 172) 

Pinal  rept.   1  Jul 70-31   Oct 71 
AUTHOR:   Woodson,   w.   E. 
A4224H2 FLD:   13F,   5E,   85D,   58E        USGRDR7211 
Oct   71 128p 
HEPT  NO:   MFI-71-117-Vol-2 
CONTHACT:   FH-1 1-7619 
MONITOR:   DOT-HS-800   619 
See   also  Volume   1,   PD-208  088. 

ABSTRACT: The study defines the criteria, techniques and tools 
necessary to describe driver eye positions as they relate to motor 
vehicle standards development and compliance.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: <*Motor vehicle operators, *Anthropometry) , (*Uotor 
vehicles*       *Huaan       factors engineering),       Dynamics,       Standards, 
Eye (Anatomy),   Control,   Acceptability 

PB-208   089        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00/MFJO.95 
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Driver Eye Position and Control Reach Anthropometries. Volume I. 
Static  Eye  Position,   Control  Reach  and  Control   Forc^   studies 

Nan   Factors,   Inc.,   San   Diego,   calif.        JU06   172) 

Pinal   rept.   1  Jul  70-31   oct  7 1 
AUTHOR:   tfoodson,   H.   E. 
A4224H1 FLD:    13F,   5E,   85D,   58E        USGRDR7211 
Oct   71        322p 
REPT   NO:   MFI-71-117-V01-1 
CONTRACT:   PH-11-7619 
HONITOR:   DOT-HS-800   6l8 
See   also   Voluie  2,   PB-20 8  089. 

ABSTRACT: The study defines the criteria, techniques and tools 
necessary to describe driver eye positions, control reach and 
operability as they relate to motor vehicle standards development and 
compliance.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Notor vehicle operators, *Anthropometry) , (*ilotor 
vehicles, *Human factors engineering), Standards, Eye (Anatomy) , 
Performance,   Control,   Arm (Anatomy) ,   Acceptability 

PB-208   088        NTIS   Prices:   PC$6.0C/MP$0.95 
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Biodynamic Modeling and Scaling: Anthropomorphic Dummies, Animals and 
Nan 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (009«bU) 
AUTHOR: Kornhauser, N. 
A4193A1    FLD: 6S, 57W   USGRDR7211 
Dec 2JL~    23p 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-71-29-Paper-6 
PROJECT: AF-7231 
Presented   at   the   syaposiun   on  Biodynamics  Models  and  Their 
Applications  held  at  Dayton,  Ohio,  on  2b_28  Oct  70. paper also 
included in AD-739 501, PC $11.00, HP JO.95. 

ABSTRACT: After a brief outline of the applications and methods ot 
biomechanics and the major sources of biodynamics data, the paper 
reviews the status of mathematical modeling, physical modeling 
(dummies) and scaling of models and damage levels. Biomechanics data 
required for preparing mathematical models, as well as for adjusting 
and validating the computer programs, are found to be insufficient for 
computational applications. Because of this paucity of supporting 
data, computer models are in general oversimplified and rudimentary, 
despite the availability of adequate computational techniques used in 
the aerospace industry. Physical models and the requirements tor 
dynamic similarity are discussed. Although quantitative simulation is 
warranted under some circumstances, anthropomorphic dummies are 
expected to be of most value as visual aids and for purposes ot 
demonstrating kinematic relationships between man and vehicle. 
Scaling from dummies to man and from animals to man is difficult to 
justify theoretically because of differences in structure, size and 
modes of failure. However, damage scaling in terms of the inputs (G 
and delta-V) required for failure, is shown to be accurate enough tor 
purposes of rough approximation.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Stress(Physiology), Models (Simulations)) , (*Anatomical 
models. Impact shock), (*Mathematical models, impact shock), (*Impact 
shock. Humans), Anthropometry, Wounds • injuries. Predictions, 
Deceleration, Computers 

IDENTIFIERS: *Biodynamics, *Biomechanics, Computer models 
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Human Engineering the Keyboard 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (ousasu) 
AUTHOR: Kroemer, K. H. Eberhard 
A4184C1    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDB7211 
1972   14p 
REPT NO: AHRL-TR-69-141 
PROJECT:   AP-7184 
TASK:   718408 
Availability:     Pub.   in   Huian  Factors,   via  n1   pbl-bJ   1^/2. 

ABSTRACT: The standard typewriter keyboard serves as a model for 
keyboards of teletypewriters, desk calculators, consoles, computer 
keysets, cash registers, etc. This man-machine interlace should be 
designed to allow high-frequency, error-tree operation with the least 
possible strain on the operator. This paper discusses several 
feasible biomechanical improvements of the keyboard. Seme experimental 
findings are described which support the following design concepts: 
(1) the keys should be arranged in a 'hand-configured' grouping to 
simplify the motion patterns of the fingers; (2) the keyboard sections 
allotted to each hand should be physically separated to facilitate the 
positioning of the fingers; and (3) the keyboard sections allotted to 
each hand should be declined laterally to reduce pcstural muscular 
strain  of the operator.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Human engineering* *7ypewnters), Design, 
Operators (Personnel),   Anthropometry,   Hands,   Operation,   Efficiency 

IDENTIFIERS:   Keyboards 
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Industrial seating 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio 
AUTHOR: Kroemer, K. H. Eberhard 
A3995A1    FID: 5E, 6J, 5BE, 57u   USGRDR7209 
1970   21p 
REpT NO: AHRL-TR-70-11 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718U08 
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DESCRIPTORS: (*Human engineering. Seats), (*Seats» Industries), 
, Anthropometry, Anthropology, Posture, performance(Human) 

Design 
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Cockpit Geometry Evaluation.  Volume IV.  Mathematical Model 

Boeing Co Seattle Hash Aerospace Group   (0VJ610) 

Final rept. 1 Feb-31 Aug 70 on Phase 2A 
AUTHOR: Healy, Michael J. 
A3862L3    FLD: 1C, 5E, 51C, 58E   0SGRDR7208 
Nov 71   110p* 
REPT NO: D162-10128-2A 
CONTRACT: N0001*»-68-C-0289 
PROJECT:   NR-213-065 
MONITOR:   JANAIR-701215 
Revision     of     report     dated     Jan     70,     AD-716   J(J8.     See   also   Volume   i, 
AD-738  007  and   Volume   5,   AD-738   009. 

ABSTRACT: This volume describes the mathematical man-model ot Phase 
II-A of the cockpit Geometry Evaluation (CGE) Program and replaces the 
contents of the Phase II volume (D162-10 128-2) . The CGE Projram is 
developing a computerized method to evaluate the physical 
compatibility of ere" members with crew stations beginning with the 
conceptual phases of the design. A link system enclosed by geometrical 
shapes has been developed to date to model any specified sized member 
of a human population. The majority of the link connecting paints 
represent major joint centers of the body and the geometric shapes, 
based on  anthropometric  data,   represent   body  segments.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, *Human engineering). Geometry, Flight crews. 
Anthropometry,   Mathematical   models,   Compatibility,   Anatomical  models 

IDENTIFIERS:   Evaluation,   Boeman   man   models 
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iorld Diversity in Hunan Body Size and Its Meaning in American AID 
Programs 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Hright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (OU^HbU) 
AUTHOR: Hertzberg, H. T. E. 
A3775F2    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7207 
1968       5p 
Availability:       Pub.     in    Office    of  Aerospace  Research  Review,   v7   n12 
p14-17   Dec  68. 

ABSTRACT: Mediterranean and Oriental populations have been compared 
with an American sag pie-selected because they all have been studied 
according to the sane measuring techniques. The findings of this 
inquiry show that Americans really are among the largest-bodied people 
in the world; and this fact can have far-reaching implications, 
especially in terms of the clcthing and equipment our nation furnishes 
under its Agency for international Development (AID) or military aid 
programs. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Foreign aid). Air Force personnel. 
Anthropology, Population, Body, Measurement, Standards 
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Seating in Plant and Office 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (UO^HbO) 
AUTHOR:   Kroeaer,   K.   H.   Eberhard 
A3675J4 FLD:   5E,   58E        USGRDR7206 
23   Apr   7 1        21 p 
REPT   NO:    AMRL-TR-71-52 
PROJECT:    AF-718U 
TASK:   718U08 
Availability:       Pub.     in  American  Industrial  Hygiene   Association  Jnl., 
v32   n10   p633-652  Oct   71. 

ABSTRACT: Sitting as a working position is less fatiguing than 
standing and can, therefore, be maintained longer. It is also a more 
stable and allows better control of notions. Based on anthropometric 
and biomechanical data, design aspects of work seats as well as of 
foot rests, office equipment, consoles, work benches, machine stamls, 
and the like are discussed. Recommended dimensions tor uch work 
stations are  presented.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Seats, Design) , (*Industrial medicine, Saats) , (*Oft'ice 
equipment • supplies. Seats), industrial plants. Anthropometry, 
Posture,   Ergometers,   Anatomy,   Physiology,   Fatigue (Physiology) 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Biomechanics 
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The Hunan Buttocks in Sitting:  pressures, Patterns, and Palliatives 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson APB Ohio   (OUyobo) 
AUTHOR: Hertzberg, H. T. E. 
A3584I2    FLD: 5E, 5BE   USGHDR7205 
1972   lip 
REPT NO: AHRL-TR-71-107 
PROJECT: AP-7184 
Presented  at  the  Automotive  Engineering congress held at Detroit 
Mich., on 10-14 Jan 72, Rept. no. 720005. 
Availability:    Paper  copy  available  from  Society  of  Automotive 
Engineers,  Inc.,  2  Pennsylvania  Plazaa  New  York 10001  $2.00. No 
copies furnished by DDC or NTIS. 
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DESCRIPTORS:    (*Seats,   Design),   (*Anatomy*   Seats), 
Seats),   Humans,   Anthropometry,   Pilots 

(•Human  engineering, 
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Selected Anthropometric Dimensions of Naval Aviation Personnel 

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab Pensacola Fla   (UU6061) 
AUTHOR:  Moroney,  William F., Kennedy, Robert S., .Jiftord, Edmund c, 
Provost, Joseph R. 
A3502E3    FLD: 6N, 70D, 56 A   USGRDR7204 
10 Aug 71   28p 
FEPT   NO:    NAMHL-1141 
PROJECT:    MF12.524 
TASK:   HF12.524.002 
MONITOR:    NAVHED-MF12.524.00 2.5012DX5X-i 

ABSTRACT: Since the previous study of the anthropometric features ot 
naval aircrewmen, the physical and academic requirements tor entrance 
into the flight program have been changed. The present stuiy was 
undertaken to determine whether these changes combine with changes in 
the anthropometric features of the population in general to influence 
certain anthropometric dimensions. The dimensions of the iviation 
training candidates in this study differed significantly from those 
reported in the other samples. Possible reasons tor these differences 
include: growth of the population in general, characteristics of the 
samples involved, and different anthropometric and academic 
requirements for acceptance into the aviation training program. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:    (*Naval   personnel,   *Anthropometry),    (*Aviation   personnel, 
Anthropometry),   Military  requirements,   Naval  training 
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Breaking   Strength  of   the   Human   Skull   vs.   Impact   surface  Curvature 

Wayne State  Univ.,   Detroit,   ttich.     Dept.   ot   Neurosurgery. 

Final  rept.   30  Jun  70-30   Jun   71 
AUTHOR:   Hodgson,   Voigt   R.,   Thomas,   L.   N. 
A3331I3 FLD:   6E,    13L,    57X,   85E        USGRDR7202 
30   Jun   71        65p* 
CONTRACT:   FH-11-7609 
MONITOR:   DOT-HS-800583 
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DESCRIPTORS: (*Skull, Fracture strength), (*dotor vehicle accidents. 
Injuries), Force, Acceleration tolerance. Breaking load, Neurosurgery, 
Anthropometry 
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Anthropometry for Child Restraints 

Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. Guggenheim Center tor 
Aerospace Health and safety.   (403 876) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Stoudt, Howard W. 
A3263J4    FLD: 6N, 13l# 13F, 58B, HjB, 85E   USGRDR7201 
Jul 71   66p 
CONTRACT: FH-11-7333 
MONITOR: DOT-HS-800 535 

ABSTRACT: The report presents a review and discussion ot 
anthropometric inputs which will describe children for purposes ot 
crash kinematic modeling and construction ot anthropometric dummies 
for use in crash tests. in addition techniques tor obtaining such 
data are described.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Children, *Safety belts), (*Motor vehicle accident.' , 
Collision research), (*Collision research, *Anthropometry), 
Mathematical models, Statistical data. Biometrics 

IDENTIFIERS: Crash kinematic modeling 
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Mathematical Simulation of Daisy Track Human Volunteer Tests 

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.  Highway Safety Research Inst. 

Final rept. Aug 69-Dec 70 
AUTHOB: Bobbins, D. H., Snyder, P. G., Roberts, V. L. 
A3201C3    FLD: 13L, 6S, 85E, 57W   USGRDR712U 
Jun 71   64p 
REPT NO: HSRI-Bio-M-71-6 
CONTRACT: PH-11-6962 
MONITOB:    DOT-HS-800   573 

ABSTRACT: A study has been conducted as an initial step in determining 
the differences observed between the motions of a livinq human impact 
sled test subject and a dummy test subject. The mecnanism which is 
proposed for accomplishing this is the HSRI Two-Dimensional 
Mathematical Crash Victim Simulator. A series of measurements verfe 
taken on human test subjects including classical and non-classical 
anthropometric measurements, range of motion measurements tor the 
joints, and maximum foot force measurements. A series ot mathematical 
expressions have been used to predict body segment weight, centers ot 
gravity, and moments of inertia using the results ot the various body 
measurements. It was then possible to prepare a data set for use with 
the mathematical model. in addition to the body measurements 
described above, it was necessary to determine the deceleration 
profile for the Daisy sled and to determine the geometry as well as 
the force-deformation characteristics for the seat and restraint 
environment. This being accomplished, a computer simulation of an 
impact sled test involving a human volunteer was made. The results 
are  presented  to conclude  the  report.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Impact acceleration. Humans), (*Traftic safety, Impact 
acceleration), Mathematical models.       Computerized       simulation. 
Simulators,   Anthropometry,   Body  weight.   Inertia,   Gravity,   Deceleration 

IDENTIFIERS:   'Restraint  systems,   Computerized  simulation 

PB-203   717       NTIS  Prices:   PCS3.0C     MFjO.ys 
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Acta Hedica Iugoslavica.  Volume 2U,   Number 2, 1970 

National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. Special Foreign Currency 
Science Information Program. 
A3124H3    FLD: 6E, 57E   USGRDR7123 
197 1   10 3p 
REPT NO: SFCSI-NL«(TT-70-56001/2) 
Trans.  of  Acta  Medica  Iugoslavica,  v<!4 n2     pBJ-191 1970, oy Ivan 
Stojanovic.  The above journal is translated on a regular basis. 

ABSTRACT: ;Contents: Connective tissue constituents ot the human 
fetal lung; Morphologic and radiologic investigations of the optic 
canal; Determination of the capacity of the intracranial cavity m 
children by echo-encephalcgraphy; Radiographic anthropometric method 
for the determination of the volume of the andocraniai cavity; 
Psychopathologic manifestations in exceptional stress situations; 
Familial occurrence of visceral erythematodes; Behavior of some 
enzymes from different structures studied on biopsy specimens ot 
gastric mucosa in various pathological conditions; The Relation of 
gonads and suprarenals to the rate and duration ot normal and abnormal 
growth; Are the etiology and pathogenesis ot Angiokeratoma corporis 
circumscriptum naeviforme definitely explained; Focal lyraphoid 
hyperplasia of gastric mucosa; Effect of ionizing radiation on the 
activity of coagulation factors. 

DESCRIPTORS; (*Medical research, •Yugoslavia), (*Periodicals, riediCal 
research), Lungs, Embryos, Tissues(Biology), Eye, Pathology, Radiology 
, Electroencephalography, Children, Anthropometry, Radiography, 
Stress(Psychology), Psychopathology, Skin diseases. Genetics, Enzymes, 
Gastrointestinal system, Hormones, Growth, Sex hcrmones, Brain, 
Radiobiology, Henatology, Blood coagulation. Translations 

TT-70-56001/2   NTlS Prices: PCi3.0C  MFS0.95 
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An Introduction to Relaxed Hand Anthropometry 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (OO'JHbO) 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Garrett, John I. 
A3091H3    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7123 
AUg 71   9p 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-67-217 
PROJECT:    AP-7184 
TASK:   718U08 

ABSTRACT: Anthropoaetric data comparing the length of the relaxed hand 
with    the     flat,     straightened     hand are   presented. The correlation 
coefficient between the hand length in the two positions is not high. 
A forthcoming comprehensive research program on the anthropometry ot 
the   hand   is revealed.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:    (*Anthropometry,   *Hands),   Reviews,   Human  engineering 

AD-731   183        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00     HFJ0.95 
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Development of a Dynamic Analog Anthropomorphic Dummy tor Aircraft 
Escape System Testing 

Wyle Labs Rockville Md Payne Div   (3B8542) 

Pinal rept. 1 Jul 68-2U Feb 7 1 
AUTHOR: Payne, Peter R., Band, Edward G. U. 
A3021K4    FLD: 1C, 6N, 51C, 58D, 58E   USGRDR7122 
Aug 71   65p 
REPT  NO;   Working  Paper-5910 3-1,   WR-71-15 
CONTRACT:   F33615-68-C-1731 
PROJECT:   AF-7231 
TASK:   723101 
MONITOR:    AMHL-TR-71-10 

ABSTRACT: Development and operational tests of aircraft escape systems 
require the use of anthropomorphic dummies which simulate both the 
dynamic influence of the occupant on the escape system trajectory and 
the dynamic response of the occupant to the escap? system 
accelerations. The report sets forth the criteria, design features, 
manufacturing techniques and materials used in the development ot a 
unique anthropomorphic  dummy.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Escape systems(Aerospace), *Anthropometry), Analog 
systems,   Design,   Materials,   Manufacturing  methods.   Simulation,   rests 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Aircraft  escape systems 

AD-730   63U       NTIS   Prices:   pC$3.00     MFJ0.95 
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NBS Voluntary Product Standard. Body Measurements for the Sizing of 
Women's Patterns and Apparel 

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.   (2U0 HOG) 
AUTHOR: Devereux, C. U. 
A29U5HU    PLD: 5E, 58E, 691, 86V   0SGRDR7121 
Sep 71   34p 
BEPT NO: NBS-PS-U2-70 
paper       copy     available     from     GPO     $0.40    as    stock     no.     0JU3     O9O1, 
C13.20/U2-70. 

ABSTRACT: The purpose of the Voluntary Product Standard is to provide 
standard classifications, size designations, and body measurements tor 
consistent sizing of women's ready-to-wear apparel. The information 
is provided for the guidance of those engaged in producing or 
preparing specifications fcr patterns and ready-to-wear garments. It 
is also intended to provide the consumer with a means of identifying 
her body type and size from the wide range of body types covered, and 
to enable her to be fitted properly by a single size regardless ot 
price,   type  of  apparel,   or  manufacturer  of  the  garment.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Clothing, *Standards) , (*Patterns, Standards), Females, 
Anthropometry,   Classification,   Industries 

IDENTIFIERS: *Body measurements, *Product standards, *Clothing 
patterns 

COM-71-50 347        NTIS   Prices:    PC-GPO/MFSO.95-NTIS 
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The Human Buttocks in Sitting:  Pressures, patterns, and Palliatives 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab wright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (OU^H^O) 
AUTHOH: Hertzberg, H. T. E. 
A3975E3    PLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7209 
1972   10p 
Availability:   Pub.  in the Proceedings of the Automotive Engineering 
Congress,  Detroit,  Mich.,  10-m Jan 72, pl-'i. Paper no. 720UUS.  uo 
copies furnished by DDC or NTIS. 

ABSTRACT: After a brief description of relevant buttock structure, the 
author presents summary data on buttock size, tuberosity locations, 
and other dimensions needed for improved seat design, as measured from 
a sample of 35 young males chosen to approximate the range of USAF 
flying personnel. Summary load patterns for two angles ot seat back 
(pelvic inclination) are shown, and suggestions to reduce the 
discomfort of long-continued sitting are made, curves and data tor 
successful USAF seat surfaces are presented* Citing recent increases 
in American body size* the author calls for an anthropometrie survey 
on a national sample in which numerous data needed tor automotive and 
other industrial design would be acguired.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Joints(Physiology)» Seats), (*Human engineering, *Seats 
), Anatomy, Body weight, Anthropometry, Design, Aircraft seats, 
Anthropology 

IDENTIFIERS: *Buttocks 

AD-738 708   NTIS Price: Not available NTIS 
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Handbook of Huian Engineering Design Data tor Reduced Gravity 
Conditions 

General Electric Co., Philadelphia* Pa.   Missile and Space Div. 
AUTHOR: Marton, T.    , Rudek, P. P., Miller, R. A., Norman, D. 6. 
A3921H1    PLD: 5E, 58E, 58F   STAH1003 
Oct 71   536p 
REPT   NO:    NASA-CR-1726 
CONTRACT:   NAS9-86«0,   NAS8-18117 

DESCRIPTORS: *Handbooks, *Hu«an factors engineering, *Manned 
spacecraft, •Reduced gravity, *spacecraft design, Anthropometry, 
Physiological  factors.   Weightlessness 

N72-12048        NTIS   Prices:   PC$6.00/HF$0.95 

ABSTRACT: 

A Handbook is presented for the use of engineers, designers, and human 
factors specialists during the developmental and detailed design phases of manned 
spacecraft programs.   Detailed and diverse quantified data on man's capabilities 
and tolerances for survival and productive effort in the extraterrestrial environ- 
ment are provided.   Quantified data and information on the space environment as 
well as the characteristics of the vehicular or residential environment required 
to support man in outer space are also given. 
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Evaluation 
Children 

of  an  Improved  Flotation  Device  for Infants and Small 

Civil Aeroaedical Inst Oklahoma City Okla   (OH4050) 
AUTHOR: HcFadden, Ernest B, , Young, Joseph w. 
A2933C2    FLD: 6G, 5BD   USGRDF7121 
Jul 71   12p* 
MONITOR: FAA-AM-71-37 

ABSTRACT:  A simple, lightweight, life-support infan 
incorporating reliable self-righting, thermal protpc 
self-ventilation is described  This design concept u 
relative  to  the centers of gravity of infants and 
exhibits  excellent  self righting. Thermal protecti 
through  the  use  of  insulative neoprene foam in c 
submerged  portion  of  the  device.  Anesthetized a 
exhibiting  body weights and metabolic requirements 
of  an infant or small child were used to test and c 
capability  as  induced  by air or water motion.  An 
capability  of  the device  to deter shark attack 
infant  flotation  device, when occupied by anthropo 
anesthetized  primates,   was  less  attractive 
anthropomorphic  dummies  wearing  a  standard yello 
life vest. 
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DESCRIPTORS: (*Life rafts, *Children) , (*Infants, Sea rescuo equipment 
), Flotation, Life support. Design, Test methods, Anthropometry, 
Sharks,   Civil aviation 

IDENTIFIERS:   Evaluation 

AD-729   836       NTIS   Prices:   PCS3.00     MF$0.95 
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Preliminary Survey of Diver Anthropometries 

Navy Experimental Diving Unit Washington D C   (2b36b0) 

Pinal rept. 
AUTHOR: Beattyr Hugh T., Berghage, Thomas 2., Chandler, Donald R. 
A292UH2    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7121 
1 Jun 71   28p 
BEPT NO: NEDU-RR-7-7 1 

ABSTRACT: Anthropometric data for Navy Divers were collected and 
analyzed for mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis* The data 
were analyzed by computer percentiles calculated and printed out. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Naval personnel), (*Diving, Naval 
personnel), (*Underwater clothing. Design), Data, Statistical analysis 
, Tables 

AD-729 664   NTIS Prices: PCJ3.0Q  MF$0.95 
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Anthropometric Survey of the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces. Phase 
III. Technical Summary 

Army Natick Labs Mass   (040300) 
AUTHOR: Kennedy, Stephen J.# White, Robert M. 
A283UC3    FLD: 5E, 6Q, 58E, 56A   USGRDR7120 
Way 71   90p 
Includes report on Combat Study Project Imperial Iranian Arm<?d Forces. 

ABSTRACT: The technical summary combines a report on Phas^ III ot the 
Anthropometric Survey of the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces and the 
report on the Combat Boot Study Project. The report includes the 
technical summary on the application of the anthropometric data to 
uniforms and to combat footwear.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Iran) , (*Armed Forces (Foreign), 
Anthropometry), Shoes, Clothing, Statistical data, Military 
requirements, Correlation techniques, Armed Forces (United Stater.) 

IDENTIFIERS: Combat boots 

AD-728   822        NTIS   Prices:   PCJ3.00     MFS0.95 
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Misconceptions Regarding the Design and use of Anthropomorphic Dummies 

Aerospace  Medical  Research  Lab Wright-Patterson   AFU   Ohio        (OUSbbj) 
AUTHOR:   Hertzberg,   H.   T.   E. 
A2663C1 PLD:   5E,    58E        USGRDR7118 
1970        6p 
REPT   MO:    AMRL-TR-70-25 
Availability:  Pub. in MIRA Bull., n<* pl7-21 Jul/Aug 70. 

ABSTRACT: The MIRA Bulletin No. 5. 1969, contained an article in which 
the Sierra anthropometric duaay was discussed. Mr. Hertzberg, who is 
collaborating with American manufacturers on the development ot 
dummies, submitted some comments which he has asked to be included in 
the Bulletin. A reply by the authors of the original article follows 
Mr. Hertzberg's comments. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry. Models(Simulations)), Anatomical models. 
Design, Statistical analysis 

AD-727   259        NTIS   Price:   REPRINT 
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•Average' Man is a Fiction: Range ot Sizes is Key to Etticient Work 
Places 

Aerospace Medical  Research  Lab  rfright-Patterson   AFB  Ohio        (OuyabO) 
AUTHOR:   Hertzberg,   H.   T.   E. 
A2663B4 FLD:   5E,   58E        USGRDR711B 
Sep   70        5p 
REPT   NO:   AMRL-TR-70-58 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 
Availability:     Pub.   in Contract,   p86-89  sep 70. 

ABSTRACT: The brief article outlines the essential part that 
engineering anthropology plays in the multi-discipl mary field, and 
the methods of data-gathering and data-application developed toe the 
•ilitary forces that can be used for civilian purposes as well, so as 
to improve houses, office furniture* home and industrial machinery, 
cars, trucks, mass-produced clothing, and an other equipment used or 
operated  by  »an.     (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:   (*Anthropo»etry.   Air  Force  research),   Reviews 

AD-727   258       NTIS   Price:   REPRINT i 
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Databook. for Human Factors Engineers. Volume 1 - Human Engineering 
Data 

Nan Factors, Inc., San Diego* Calif. 
AUTHOR: Kubokava, C.    , Selby, P.    , wood son, W. 
A2625H2 FLD:   5E,   58E        STAR09K* 
Mov   69        260p 
REPT   NO:    NASA-CR-114271 
CONTRACT:   NAS2-5298 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Environmental index, »Human behavior* 
•Human factors engineering, *Physiological factors. Equipment 
specifications.   Graphs   (charts).   Manuals,   Tables   (data) 

N71-259UU        NTIS  Prices:   PCJ3.00   HFJ0.95 

ABSTRACT: 

Typical human engineering data useful in determining optimum design 
characteristics of equipment operated or maintained by human operators and/or 
maintenance personnel are presented.   Anthropometry and equipment design 
are discussed as well as environmental conditions, and metabolic and behavioral 
factors. 
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A Computer Program  for Calculating  Parnell's  Anthropometric  Phenotype 

Antioch   Coll  Yellow   Springs  Ohio        (031300) 
AUTHOR:   Laubach,   Lloyd  L.,   Marshall,   Margaret   K. 
A2385F2 FLD:   6N,   58F        USGRDR7115 
1970        10p 
CONTRACT: AF 33 (6 15)-5110, F33615-67-C-1310 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
MONITOR: AMHL-TR-68-151 
Availability:       Pub.     in  Jnl.   of  Sports  Medicine  and   Physical   Fitness, 
v10  nH  p217-22U   Dec  70. 

ABSTRACT: A specific computer program was written and compiled for the 
calculation of Parnell's anthropometric phenotype. This computer 
program is illustrated and discussed. A total of 2420 male subjects 
from the 1967 united States Air Force Anthropometric Survey were 
phenotyped in this manner. Descriptive statistics tor the phenotype 
distributions are given for the entire sample and the sample nvidod 
into  5-year   age categories.    (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Computer programs), Physical titness, 
Air  force personnel 

IDENTIFIERS:   Parnell  anthropometric  phenotype 

AD-725   386        NTIS   Price:   REPRINT 
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The Adult Hunan Hand: Some Anthropometnc and Biomechanical 
Considerations 

Aerospace Medical Research  Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFB  Ohio        (0U9HbU) 
AUTHOR: Garrett, John M. 
A2281L2    FLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7114 
Apr 71   16p 
REPT NO: AHRL-TR-69-122 
PROJECT:    AP-718U 
TASK:   718U08 
Availability:  Pub. in Hunan Factors, v13 n2 p117-1.il 1971. 

ABSTRACT: Recent studies of the anthropometry and selected 
biomechanical characteristics of hands are summarized. These include: 
conventional anthropometry of male and female hands; the anthropometry 
of the relaxed hand; comparison of certain engineering anthropometrIC 
and performance parameters between bare and pressure-gloved hands, the 
ability to retain grips on selected handles under high dynamic loads. 
The utility of these data for human factors engineering is discussed. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Hands, Anthropometry), (*Human engineering. Hands), 
Measurement, Rotation, Torgue, strength. Air Force equipment. Design 

IDENTIFIERS: Biomechanics 

AD-724 061   NTIS Ptice: REPRINT 
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Selected Bivariate Anthropometric Distributions Describing a Sample of 
Naval Aviators - 1964 

Naval  Aerospace  Medical  Research  Lab  Pensacola  Fla        (i40f>061) 
AUTHOR: Moroney, William F. 
A2205BU    PLD: 5E, 58E   USGRDR7113 
10 Mar 71   44p 
REPT   NO:    NAHRL-1130 
PROJECT:    HF12.52U.002 
MONITOR:    NAVMED-MF12.524.00 2-5013DX5X.1 

ABSTRACT: Previous anthropometric surveys presented means, standard 
deviations, ranges, and percentiles as descriptors of the 
anthropometric features of aviator populations. These reports were 
limited to a consideration of each variable independently. However, 
designers also need knowledge of the interaction between variables in 
order to determine what proportion of the potential operator 
population their design decisions will eliminate. This report extends 
data previously collected from 1519 naval aviation personnel by 
presenting bivariate tables that illustrate the relationship between 
selected variables. Twenty-one tables were prepared which contained 
selected interactions between the following variables: bideltoid 
diameter; buttock-knee length; eye height, sitting; functional reach; 
head height; knee height, sitting; sitting height; shoulder height, 
sitting; standing height; and thigh circumference. Means, standard 
deviations, ranges, regression equations, standard error of estimate, 
and  percentile  levels  *ere  also presented  tor each  variable.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Aviation personnel),        (*Human 
engineering*   Aviation  personnel) ,   Tables 

IDENTIFIERS:   Aircrew station  design 

AD-723   796       NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.0U      MFS0.95 
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A Collation of Anthropometry.  Volume II, I-Z and Index 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Uright-patterson AFB Ohio   (OuyBbU) 
AOTHOB: Garrett, John H., Kennedy, Kenneth w. 
A2201I3    FLD: 6p, 57A   USGRDR7113 
Mar 71   1077p* 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-68-1-V01-2 
PROJECT:   AF-7184 
TASK:   718UCR 
See also Volume 1, AD-723 629. 

ABSTRACT: The document is volume 2 of a two-volume collation ot adult 
anthropometry, the sources for which are both domestic and foreign, 
male and female, military and civilian. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Reviews), Hales, Females, Military 
personnel. Civilian personnel, Adults, Europe, Asia, Australia, United 
States, Statistical data. Classification 

IDENTIFIERS: Ethnic groups, *Collations 

AD-723 630   NTIS prices: PCS12.00  MFS0.95 
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A  Collation   of   Anthropometry.     Volume  I,   A-H 

Aerospace Medical  Research   Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFB 
AOTHOR: Garrett, John W., Kennedy, Kenneth W. 
A2201I2    FLD: 6P, 57A   USGRDR7113 
Mar 71   1122p* 
REPT NO: AMBL-TH-68-1-V01-1 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718U08 
Library  of  Congress  catalog card no. 74-607818. 
AD-723 630. 

Ohio (009850) 

See also Volume I, 
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DESCRIPTORS: (* Anthropometryf Reviews), Males, Females, Military 
personnel, civilian personnel, Adults, Europe, Asia, Australia, United 
States, Statistical data. Classification 

IDENTIFIERS: *Collations, Ethnic groups 

AD-723 629   NTIS Prices: PCJ12.00  MFJ0.95 
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Huaan Factors Literature Relevant to Civil Aviation: A Guide tor 
Management and Design Engineers 

Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation Oklahoma City   (267650) 

Final technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Terry, Richard A., Rasmussen, Elizabeth A. 
A2033C2    FLD: 1B, 5E, 51B, 58E   USGRDR7111 
AUg 66   76p 
Sponsored in part by the Civil Aeromedical Inst., Oklahoma City, Okla. 
and  the  Federal  Aviation  A9ency,  Oklahoma  City, Okla.  Office ot 
Aviation Medicine. 

ABSTRACT: ;Contents: Human factors methods (systems design; 
maintainability; use of simulators and computers in man-machine 
studies); Accident investigation (incident analysis); crash 
safety(emergency evacuation and survival; restraint systems; 
decelerative forces); Anthropometry and cabin design(biomechanics; 
doors; seats; personal eguipment); Equipment design (panels; displays; 
instrument; workspace layout); Control system dynamics (slBulation; 
tracking); Visual factors in air navigation and ground control (radar; 
conspicuity; approach lighting); Airspace utilization(navigation; SST 
profiles; automatic landing—adaptive control); Air traffic control 
systems operation; Personnel factors (selection and training); Skilled 
performance(fatigue; stress; work schedules; biological rhythms; 
communication networks; speech and hearing information processing; 
computer storage and retrieval); Environmental factors(lighting; 
noise; temperature; ventilation; climate); Acceleration and 
vibration (disorientation (vertigo)); Altitude physiology; 
Toxicology(fuels; dusts; sprays; radiation; ozone); and Aircrew and 
passenger comfort and health (preventive medicine; drugs; diets; 
aging) . 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Civil aviation, *Bibliographies) , (*Human engineering, 
Civil aviation), nan-machine syste»s. Aviation accidents, Aviation 
safety, Anthropometry, Aircraft cabins, Aircraft equipment, Air 
traffic control systems. Navigation, Aviation personnel, Environment, 
Aviation medicine, Tozicity 

AD-722 161   NTIS Prices: PCSJ.00  HFS0.95 
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Body Measurement Study of NJHOTC Cadets 

Navy Clothing and Textile Research Unit Natick Mass   (388531) 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Andruk, F. S. 
A1685J3    PLD: 5E, 58E   USGBDR7107 
Jan 71   22p 
REPT NO: TR-92 

ABSTRACT: tfith the establishaent of the Naval Junior Reserve Officers 
Training Corps (NJHOTC) program, problems arose in connection with 
providing the cadets with uniforms of acceptable fit from the standard 
Navy adult size schedule. A body measurement study was conducted on a 
representative sampling of Junior Cadets and it was determined that, 
with the addition of two cOat sizes, the adult size schedule range 
could be used to satisfactorily clothe 96 percent of the students 
enrolled in this program. Consequently, the establishment of a junior 
size schedule was not considered advisable.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Naval personnel), Clothing, Personnel, 
Adolescents 

AD-718 349   NTIS Prices: PCJ3.00  HP$0.9b 
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BISRA     Open   Report.      selection ot   Abstracts  From  Ergonomics   Abstracts1 

Volume  2   No.   2 
• 

EISRA-The       Corporate       Labs,     of     the     British     Steel    Corp. ,     London 
(England).   Operational  Research  Dept. 
A1632L3 FLD:   5H,    5E,    58E        USGBDR7106 
1970        1«p 
REPT   NO:    BISHA-OR/HF/35/70 
See  also   Volume   1,   No.   3,   PB-19U   U43. 

ABSTRACT: Contents: Nan as a systems component - psychology, 
physiology, anthropometry and biomechanics; The design ot the 
man-machine interface - data presentation, input facilities, workplace 
and eguipment design, environmental design, noise, vibration, 
atmosphere, thermal conditions, specialised and protective clothing; 
Systems design and organisation - work organisation* training, 
motivation and attitudes; Methods, techniques and equipment in 
ergonomics - investigation of man as a systems component - physiology, 
anthropometry and biomechanics; Methods, techniques and equipment in 
ergonomics - investigation of the design of the man-machine interface 

environmental design; Methods, techniques and equipment in 
ergonomics - investigation of systems design and organisation - work 
design and organisation, implement ation and evaluation of industrial 
training   procedures,   and   implementation  of  selection   procedures. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Nan     machine    systems,     Abstracts),      (*Human     factors 
engineering, *Abstracts),        Psychology,     Physiology,     Anthropometry, 
Environmental engineering.     Workplace  layout.   Clothing,   Design,   Great 
Britain 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Ergonomics 

PB-197   127        NTIS   Prices:   PC$3.00      MFJ0.95 
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Body Composition in Relation to Muscle Strength ana Range or Joint 
Notion 

Antioch Coll Yellow Springs Ohio   (031300) 
AUTHOR: Laubach, Lloyd L* 
AU61B3    FLD: 6C, 57A   USGRDR7104 
1969   13p 
CONTRACT: AF 33 (615)-1101, F33615-67-C-1310 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718U08 
MONITOR: AMRL-TR-67-135 
Availability:   Pub.  in Jnl. ot Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness, 
v9 n2 p«9-97 Jun 69. 

ABSTRACT: The data on 27 body composition, anthropometric and physical 
performance items were obtained trou U5 male subjects and the 
interrelationships among these measures investigated. Many 
statistically significant (p = .05) zero-order correlations were round 
between the muscle strength and the body composition measures, but 
none between the range ot joint moticn measures and body composition. 
The somatotype components correlated much higher with measures ot 
muscle strength when stature was partialled out ot the correlation. 
The resulting correlations among the physical performance items and 
the body composition measures when body weight was held constant, were 
generally lower than the same zero-order correlations and first-orrier 
partial correlations (stature held constant). A few (6) significant 
correlations were found between the range ot joint motion and body 
composition measurements when both stature and body weight were held 
constant. Multiple regression equations tor the prediction ot the 
physical performance items from the anthropometry and body composition 
measures are listed. These multiple correlations ranged from .bOfa to 
.747 and account for only 26% to 56% of the variance in performance. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Physical fitness, *Anthropometry), (*Body weight, 
Physical fitness), (*Huscles, Strength), Density, Body, Fats, Surface 
area, Anatomy, Correlation techniques 

AD-716 632   NTIS Price: REPRINT 
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Cockpit  Geo«etry  Evaluation.     Volume  III.     Computer   Program 

Boeing Co Seattle Hash Military Aircraft Systems Div   (388616) 

Final rept. 1 Jan-31 Dec 69 on Phase 2 
AOTHOB: Katz, Robert, Sice, Ann, Nakagawa, Elsie I. 
A1U51D3    FLD: 1C, 5E, 51C, 58E   USGRDR7104 
31 Jan 70  43<*p* 
REPT NO: D162-10127-2 
CONTRACT: N0001U-68-C-0289 
PROJECT: N8-213-065 
HONITOR: JANAIR-700203 
See also Volume 2, AD-716 396, and Volume 4, AD-716 398. 

ABSTRACT: The Cockpit Geometry Evaluation program 1S a development ot 
improved methods for evaluating the physical compatibility ot crew 
members with crew stations. The heart of the prograi is a 2J joint, 
three dimensional man-model (BOEHAN-II) that simulates the motion ot 
humans performing tasks in a given environment. The Computer Program 
System ties together all developments of the project. The System 
utilizes an updatable bank of anthropological and environmental data. 
The System provides information concerning reach capability, locations 
and orientation of joints and body segments during movement, and/°r 

physical interference of BOEHAN-II with the crew station and with 
himself, numerical performance data on joint displacement and 
deflection and mass displacements.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, *Human engineering). Geometry, Flight crews, 
Positioning reactions. Anthropometry, Performance (Human), Computer 
programs. Anatomical models 

IDENTIFIERS: Evaluation, Boeman man models 

AD-716 397   NTIS Prices: PCS6.00  MF$0.9b 
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Cockpit 
SUnnary 

Geometry  Evaluation.   volume  I Program  Description and 

Boeing Co Seattle Mash Military Aircraft Systems Div   (J88616) 

Final rept. 1 Jan-21 Dec 69 on Phase 2 
AUTHOR: Ryan, Patrick H. 
A1451D1    FLD: IC, 5E, 51C, 58E   USGRDP7101* 
Feb 70   123p* 
REPT NO: D162-10125-2 
CONTRACT: N00C14-68-C-0289 
PROJECT:    NR-213-Q65 
MONITOR: JANAIR-700201 
See also Volume 2, AD-716 396. 
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DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, *Human engineering). Geometry, Flight crews. 
Anthropometry, Standardization, Design, Job analysis, Mathematical 
models,   Positioning  reactions,   Anatomical  models 

IDENTIFIERS:   Evaluation,   Boeman  man   models 

AD-716   395       NTIS  Prices:   PCJ3.00     MF$0.95 
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Placement  of  Aircraft   controls 

Aerospace   Medical   Research   Lab  Wright-Patterson   APR   Ohio        (OOyrtbU) 

Technical  rept. 
AUTHOR:   Garrettr   John   W. ,   Alexander,   Milton,   Matthews,   Chester  w. 
A1432G2 FLD:   1C,   5E,   51C,   58E        0SGRDR7104 
Sep   70        459p* 
REPT   NO:    AMRL-TR-70-33 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 

ABSTRACT: Data are presented to guide the designer in placing aircraft 
controls to be operated by lightly clothed or pressure-suited 
aircrewmen. The capabilities of 17 subjects wearing various 
co»binations of personal equipment to reach 81 locations within a 1 BO 
deg arc forward of seat reference point were determined. Each subject 
was tested while wearing personal equipment, consisting of an underarm 
life preserver, parachute harness and, successively, a K2B tlight 
coverall* an uniflated, and inflated A/P22S-2 full-pressure suit. The 
subjects sat in a seat configured to approximate Air Force 
specifications. During the test they were restrained in the seat by a 
lap belt and shoulder straps with the inertial reel locked and again 
with the inertial reel unlocked. Pictorial descriptions of the 
dimensions, the reach capabilities of each subject, and recommended 
design values are presented.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Coc)cpits, *Human engineering), Control knobs. Pilots, 
Positioning reactions, Aircraft seats. Pressure suits, Air force 
personnel. Anthropometry, Design* standards 

IDENTIFIERS: Design criteria 

AD-715 975   NTIS Prices: PC$6.00  MF$0.95 
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Standardization of Tasks and Measures for Human Factors Research: 
Proceedings of a Conference Held at Texas Tech University, L .bbock, 
Texas,   18-19   March   1970 

Huaan   Engineering  Labs  Aberdeen  proving  Ground  Md        (V/28b0) 

Technical  meio. 
A1225I4 FLD:   5E,   58E        USGRDR7101 
1970        110p* 
REPT  NO:   HEL-TM-19-70 

ABSTRACT: Contents: Is standardization necessary in human factors 
research; Data requirements for operational performance prediction; An 
approach to standarizing huaan performance assessment; (jse of the 
synthetic-work technique in the assessment of sustained performance; 
Specification and measurement of intragroup coordination in various 
types of tasks and work groups; Considerations of fatness and body 
compositon in evaluating physical fitness and performance; and 
Physical   and  physiological   measurements--are   they  interchangeabla. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Huaan engineering* *5ymposia)r Standardization, 
Performance (Huaan) ,   Psychometrics,   Physical  fitness.   Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS:   Themis   project 

AD-714  669       NTIS  Prices:   PCJ3.00     MFJ0.95 
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HEIGHT,    VOLUME,    AND   CENTER   OF   MASS   OF   SEGMENTS   OF   THE   HUMAN   BODY 

Aerospace  Medical  Research   Labs.,   Wright-patterson  AFB,  Ohio. 
AUTHOR:   Clauser,   C.   E.,   Mc Conville,   J.   T.,   Young,  J.   w. 
A1085C3 FLD:   6P,   57S        STAR0820 
Aug   69        108p 
REPT   NO:   NASA-CB-112672,   AMRL-TR-69-70 
CONTRACT:   NASA   ORDER   R-90 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anato«y, *Anthropometry, *Biodynaaics, *Hu«an body. Body 
size (biology), Body volune (biology)/ Body weight. Center ot gravity. 
Tables   (data) 

N70-36813       CFSTI  Prices:   HCJ3.00   MFJ0.65 

ABSTRACT: 

The study was designed to supplement existing knowledge of the weight, 
volume and center of mass of segments of the human body and to permit their 
more accurate estimation on the living from anthropometric dimensions. 
Weight volume, and center of mass of 14 segmefls of the body were determined 
on 13 male cadavers.   Descriptive statistics are presented of these variables 
as well as a series of regression equations predicting these parameters from 
anthropometry.   Reports of studies are included of the mid-volume of segments 
as an approximation of their center of mass, relationships between standing 
and supine anthropometry, postmortem changes in gross body size, and com- 
parisons between densities of fresh and preserved human tissues. 
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MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFPECTS OP EJECTION AND PARACHUTING AN 
OVERVIEW 

Aray Aeromedical Research Lab Fort Rucker Ala   (4U4b7d) 
AUTHOR: Knapp, Stanley C. 
A0962G2    FLD: 6G, 5E, 58D   USGRDR7022 
Aug 70   19p 
REPT   NO:   USAARL-71-9 
PROJECT:    DA-3-A-062110-A-819 

ABSTRACT: Design reguirements for ejection seats and personal survival 
equipment sometimes omit as a criteria - man's physiologic and 
psychologic liaitations. Man's ability to cone through the ejection 
and parachute descent sequences uninjured is influenced directly by 
the design of the eguipaent and his experience in the techniques OL 
proper use. Many limiting physiologic factors must b* considered. 
Response to multiple accelerations in multiple axes, wind blast, 
effects of temperature extremes, anthropomorphic problems, a,.d 
neuromuscular response are among the factors discussed. Engineers will 
find a knowledge of human factors vital to the design ot seat 
restraint systems, cushions, accessory packs, control placement, 
catapults, the parachute, and etc. This broad overview reviews 
significant literature on sport free fall, military static line, HALO, 
and ejection parachuting statistics. Modes of injury and morbidity 
during ejection and parachuting are detailed.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: ('Ejection seats. Human engineering), ('Parachute jumping 
, Hounds • injuries). Design, Anthropometry, Physiology, Acceleration 
tolerance, Temperature, Neuromuscular transmission, Aviation medicine, 
Aviation injuries, stress (Physiology), Statistical data 

AD-711 928   CFSTI Prices: HCJ3.00  MFJ0.65 
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PHYSIOLOGIC EVALUATION OF SEA SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab tfright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (0098bO) 
AUTHOR: Pittman, J. C., Kaufman, W. C, Harris, C. E. 
A0891E2    FLO: 6G, 6S, 58D, 57W   USGRDR7021 
Apr 69   5p 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-69-142 
PROJECT:    AF-7222 
Availability:     Pub.   in  Aerospace  Medicine,   vuo   nu   pj/8-JB1   Apr  b9. 

ABSTRACT: A developmental insulated one-man life raft was compared to 
a standard life raft to determine if it provided significantly 
increased thermal protection in Arctic or sub-arctic conditions. Four 
healthy men with body builds varying from tall-thin to short-heavy 
were setted in sea water. They then entered both rafts which floated 
on 4 C sea water in a test chamber. Different air environments were: 
4 C calm, -18 C calm, and 4 C with a 15-knot wind. Exposures were 
terminated at three hours, or when rectal temperature decreased to 
35.5 C, or when extremity skin temperature decreased to 4 c. Average 
endurance times in the new raft were from 26 to 79 percent longer than 
exposures in the old raft. In the new raft subjects1 rectal 
temperatures decreased at a rate about half that in the old rart. 
These physiologic data indicate the superiority of the developmental 
raft. Marked differences in the physiologic responses of the subjects 
could be correlated with differences in body build. Under identical 
environmental conditions, short-heavy subjects' exposure times were as 
much as twice as long as those of tan-thin subjects. The rate of 
rectal temperature decrease was in every case more rapid in thin 
subjects. For short-heavy individuals the new raft made little 
difference. For tall-thin subjects it could prove to be life saving. 
These results indicate some shortcomings of physical evaluation and 
suggest a standardized physiologic test procedure to evaluate new 
protective equipment.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Life rafts, *Thermal insulation), (*Sea rescue 
equipment, Arctic regions). Efficiency, Sea rescues, Body temperature. 
Endurance,   Physiology,   Stress(Physiology),   Anthropometry 

AD-711   452 
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS OF MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVERS 

Harvard  School of Public Health, Boston, Mass.  c;uggenhei» Center tor 
Aerospace Health and Safety.   (403 876) 
AUTHOR:  Stoudt,  Howard  W.,  Crowley, Thomas J., McFarland, Ross A., 
Ryan, Anthony, Gruber, Barry 
A0845C1    FLD: 6N, 5E, 13F, 56A, 58E   USGRDR7020 
1970   249p* 
CONTRACT:   FH-11-6569 
MONITOR:   HS-800   261 

ABSTRACT: The report contains the following information: (1) means, 
standard deviations and percentiles for 22 static body measurements 
related to the normal driving position on 1,033 adult subjects, male 
and female; (2) similar data for 203 pregnant females; (3) a review of 
sub-adult anthropometry including the tabular presentation of four 
basic measurements, and an extensive bibliography; (U) measurements on 
100 drivers of functional arm reaches to 117 different point- within 
the driver's work space; (5) an investigation of the means ot 
presenting functional reach data from differing basic reference points 
within the driver's work space; and (6) an analysis ot the 
relationships between static and functional anthropometnc data, and 
the methods of predicting the latter from the former, including 
specific examples. In addition, extensive background material was 
presented on the ways in which the above tasks were achieved, 
including design and use of equipment, measuring techniques, selection 
and characteristics of subjects, methods of data analysis, etc. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Hotor vehicle operators, *Anthropometry) , Adults, 
Females, Humans, Human engineering, Posture, Passenger vehicles, Seats 
,   Children,   Statistical   data,   Positioning  reactions 

PB-193   605        NTIS   Prices:   HC$3.00      MF$0.65 
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HEIGHT, VOLUME, AND CENTER OP MASS OP SEGMENTS OP THE HUMAN BODY 

Antioch Coll Yellow Springs Ohio   (03uo0) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Clauser, Charles E., HcConville, John T., Young, J. w. 
A0815G3    FLO: 6B, 57A, 56 A   USGRDR7020 
Aug 69   111p 
CONTRACT:   F33615-67-C-1310,   AF   33 (615)-1101 
PROJECT:   AF-7184,    NASA-Order-R-90 
TASK:   718408 
MONITOR:    AMRL-TR-69-70 

ABSTRACT: This study was designed to supplement existing Knowledge ot 
the weight, volume* and center of mass ot segments ot the human body 
and to permit their more accurate estinatic-n on the living from 
anthropometric dimensions. Weight, volume, and center ot mass ot 1<4 
segments of the body were determined on 13 male cadavers. Presented 
are descriptive statistics of these variables as well as a series of 
regression equations predicting these parameters from anthropometry. 
Included in the seven supporting appendices are reports of studies ot 
the mid-volume of segments as an approximation of their center ot 
mass, relationships between standing and supine anthropometry, 
postmortem changes in gross body size, and comparisons between 
densities of  fresh  and  preserved   human  tissues.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Models (Simulations) ) , Anatomy* Body, 
Body weight. Humans, Volume, Gravity, Tissues (Biology), Density, 
Statistical  analysis 

AD-710   622        CFSTI   Prices:   HC$3.00     HFS0.65 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   OP  THE   AIR   FORCE   FEMALE   HAND 

Aerospace  Medical  Research   Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFD   Ohio        (OuyabU) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Garrett, John U. 
A0761C2    FLD: 6N, 57A   USGRDR7019 
Mar 70   84p 
REPT NO: AHRL-TR-69-26 
PROJECT:    AF-718U 
TASK:   718M08 

ABSTRACT: The report describes 56 anthroponetric dimensions measured 
on the hands of Air Force female personnel (Women in the Air Force, 
Nurse Corp, and Biomedical Science corps), aged 18-bb. summary 
statistics including the means, standard deviations, ranges, selected 
percentiles, measures of distribution, and coefficients of variation 
are presented for the 56 dimensions. Also included a^e statistical 
variations by age, rank and Corps within the sample, a complete 
correlation matrix, bivariate tables, and nomographs tor various 
selected combinations of dimensions. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Haids, Anthropometry), (*Air Force personnel, Females), 
(•Females, Hands), Statistical distributions, Measurement, Air Force 
research. Analysis of variance, Classification 

AD-710   202        CFSTI   Prices:    HCS3.00     MFS0.65 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   OF   THE   HANDS   OF   HALE   AIR   FORCE   FLIGHT   PERSONNEL 

Aerospace  Medical   Research  Lab Wright-Patterson   AFB  Ohio       (0098b0) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Garrett, John W. 
A07UUG3    FLD: 6N, 5E, 57A, 58E   USGRDR7019 
Mar 70   8Up 
REPT NO: AMBL-TR-69-42 
PROJECT:    AP-7184 
TASK:   718^08 

ABSTRACT: This report contains descriptions of and data on bb 
anthropoaetric dimensions of the hands of 1U8 male Air Force tlijht 
personnel. Selected dimensional coaparisons indicate that this sample 
is representative of the total group of Air Force tlight personnel. 
Summary statistics presented include the means* standard deviations, 
ranges, selected percentiles, and coefficients of variation. Also 
included are data on the age, rank, major Air Command, and 
commissioned status of the sample; a complete matrix of 
intercorrelations among the anthropoaetric dimensions; bivariate 
tables; multiple regression eguations; and nomographs for selected 
combinations of dimensions. A procurement table for the U.S. Air Force 
12-size glove program revised to reflect the latest anthropometric 
data is presented.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Air Force research), (*Hands, 
Configuration), Measurement, Flight crews, statistical data. 
Statistical distributions, Joints, Analysis of variance, Gloves, 
Correlation techniques 

IDENTIFIERS: Hand dimensions 

AD-709 883   CFSTI Prices: HCS3.00  MF$0.6:J 
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AN   ANTHROPOMETRIC   SURVEY   OF   200   RAF   AND   RN   AIRCREW   AND   THE   APPLICATION 
OF   THE   DATA   TO   GARMENT   SIZE   ROLLS 

Royal     Aircraft.     Establishment,     Parnborough      (Fngland) .        Engineering 
Physics   Dept. 
AUTHOR:   Bolton,   C.   B.,   Sinpson,    R.    E. 
A0654I4 FLD:   6Q,   6N,    83B,   56A        STAR0814 
1970        93p 
REPT   NO:    ARC-R/M-3612,    RAE-TR-67 125 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthroponetry, *Flight crews, *Protective clothiny, Body 
size (biology), Graphs (charts). Human factors engineering, Tables 
(data) 

N70-29085       CFSTI   Prices:   HCS3.00   MF$0.6b 

ABSTRACT: 

An anthropometric survey of limited scope was undertaken in October and 
November 1966, involving 200 Royal Air Force and Royal Navy aircrew.   The 44 
measurements taken on each subject were mainly those used in the drafting of 
patterns for the RAF experimental range of aircrew functional garments.   The 
acquired data were tabulated and presented in a form primarily suitable for func- 
tional clothing purposes.   Analysis of the data supports the recommendation that 
size-rolls for one-piece garments in which a good torso fit is essential should be 
based on two direct body measurements, such as chest girth and torso hoop, 
rather than include one or more indirect measurements like weight or s&ture 
in the control parameters. 

77 138 
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DETERMINATION OF CENTERS OF GRAVITY OF INFANTS 

Civil Aeromedical inst Oklahoma City Okla   (08U050) 
AUTHOR:  Swearingen, J. J.« Badgley, J.   M., Braden, G. E., Wallace, T. 
F. 
A0593J3 FLD:   5E,    13L,    57A,    58E,   51G        USGRDR7017 
NOT   69        6p 
MONITOR:   FAA-AM-69-22 

ABSTRACT: Recent efforts to provide effective restraint equipment, ror 
crash protection of infants in our transportation complex and to 
develop satisfactory flotation equipment for the little ones have 
revealed that there is a lack of data concerning the location ot the 
e.g. (center of gravity) of this age group. This study was undertaken 
to       fill       this       gap. Various     body     measurements     were     made     on 
approximately 135 infants ranging in age tro» 2 months to Jb months 
and their e.g. determined from several body reference points on a 
specially constructed e.g. machine. Determinations ot e.g. locations 
were made for the standing position only (actually supine) and it was 
found that the mean distance of the e.g. above the crotch tor a 
2-month-old infant (6.0 inches) is very close to that for a tull-grown 
adult   (5.9  inches).      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*mfants, *Center of gravity), (*Aviation satety. 
Infants), Hounds t injuries. Aviation injuries. Aviation accidents. 
Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS:   *Restraint  systems 

AD-708   514       CFSTI  Prices:   HCS3.00     MFSO.bb 
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MOTORCYCLIST ANTHROPOMETRICES 

Dunlap and Associates, inc., Darien, Conn.   (118 620) 
AUTHOR: Pool, David C, Gordon, Douqlas 
A0553L1    FLD: 6N, 51, 56A   USC.RDK7016 
6 Mar 70   128p 
REPT NO: SSD69-737 
CONTRACT: FH-11-72U9 
MONITOR: HS-800 244 

ABSTRACT: The anthropometric analysis task of this study was concerned 
with determination of 5th» 50th and 95th percentile leg and aim reach 
measurements within professionally acceptable confidence limits for 
aotorcycle operators in a motorcycle seated position. The approach 
that was used involved establishing the age distribution of the United 
States motorcycle operator population so that appropriate 
anthropometric data could be defined using presently available 
information. The anthropometric data was defined using t"e age 
distribution of the motorcycle population as a cross-reference basis. 
Three sets of motorcycle anthropometric data were used to establish 
the leg and arm reach capability for short, average, and tall 
motorcycle operators. The anthropometric analysis was carried out, 
for leg and arm reach, by incrementing the various limb angles and 
evaluating the leg and arm reach capabilities. Envelopes of maximum 
foot reach of a motorcycle operator were developed fcr foot controls 
placed at various distances from the motorcycle centerline. Envelopes 
of maximum hand or arm reach of motorcycle operator were developed for 
hand controls placed various distances from the motorcycle seat top. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Motorcycles, Motor vehicle operators) , (* Anthropometry, 
Motor vehicle operators). Arms, Legs, Weight, Stress(Physiology) , 
Aging (Physiology), Sex 

IDENTIFIERS: *Leg reach, *Arm reach. Seated position 

PB-192 317   CFSTI Prices: HCJ3.00  MFS0.65 
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BUOYANCY AND STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HUMAN BODY AND PERSONNEL 
FLOTATION DEVICES 

Little (Arthur D) Inc Cambridge Mass   (208850) 

Final rept. Jun 69-Mar 70 
A0532KU    FLD: 6G, 13L, 58D, 83C   USGRDF7016 
31 Mar 70   128p* 
CONTRACT: DOT-CG-90511-A 
PROJECT: CG-705106 

ABSTRACT: A study was directed toward providing a technical basis on 
which to judge statistically the effectiveness of buoyancy and 
stability provided by personnel flotation devices for the general 
boating population. A detailed theory of PFD buoyancy and stability 
has been formulated. Statistical methods for evaluating the adejuacy 
of the buoyancy and stability provided by a PFD in terms of traction 
of the population adeguately served have been developed. TASKS 
performed include a literature search, a theoretical analysis of the 
problem, a measurements program on a limited population to determine 
relevant physical characteristics, a statistical data analysis program 
to illustrate the adequacy of added buoyancy and stability in terms of 
fraction of the population served, and the design cf a larger-scale 
test and analysis program to obtain statistically reliable data on the 
general boating population.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Buoyancy, Humans), ('Flotation, Materials), Boats, 
Mater, Recreation, Stability, Body, Respiration, Population* 
Anthropometry, Measurement, Statistical analysis 

AD-708 188   CFSTI Prices: HCJ3.00  MFS0.65 
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VAHIATIONS   OF   SPINAL   ALIGNMENT   IN   EGRESS   SYSTEMS   AND   THEIR   EFFECT 

Aerospace  Medical  Research  Lab Wright-Patterson   AFB  Ohio       (0U9dbU) 
AUTHOR:     Hohr,     George     C,      Brinkley,     James     W.,      Kazanan,   Loon  E., 
Millard,   Walter  W. 
A0531GU FLD:   6G#   6E/    58D,   570        USGRDR7016 
1969        8p 
REPT   NO:   AMRL-TR-67-232 
PROJECT:    AF-7231 
Availability:     Pub.   in  Aerospace  Medicine*   vUU   n9   p9B3-9HH  sep  69. 

ABSTRACT: Fractures of the vertebral column constitute a serious and 
undesirably common medical complication or otherwise successful 
ejections from high performance aircraft. The repotted incidence of 
spinal compression fractures attributable to the ejection forces 
exhibits a more than tenfold variation when the specific fracture 
rates associated with the several aircraft-ejecticn-seat systems 
currently used by the United States and Allied Armed ?<>< ces are 
compared. A variety of seat design factors have been sugy.. ;ted as 
having primary causal importance to explain the observed difference in 
injury rates* A study was therefore conducted to investigate 
guantitatively the influence of seat geometry and personal 9'juipmeni 
design factors on the intrinsic spinal curvature and vector 
relationship with the catapult thrust axis. Fourteen male Air Force 
volunteers, encompassing the 5-95 percentile range of sitting heights, 
were x-rayed while seated with an ejection posture in the F/RF-4C and 
F-105 ejection seat systems. Quantitative roentgenometric techniques 
were used to accurately determine individual vertebral body locations 
and measure absolute differences governed by seat design features. The 
sizable differences observed are discussed in terms of biodynamic 
injury mechanisms, and recommendations for improved seat design are 
derived.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Ejection seats. Design), (*Spinal column. Ejection 
seats), (*Wounds • injuries. Ejection seats). Anthropometry, 
Fractures (Bone),   Jet   fighters 

IDENTIFIERS: F-105 aircraft, F-4 aircraft. F-4C aircraft, RF~UC 
aircraft 
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THE CONFERENCE ON STANDARDIZATION OF ANTHROPOHETPIC TECHNIQUES AND 
TERMINOLOGY 

Aerospace  Medical   Research   Lab Wright-Patterson   AFD  Ohio        (OOydbU) 
AUTHOR:   Hertzberg,   H.   T.   E. 
A0531F3    FLD: 6N, 56A   USGRDR7016 
1968   17p 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-67-180 
PROJECT: AF-7184 
TASK: 718408 
Availability:   Pub. in American Jnl. of Physical Anthropology, v28 nl 
pl-16 Jan 68. 

ABSTRACT: The conference was held to improve the comparability of 
anthroponetric data fro* all workers, by establishing standards tor 
the many new dimensions required in engineering anthropoloqy, and by 
developing a terminology that reconciles the new standards with 
previous usages. In this effort, the group selected a list of 
dimensions (though with dissent on type and number) recommended as a 
minimum for all human biological surveys; and they chose trom previous 
usage a terminological structure whose form, content and mode of 
presentation they recommended as standard practice by all 
anthropometrists. Both official and dissenting lists are presented, 
and the terminological structure is described, with examples. Despite 
solid progress toward a standardized technology encompassing both 
classical and modern practices, the conference left numerous points of 
technique or terminology unsettled, some of which are briefly 
described.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Symposia) , standardization, vocabulary 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE RELATION OF HEIGHT OF HEEL AND SUPPORT IN ARCH OF 
SHOES TO FOOT PHYSIOLOGY IN MARCHING TROOPS 

Amy Medical Research Lab., Fort Knox, Ky.   (039 b^O) 
AUTHOR: Magee, R. B. , Davis, G. C., Milstead, V. M. 
A0455G4    FLD: 6N, 5E, 58E   USGRDR701b 
16 Sep 47   32p 
REPT NO: USAMBL-10 
PROJECT: AMRL-53-1 
Distribution Limitation now Removed. 

ABSTRACT: Tests were made of the value to foot health of support in 
the arch and heel of the feet of inarching troops. The control shoes, 
Army service shoe, type III, and combat boots were compared with 
experimental shoes with a low heel, and with those in waich steel 
shank support in the longitudinal arch had been removed. Dunn1) the 
first few days of the experimental Period, «hen the shoes were new, 
the highest incidence rates of lesions were reached tor both control 
and experimental groups. There was no essential difference between 
the effect of the control and expe^iiental shoes on the toot health ot 
marching troops as evidenced by the frequency, type, duration, 
distribution, time of onset, and severity (march time lost due to 
lesions) of the clinical lesions present. In the shanxless shoe 
experiment, the superficial lesions constituted /9% ot all lesions, 
the deep lesions 21%; in the low-heel experiment, superficial lesions 
made up 57% of all lesions. The most common lesions were blisters, 
erythema, callus, and deep pain. Most lesions were located in the 
toe, metatarsal, and heel regions.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Military personnel, Shoes), (*Shoes, *Anthropometry), 
Feet, Physiology, Stress (Physiology) , Human engineering, Design, Army 
personnel. Acceptability, Exercise, wounds *• injuries, Medical 
examination. Infantry 

IDENTIFIERS: Comfort 
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL   APPLICATIONS   IN   HIGH   ALTITUDE   FLIGHT   SYSTEMS 

Aerospace   Medical   Research  Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFB   Ohio        (OuydSO) 
AUTHOR:   Alexander,   Wilton,   Garrett,   John  w.,   Robinette,   Joan   C. 
A0384K4 FLD:   5E,   6Q,    83B,   58E        USG8DR701U 
Mar   70        18p 
REPT   NO:    AMRL-TR-70-3 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 

ABSTRACT: The report reflects research on various phases ot the 
dimensional requirenents of the pressure suited man in the man-machine 
system. The spatial requirements for the man in a cockpit or capsule 
and an ejection and escape mechanisms or wearing clothing as 
protection against hostile environmental factors, such as heat, cold, 
vacuum, high g, and radiation, present separate problems tor the 
design engineer that can be helped effectively with the applicable 
anthropological data.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Man-machine systems), (*Flight clothing, 
•Human engineering), High altitude, Design, Pressure suits. Aviation 
personnel 
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THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ANTHROPOMORPHIC DUMMIES 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio   (uoywbO) 
AUTHOR: Hertzberg, H. T. E. 
A0365A2    PLD: 5E, 13L, 58E, 57A, 85E, 56A   USGRDR7U14 
1969   24p 
REPT NO: AMRL-TR-69-61 
PROJECT:   AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 
Pub.     in  Proceedings   of   the  Stapp Car  Crash   Conference    (13th),   held   in 
Boston,   Mass.,   on   2-4   Dec  69.     Paper   no.   69080b   p201-214   Dec   t>y. 

ABSTRACT: The paper describes anthropological aspects of a cooperative 
progra" to create a 'family' of anthropomorphic dummies representative 
of the American population. The dummies are for use in crash-te.\ts to 
improve public safety in motor vehicles. The anthropomorphic dummy is 
that type which closely approximates a given percentile level ot the 
human body in size, form, segment mobility, total weight, segment 
weight, weight distribution and resiliency ot its 'flesh' covering, 
and is usually able to withstand 100G. The history ot this development 
is briefly sketched from its beginning in iy49. in the current 
program, the best available data have been chosen tor three adult 
sizes: the 95th- and 50th-percentile males, and the bth-percentile 
female. The body-forms being sculptured will provide a set of national 
standards for size, shape and weight. Future phases will involve the 
development of dummy organ-masses approximating the sizes and 
vibratory responses of those in the living torso. Deficiencies of the 
anatomical, anthroPometric, biomechanical and physiological data used 
for these body-forms are noted, and suggestions are made tor 
improvement, so that future dummies may be made more reliably 
representative  of  the  using   population.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Passenger vehicles, *Safety), (*Anatomicai models, 
•Anthropometry), (*Motor vehicle operators, Anatomical models), 
Standardization,   Impact  tests,   Posture 
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BULLETIN OF PROSTHETICS RESEARCH, FALL 1969 

veterans  Administration  Washington  D  C Prosthetic and Sensory Aids 
Service   (289370) 
A0201H2 FLD:   6L,   923        USGRDR7012 
1969        U08p 
REPT   NO:    BPR-10-12 
See   also   AD-698   595. 
Availability:        Paper  copy   available   from  Superintendent   ot   Docuaents, 
GPO,   Washington,   D.   C.      20402.     $1.75  VA   1.23-1:10-12. 

ABSTRACT: Contents: The •Interface* in the immediate postsurgical 
prosthesis; Below-k^ee amputation for vascular insufficiency—experie- 
nce with immediate postoperative fitting of prosthesis; Some 
physiological and prosthetic considerations in the selection of 
amputation sites about the knee; Direct forming of below-tcnee PTB 
sockets with a thermoplastic material; Human locomotion; Multichannel 
myoelectric control—experimental report; Guidelines for standards tor 
externally powered hands; Hydraulic body-powered system for prosthetic 
devices; Summary report on research and development in the field of 
artificial limbs; An In Vivo study of axial rotation and 
immobilization at the lumbosacral joint; Materials problems in 
prosthetics and orthotics design and development; Limitations ot 
chimpanzees as subjects in brace design experiments; Progress report: 
selection of students for orthotic-prosthetic educational programs; 
International conference on prosthetics and orthotics research; 
Head-shadow effect with conventional and cross-conduction eyeglass 
hearing aids; Summary report on the development of a reading machine 
for the blind; Metal molds; Prosthetics research study; Annual summary 
report,   activities  for  year  ended  June 30,   1969. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Prosthetics,        Reports),     Artificial     limbs.     Control 
systems. Design, Anthropometry, Ear, Eye, Feet, Joints(Physiology), 
Materials,   Casting/   Medical   research,   Medical equipment 
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COCKPIT GEOMETRY EVALUATION.  VOLUME IV.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Boeing co Seattle Hash Military Airplane Systems Div   (38861b) 

Final rept. 15 Jan-31 Dec 68 on Phase 1 
AUTHOR: Healy, Michael J., Katz, Robert 
A004UE1    PLD: 5E, 5H, 1C, 907, 902   USGRDR7010 
Jan 69   98p* 
REPT NO: D162-10128-1 
CONTRACT: N00014-68-C-0289 
PROJECT:    NR-213-065 
MONITOR: JANAIR-96010U 
See   also  Volume  3,   AD-703  260   and   Volume   5,   AD-7UJ  271. 

ABSTRACT: A mathematical model that positions and moves a vanaole 
sized 23-pin joint articulated stick-man in a crewstation environment 
is presented. The model simulates the motion of pilots in a jiven 
cockpit configuration considering gross reach capability required by a 
task. It utilizes a non-linear optimization technique to position and 
orient the joints* analyzes the viewing capability atter the opeLation 
and detects body intersections with the seatback during tho task. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:      (*Cockpits,      Human     engineering),    (*Ma n-raachine  systems. 
Mathematical models), Anatomical models, Anthropometry, 
Performance (Human),       Simulation,     Mathematical     analysis,     Equations, 
Optimization 

IDENTIFIERS: Computer analysis. Computerized simulation 

AD-703 270   CFSTI Prices: HC$6.00  MFS0.95 
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COCKPIT GEOMETRY EVALUATION.  VOLUME II.  HUMAN DATA 

Boeing Co Seattle Hash Military Airplane Systems Div   (38861b) 

Final rept. 15 Jan-31 Dec 68 on Phase I 
AUTHOR: Springer, Wayne E., Ryan, Patrick w. 
A00U4D3    PLD: 5E, 5H, 1C, 907, 902   USGRDR701U 
Jan 69   297p* 
REPT NO: D162-10126-1 
CONTRACT: N00014-68-C-0289 
PROJECT: NR-213-065 
MONITOR: JANAIR-690102 
See   also  Volume   1,   AD-703   267   and   Volume   3,   AD-703   269. 
PORTIONS   OP  THIS   DOCUMENT   ARE   NOT   FULLY   LEGIBLE. 

ABSTRACT: A coaputerized dynamic nan-model is being developed as part 
of a contract administered by the Office of Naval Research (ONH) 
through the auspices of the joint Army Navy Aircraft instrumentation 
Research (JANAIR) Program Working Group. The baseline man-mod^l to be 
developed in the first year of the proposed six-year program is a 
23-joint articulated link •stick-man'. The anthropometnc, joint 
angular limit, mass, and visual characteristics used tor the initial 
man-model (BOEMAN-I) are listed in this document. Present literature 
has been used whenever possible to provide these data. Boeing 
researchers have supplemented the literature information to complete 
that needed   for  BOEMAN-I.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, Human engineering), (*nan-machine systems. 
Mathematical models) , Anatomical models, Husculoskeietal system. 
Vision, Performance (Human), Joints (Physiology) ,        Anthropometry, 
Statistical   data,   Specifications 

IDENTIFIERS:   Computer  analysis,   Computerized  simulation,   BOEMAN-1 
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SIZING STUDY:  RAINCOAT, MAN'S, LIGHTWEIGHT, TAUPE 179 

Quartermaster  Research  and  Engineering Center  NaticJc  Mass        {Z')28ku) 

Research study rept. 
AUTHOR:   Newman,   Russell   W. 

7402G1 FLD:   5E,    15E,    92%   907 L'SGRDR/008 
23   Aug  60        15p 
REPT   NO:    QREC-PA-22 
PROJECT:   AE-0033511 

ABSTRACT: The purpose of the study was to relate the body size ot men 
to the size of taupe raincoat which provides the best fit over both 
the winter service uniform (Army Green) and the summer service uniform 
(shirt  and trousers,   khaki) .     (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Clothing, *Anthropometry), Measurement, Statistical 
analysis 

IDENTIFIERS:   Army  uniforms 
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SIZING   STUDY:      EXPERIMENTAL   SHIRT   AND   TROUSEHS,    MEN'S   UTILITY 

Quartermaster  Research  and  Engineering  Center  Naticfc   Mass        (29^duu) 

Research  study rept. 
AUTHOR:   Newman,   Russell   w. 
7U02P1 FLD:   5Ef    15E,    925,   907        USGRDR7008 

13   Oct   60        11 p 
REPT   NO:    QREC-PA-23 

ABSTRACT: The purpose of the study "as to determine the garment tit 
and population coverage of a proposed size system of shirt and 
trousers,   men's,   utility,   QMC  clothing.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Clothing, *Anthropometr y) , Measurement, Statistical 
analysis 

IDENTIFIERS:   Army   uniforms 
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ANTHROPOMETRIC   DETERMINATIONS   OF   AMERICAN   BORN   MACACA   MULATTA 

Naval  Aerospace  Medical   mst  PenSacola  Fla        (uuobbO) 
AUTHOR:   Clark,   Keith   A.,   New,   Albert   E. 

7325A3 FLD:   6C,    2E,    908        USGRDR7007 
Jul   69        41p 
REPT   NO:    NAMI-1078 
PROJECT:   MR011.01-8 
MONITOR:    NAVMED-MR011.01-8 

ABSTRACT: Knowledge of anthropometric parameters of a group ot 
American born Macaca mulatta became necessary for hardware design in 
the course of an orbiting primate experiment. The values obtained for 
35 anthropometric parameters on 2J immature laboratory-born monkeys 
are presented. These parameters are classified according to age and 
sex of the animals and graded as to their reliability and 
reporducibility. The data can serve as baselines tor extensive body 
measurements of the American born rhesus monkeys and can be useful any 
time these  monkeys are  used  in  experimental   procedures.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Primates, * Anthropometry), Space biology, Experimental 
design,   Laboratory  animals,   Materials,   Sex,   Aging (Physiology) 

IDENTIFIERS:   Macaca   mulatta 
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BULLETIN   OF   PROSTHETICS   RESEARCH,    SPRING    1469 

Veterans Administration Washington D C Prosthetic and Sensory Aids 
Service        (289370) 
7105H2 FLD:   6L,    92i        USGRDR700U 

1969        357p 
REPT  NO:   BPR-10-11 
See   also   AD-686   954. 
Availability: Paper copy available from Superintendent of Documents, 
GPO,   Washington,   D.   C.      20402.     $1.50. 

ABSTRACT: Contents: The proposed 'Decade of Rehabilitation' - N. 
Acton; A report on the International Prosthetics Information Service 
Project; Five years of wheelchair evaluation; Some observations on the 
transverse rotations of the human trunk during locomotion; Hydraulic 
knee controls for knee-level amputations; Some design aspects of an 
experimental fluidic control system; Forming sockets directly on 
below-elbovr stumps; The orthotic prescription derived from a concept 
of basic orthotic functions; Anthropometric studies of the human foot 
and ankle; OC-BL dual-axis ankle"control system and uc-BL shoe 
insert-biomechanical considerations; UC-BL dual-axis ankle-control 
system; UC-BL dual-axis ankle-control system-casting, alignment, 
fabrication, and fitting; UC-BL shoe insert-casting and fabrication; 
Socket pressure as a function of pressure transducer protrusion; 
Standards for ear restorations; Some functional and hygienic 
considerations  in  facial   restorations.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Prosthetics» Reports), Artificial limbs. Control 
systems. Design, Anthropometry, Ear, Eye, Feet, Joints(Physiology), 
Materials,   Casting,   Posture,   Medical   research.   Medical equipment 

AD-698   595        CFSTI   Prices:    MFS0.95 
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ANTHROPOHETRIC DIMENSIONS OF AIR FORCE PRESSURE-SUITED PERSONNEL FOP. 
WORKSPACE   AND   DESIGN   CRITERIA 

Aerospace Medical  Research   Lab  Wright-Patterson   AFB  Ohio       (OUsa^O) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR:   Alexander,   Milton,   Garrett,   John  w.,   Flannery,   Michael  p, 

6915P1 FLD:   6N,   5E,   923        USGRDR7001 
AUg   69        259p 
REPT   NO:    AMRL-TR-69-6 
PROJECT:   AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 
Errata sheet   inserted. 

ABSTRACT: The results of an anthropometric survey of USAP personnel 
wearing the A/P22S-2 Full Pressure Suit fitted in accordance with the 
USAF Eight-Size, Height-Weight Sizing Program are presented. One 
hundred and thirty-eight measures were taken on each of thirty-tour 
subjects standing, sitting and supine, with the suit in the 
uninflated, inflated, and inflated-restrained conditions. Forty 
circumferences were measured on a separate sample ot thirty-two 
subjects standing and sitting, with the suit uninflated and inflated. 
Pictorial and verbal descriptions of the dimensions and detailed 
numerical results, including clearance ranges, are presented. Graphs 
comparing various dimensions across suit sizes are presented in the 
Appendix.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Military personnel), (*Pressure suits, 
Military   personnel),   Design,   Space  flight.   Efficiency 
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A   SELECTED   AND   ANNOTATED   BIBLIOGRAPHY   OP   KOREAN    ANTHROPOLOGY 

National   Huseua*   Washington,   D,C. 
AUTHOR:   Knez,   Eugene  I.,   Swanson,   Chang-su 

6771KU FLD:   5K,    6C,    9Q2        0SGRDR6923 
23   Nov  68        251p» 

ABSTRACT:     Contents:        Korean     cultural     periods;   Ethnology  and  Social 
Anthropology;   Material  culture;   Linguistics;   Physical  anthropology. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropology, Bibliographies), (*North       Korea, 
Anthropology),      (*South     Korea,     Anthropology),     Culture,   Linguistics, 
Archaeology,   Social  sciences.   Anthropometry,   Abstracts 

IDENTIFIERS:       *Korea,        Ethnology,       Social       anthropology,     Physical 
anthropology,   Arts 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   AND   HUMAN   ENGINEERING 

Advisory Group for Aeronautical: Research and Development Paris 
(France) (005850) 
676U2 FLD:   5E,    1C,    907,   902        USGRDR692J 

1955        122p 
BEPT   NO:   AGAPD-ograph-5 
NATO furnished. Symposium on Anthropometry, Human Engineering and 
Related Subjects conducted by the AGARD Aeromedical Panel, 
Scheveningan   (The  Netherlands),   3-4   May  54. 
Availability: Pub. in Sales Dept.» Pergamon Press, Inc., 44-01 21st 
St.,   Long  Island City,   N.   Y.     11101.     No  copies   furnished. 

ABSTRACT: Contents: Body measurements in ^elation to voric spaces in 
aircraft; Statistigues de bicmetrie medicale elementaire relatives au 
personnel navigant de l'armee de l'air trancaise; Sheldon types and 
success in flight performance; Adapting the aeroplane to the pilot; 
Instrument dials, instrument arrangement, and cockpit design; A 
methodology for instrument display design; Factors affecting the 
validity and utility of aeromedical research data; The establishment 
of a longitudinal study of the medical and psychological aspects ot 
the U.S. naval aviator; Somatotyping; Human factors in aircraft 
design. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Hu»an engineering), Aircraft cabins. 
Pilots, instrument panels, Cockpits, Aviation medicine, Naval 
personnel,   Design 

IDENTIFIERS:   Somatotyping 
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ANTHROPONETBIC 
IN   FEMALES 

CHANGES      ASSOCIATED   WITH   HIGH   ALTITUDL   ACCLIMATIZATION 

Ar»y  Medical   Research   and  Nutrition   Lab   Denver  Colo        (0J96U0) 
AUTHOR:   Hannon,   John   P.,   Shields,   J.   L.,   Harris,   Charles   W. 

6683EU FLD:   6S,   923        USGRDR6922 
1969        8p 
Availability:       Pub.   in   American  Jnl.   of   Physical   Anthropology,   vJ1   nl 
P77-83   Jul  69. 
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DESCRIPTORS: ('Anthropometry, High altitude). Adaptation (Physiology), 
Females, Acclimatization, Fats, Body, Musculoskeletal system. Body 
weight 
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ANTHROPOMETRY OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINEES 

Civil Aeromedical Inst Oklahoma City Okla   (084050) 
AUTHOR: Snow, Clyde C., Snyder, Richard G. 
6312LU    FLD: 5E, 907   USGRDR6916 

Sep 65   26p 
MONITOR: FAA-AH-65-26 
Also available as PB-169 870. 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the body measurements of b84 air 
traffic control trainees enrolled in training proqrams conducted at 
the Federal Aviation Agency Aeronautical Center at Oklahoma City 
between August 12, 1960, and June JO, 1961. It includes the means, 
standard deviations, coefficients of variation, percentiles, and 
related statistics of 60 standard anthropometric and functional 
measurements. The survey was initiated to provide adequate criteria 
for improving the workspace design for the air traffic controller and 
to provide anthropometric baseline data tor future biometric and aging 
studies of Air Traffic Service personnel*  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Air traffic controllers, Anthropometry), Civil aviation 
, Human engineering, Physical fitness, correlation techniques, 
Stress (Physiology), Aging(Physiology), Statistical data. 
Classification, Background, Body, Measurement, Predictions, Students 

AD-689 810   CFSTI Prices: HC$6.00  MFS0.95 
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THE ANGLE OP SHOULDLB SLOPE IN NORMAL MALES AS A FACTOR IN 
SHOULDER-HARNESS   DESIGN 

Civil Aeromedical Inst Oklahoma City Okla   (08<*oSO) 
AUTHOR: Snow, Clyde C. 
6312L2    FLD: 6Q, 5E, 13L, 9<H , 907   USGRDR6916 

Mar 65   5p 
MONITOR: FAA-AM-65-1U 
Also available as PB-169 175. 

ABSTRACT: In ord«r to establish criteria tor more comfortable 
shoulder-harness design, this study was conducted to determine the 
angle of slope of the top ot the shoulders where poorly fitting 
shoulder harness may produce discomfort and, occasionally, functional 
impairment through compression of the underlying soft tissues. The 
mean shoulder-slope angle (measured frcm the vertical body axis) of 
normal males based on this study of 55 Air Traffic Service trainees is 
67.5 deg. with a standared deviation of 5.0 deg.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Safety harness, Anthropometry) , Civil aviation, Human 
engineering, Statistical data, Photographic techniques, Arms, Muscles, 
Design, Analysis of variance 

IDENTIFIERS: Shoulder harnesses 
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SELECTED  ANTHROPOMETRIC  MEASUREMENTS 
OFPICER CANDIDATE FLIGHT TRAINEES 

OF  1610 S.   ARMY WARRANT 

Army   Aeromedical   Research   Lab   Fort   Rucker   Ala 
AUTHOR:   Schane,   William  P.,   Littell,   Delvin  E- 

6213C3 FLD:   5E,    1C,   907        USGRDR6915 
Feb   69        81p 
REPT   NO:   USAARL-69-2 
PROJECT:   DA-3-A-02S601-A-819 
TASK:   3-A-025601-A-H19054 

(U0457H) 
Moultne, Charles  U. 

ABSTRACT: The results of nine anthropometric measurements conducted 
upon 1,640 0. S. Army warrant officer candidates are presented. The 
nine measurements were selected as those which contribute most to 
aircrew workspace design in aircraft. Comparison ot these data was 
performed against similar measurements conducted upon tlying personnel 
in   five  separate studies   by   other   military  services.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, Design), (*Aviation personnel, Human 
engineering). Anthropometry, Military       personnel,       correlation 
technigues, Heasure»ent, Human engineering, Safety, Tables, Seqre>sjon 
analysis,   Army  aircraft 

AD-688 856   CFSTI Prices: HCS6.00  MF*0.95 
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BODY-COMPOSITION METHODOLOGY IN MILITARY NUTRITION SURVEYS 

Army Medical Research and Nutrition Lab Denver Colo   (0J960U) 
AUTHOR: Krzywicki, Harry J. , Consolazio, C. Frank 
618UI3    FLD: 6P, 6H, 51, 923   USGRDR6914 
1967   21p 
Availability: Pub. in Proceedings of a Symposium, National Academy ot 
Sciences, Washington, D. C., Body Composition in Animals and nan, 
p492-511, n.d. Pub. no. 1598. 

ABSTRACT: A  series  of  nutrition 
living  in • ilitary  camps thi ough 
conditions of temperature and envi 
and  on troops  performing ligh 
activities. The  data  includ e  1 
composition ,  anthropometric  measu 
and  biochemical evaluation. D*t 
groups,  at each military camp to d 
intrarelationships  existing bet 
performande , and body compositi on. 

surveys w©re carried out Or. troops 
out the United States, under varied 
ronment (heat, cold, and altidude), 
t, moderate, and heavy Physical 
nformation on food intake, body 
reients, maximal work performance, 
a are now being compiled, by age 
etermine the interrelationships and 
ween   nutritional   status,   work 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:      (*Military     rations.     Nutrition),      (*Military  personnel. 
Performance (Human)), Potassium,        Water,        Body        weight,        Lipids, 
Anthropometry,       Muscles,     Performance(Human),     Radioactive     isotopes, 
Tracer studies,   Symposia 

IDENTIFIERS:   Evaluation,   Body   composition 

AD-637   904        CFSTI   Prices:    Hc$6.00      MFS0.95 
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REVIEW  OF  PHYSIOLOGICAL  MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR APPLICABILITY TO 
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS 

Lovelace     Foundation     for  Medical  Education  and   Research,   Albuquerque, 
N.   Mex.        Dept.   of  Aerospace   Medicine  and   Bioastronautics. 
AUTHOR:   Eraser,   T.   M. 

586113 FLD:   6B        STAR0707 
Feb  69       256p 
REPT   NO:    NASA-CR-1277 
CONTRACT:   NASR-115 
1969   coil-   256   P   Refs 

DESCRIPTORS: * Anthropoaetry, *Bioastronautics, •Cardiography, 
•Respiratory     physiology,     *Space     flight  stress,   Biotele«etry,   Manned 
orbital   laboratories,   Stress   (physiology) 

N69-18085       CFSTI   Prices:   PC$6.00   MFS0.95 

ABSTRACT: 

Techniques in the fields of cardiovascular and respiratory function are 
examined, and approaches to anthropometric and body composition are discussed 
with a view toward those techniques which might be most useful in work to be per- 
formed in a manned space laboratory.   Rather than claiming to be a comprehensive 
review., this study emphasizes areas where the information to be gained is signifi- 
cant but where techniques available do not readily lend themselves to use in space 
or where a multitude of available techniques requires consideration. 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   OP   JAPANESE   PILOT 

Japanese   Air  Self-Defense  Force,   Tokyo.      Aero-Medical  Lab.        (1'JU  o<!b) 

Final rept.   Mar  61-Mar  62 
AUTHOR:   Oshima,   M.,   FUjimoto,   T. ,   Oguro,   T.,   Tobmatsu,   N.,   .lori,   T. 

58U2B1 FLD:    6N USGRDR6909 
Mar  65       114p 
PROJECT:    AF-718** 
TASK:   718U08 
MONITOR:    AWRL-TR-65-74 
Pub in Reports of the Aero-Medical Lab., v2 n2 Mar 62. Distribution 
Limitation   now   Removed. 

ABSTRACT: The results of an anthropometry survey of 2J9 pilots ot the 
Japanese air self-defense force are presented. The survey took, place 
in the spring of 1961 at five air bases located throughout Japan. 
Sixty-two body dimensions were Measured on each subject by JASDF 
flight surgeons* Measurements of the head, face, trunk, arms, and 
legs were included for the purpose of sizing and designing pressure 
suits and associated protective gear tor use in the F-104J weapon 
systems program. The percentiles, means, standard deviation, range 
and coefficient of variation are presented for each b°dy measurement. 
Comparisons with the 1950 USAF flying population are included. A 
detailed description is given for each measurement accompanied by 
explanatory diagrams. A four-size, height-weight program tor JASDF 
pilots is presented for use by protective equipment designers. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Pilots), (*Pilots, Japan), Japan, Body 
weight, Extremities, Head, Body, Measurement, Pressure suits, 
Feasibility  studies.   Jet   fighters.   Flight  clothing 

IDENTIFIERS:   Height 

AD-462  062       CFSTI   Price:   PCS6.00 
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RELIABILITY  OF MEASUREMENTS IN THE PROPOSED PHYSICAL FITNESS rEST FOR 
WOMEN MARINES 

Naval Medical Field Research Lab Camp Lejeune N C (ZWbOO) 

Interim rept. 
AUTHOR:   Rasch,   Philip  J.,   Hamby,   Jefferson  W.,   Harrelson,   W.   T. 

569111 FLD:   6N        USGRDR6907 
Dec   67        20p 
REPT   NO:    NMFRL-Vol-XVH/No-19 
MONITOR:    NAVMED-MF0 2 2.01.04-8003-4 

ABSTRACT: Test-retest coefficients of reliability were determined tor 
the measurements in the proposed new physical readiness test tor women 
Marines. The four-block shuttle run was included for comparison with 
the two-blocJc shuttle run, and selected anthropcmetric data were 
recorded on the subjects. The coefficients of reliability were 
satisfactorily high. The four-block shuttle run gives a better 
distribution of the data and a higher reliability coefficient thar, 
does the two-block shuttle run and it is recommended that the former 
replace the latter in the test battery. The subjects werp tound to 
have proportionately larger waist and hip girths than are considered 
•ideal*   at  the  present  time.   (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Physical fitness, * Anthropometry) , (*Females, *flarine 
Corps), Reliability, Measurement, Selection, Correlation techniques, 
Performance  tests.  Exercise,   Military training 

IDENTIFIERS:   Women  Marines 

AD-682   243        CFSTI   Prices:   PC$6.00      MFS0.95 
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CLEARANCE AND PERFORMANCE VALUES FOR THL BASE-HANDED AND THE 
PRESSURE-GLOVED OPERATOR 

Aerospace Medical Research Lab3 Wright-Patterson AFO Ohio   (0U9«bU) 

Final  rept. 
AUTHOR:   Garrett,   John   W. 

5655F2 FLD:   5E,   6Q        USGRDR6907 
Aug   68 164p* 
REPT   NO:    AMRL-TR-68-24 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718408 

ABSTRACT: The report summarizes hand and arm dimensional, clearance, 
and strength data of 27 adult Bales wearing the A/P22S-2 full-pressure 
suit. Thirty-six       measures     were     obtained     under     each     ot     three 
conditions: bare-handed; gloved and unpressunzed; and gloved and 
pressurized. The data are both summarized for all subjects and 
reported independently by glove size worn. Uses ot th.2 data are 
suggested and specific  design  values  recommended.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Pressure suits, Human engineering)* (*Gloves, 
Performance tests). Opera tors (Personnel) , Anthropometry, Strength, 
Performance (Human), Design, Effectiveness, Aerospace      crait, 
Statistical   processes.   Hands,   Tables 

IDENTIFIERS:   ^Pressurized  gloves*   Dimensions,  Clearance 

AD-681   457        CFSTI   Prices:   PCS6.00     MFJ0.9b 
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ANTHROPOMETRIC SURVEY OF THE ROYAL THAI AHMED FORCES 

Army Natick Labs., Mass.   (0 40 300) 
AUTHOR: White, Robert B. 
5625L1    FLD: 5E, 6N   USGRDR6906 

Jun 64   62 

ABSTRACT; An anthropometrie survey of military personnel of the armed 
forces of Thailand was conducted between October 19b2 and March 196 i. 
Body measurements were obtained on a total series of 2,9bU m»n, 
consisting of 2,010 of the Royal Thai Army, 610 ot the Royal Thai 
Marine corps, and 330 of the Royal Thai Air Force. Fifty-two 
measurements were made on each individual. The anthropometric data 
have been analyzed and are presented. The average height and weight 
of Thai military personnel were equivalent to the bth percentile 
values of height and weight for United States soldiers. The Thai 
soldier is about four inches shorter in stature and JU pounds lighter 
in weight than the average United States soldier. The results ot the 
survey, which provide information on the body size ot Thai military 
personnel, may be utilized in the engineering design and sizing ot 
clothing and equipment intended for use by the Royal Thai armed 
forces.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Military personnel), (*Military 
personnel, Thailand), Body weight. Statistical data, Clothing, Design, 
Human engineering. Population, Tables 

IDENTIFIERS: Height 

AD-450 836   CFSTl Price; PCS6.UU 
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A PORTABLE TEST BATTERX FOR COMPARATIVELY EVALUATING OPERATOR 
PERFORMANCE IN FOLL-PKESSURE SUIT ASSEMBLIES 

Applied   Psychological   Services  inc  Wayne   Pa   Science   Center        (<*U2774) 

Final  rept.   Jun   67-Mar   68 
AUTHOR:   Siegel,   Arthur  I.,   Lanterman,   Richard  S. 

5601D<» FLD:   6Q,   5E        USGRDB6906 
Oct   68        86p 
CONTRACT:   F33615-67-C-1755 
PROJECT:    AF-7184 
TASK:   718102 
MONITOR:    AMRL-TR-68-74 

ABSTRACT: Recomtnendations for a portable battery ot tests to assess 
human mobility in full-pressure suits are presented. The literature 
was reviewed to determine the types of instruments and tests employed 
by prior investigators. Task analyses were performed on three 
advanced vehicles to determine the body member-movement families most 
frequently involved. A set of tests and measurements is suggested tor 
those member-movement families found to be most frequently involved in 
advanced flight* Necessary future steps for realizing the portable 
battery are suggested. The test battery recommended includes the 
Pursue peg Board for finger dexterity, a specially designed apparatus 
for the strength of various body movements, a single dimension 
tracking task for various coordination tests, a Leighton Flexomdter, 
and direct measurement devices for range of movement and static 
anthropology  measurements.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: ('Pressure suits. Performance (Human)), Test methods, Test 
equipment. Human engineering, Jet fighters, Lunar craft. Nobility, 
Portable,   Tracking,   pulse rate,   Anthropometry 

IDENTIFIERS: Purdue peg board, Leighton flexometers, F-111 aircraft, 
Lunar  excursion  modules,   Dexterity,   Evaluation 

AD-680   825        CFSTI   Prices:   PCS6.00      MFS0.95 
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A   DEVELOPBENT   IN   COCKPIT   GEOMETRY   EVALUATION 

Boeing Co Seattle  Wash        (059600) 
AUTHOR:   Hickey,   Leo  F.f   Springer,   Wayne  E.,  Cundan,   Francis   L. 

5595.13 FLD:   1C,   5E        USGRDR6906 
NOv   68        54p* 
REPT  NO:    D6-5359U 
CONTRACT:   N00Q14-68-C-0289 
PROJECT:   NR-213-065 

ABSTRACT: The overall problem of cockpit evaluation is discussed. 
Within this context, the specific problem of cockpit geometry 
evaluation is explored. Known methods for evaluatiny geometry (the 
physical layout of the entire cockpit complex-displays, controls, 
seats, personal equipment, windshield/canopy, interior surface shape, 
openings for ingress and egress) are summarized. Their advantages and 
disadvantages are presented. The application of modeling techniques 
that take advantage of computer capability to improve geometry 
evaluation is discussed. A research program, in progress, directed 
toward the full development of a computerized model of tne physical 
aspects of flight crewmen and any cockpit configuration is presented 
in  some detail.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, *Hu«an engineering), Geometry, Positioning 
reactions. Flight crews. Aircraft equipnent, Wan-machine systems, 
Configuration, Anatomical models, Programming (Computers), 
Anthropometry,   Flight  simulators 

IDENTIFIERS: Evaluation, Computerized simulation, Boeman man models 

AD-680 799   CFSTI Prices: PCJ6.00  MFS0.95 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   AND  TEMPORO-SPATIAL   ENVIhONMSNT 

Lovelace  Foundation  for Medical Education ar.d Research, Albuquerque, 
N. Hex. 
AUTHOR: Roth, E. H. 
5532E2    FLD: 6N   STAR0702 

Nov 68   97p 
the Aerospace Environ. Nov. 1968 (See Nb9-12b92 02-04) Coll- 97 P Rets 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropoaetry, *Manned space flight* *Psychological 
factors, *Spacecraft design, *Work-rest cycle, Bibliographies, Body 
size (biology), Confinement, Extravehicular activity, Human factors 
engineering.   Isolation,   Pressure  suits.   Spacecraft  environments 

N69-12599       CFSTI  Prices:   PCS6.00   MFfO.95 

ABSTRACT: 

Anthropometry and the aerospace environment are analyzed in relation to 
workspace factors, confinement, isolation and sensory deprivation, and activity 
cycles.   The use of percentile as opposed to average or mean values in anthro- 
pometric data is emphasized.   Body dimensions of U. S.  males and Air Force fly- 
ing personnel are summarized, with detailed tables of anthropometric data of 
astrounauts.   Increases in body dimensions from clothing are analyzed followed 
by an anthropometric study of pressure suit design.   Division of workspace into 
functional compartments is considered. 
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COMPENDIUM OF HUMAN RESPONSES TO THE AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT, VOLUME J - 
SECTIONS 10-16 

Lovelace  Foundation  for Medical Education and Research, Albuquerque, 
N. Hex. 
AUTHOR: Roth, E. M. 
5532C3 FLD:   6S        STAR0702 

NOV   68        552p 
REPT   NO:    NASA-CR-1205/III/ 
CONTRACT:   NASR-115 
Coll-   552   P   Refs 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthropometry, *Astronaut performance, * Nutritional 
requirements, ^Spacecraft cabin atmospheres, *Spacecratt contamination 
, Bibliographies, Physiological effects. Potable water. Pressure 
effects.   Pressure  suits,   Spacecraft  environments 

N69-12592       CFSTI  Prices:   PC$6.00   MF$0.95 

No Abstract Available 
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MUSCLE STBENGTH, FLEXIBILITY, AND BODY SIZE OF ADULT MALLS 

Antioch Coll Yellow Springs Ohio   (OJ1300) 
AUTHOR: Laubach, Lloyd L., McConville, John T. 
506314    FLD: 6N   USGRDR6821 

14 Apr 65   13p 
CONTRACT: AF 33(615)-1101 
PROJECT: AP-718«» 
MONITOR: ANRL-TS-65-107 
Availability:  Pub. in The Research Quarterly* v37 n3 pJBU-392 Oct 66. 

ABSTRACT: Four measures of muscle strength, two neasures ot 
flexibility, 30 anthropometric neasures (both direct and indirect), 
and the soaatotypes of 45 Bale subjects were obtained and the 
interrelationships among these measures investigated. A low but 
statistically significant correlation was found between hip tleicion 
strength and the range of motion of hip extension-flexion: however, 
this was the only strength measurement to correlate significantly with 
the flexibility measurements. Many statistically significant (p = 
.05) correlations were found between the anthropometric and the 
strength measurements, but none between the anthropometric and the 
flexibility measurements. The only somatotype component to correlate 
significantly with the measures of muscle strength was mesomorphy; the 
correlations between the scmatotype components and the measures of 
flexibility were insignificant.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Males, *Anthropometry), Strength, Adults, Muscies, 
Tables, joints (Physiology), Tensiometers, Body weight 

AD-67IJ   306       CFSTI   Prices:   PCJ3.00     MFJ0.95 
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DERMATOGLYPHICS  OF  CENTRAL  ASIAN  PEOPLES  (DERMATOGLIFIKA  NAROUOV 
SREDNEI AZU) 

School of Aerospace Medicine Brooks AFD Tex   (J17000) 
AOTHOR: Khit, G. L. 
4944E1    FLD: 6N   USGRDR6819 
1968   13p 
REPT NO: SAM-TT-R-9J1-0768 
Trans.  from  International congress  on Anthropology and Ethnography 
(no. 7) n.p., n.d., Papers, by David L. Wood. 

DESCRIPTORS:   (*Anthropometry,   USSR) ,   Anthropology,   Population, 
Measurement, Hands, Tables, Anatomy 

IDENTIFIERS: Ethnic groups, *DermatoglyphiCs 

AD-672 803   CFSTI Prices: PCS3.U0  MFS0.95 
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ANTHROPOMETRY OF THE HUMAN EAa (A PHOTOGRAMMETRIC STUDY OF USAF FLIGHT 
PERSONNEL) 

Antioch Coll Yellow Springs Ohio   (0313CO) 
AUTHOR: Laubach, Lloyd L., Alexander, Milton 
4773H4    FLD: 6P   USGRDR6816 

Jan 68   16p 
CONTRACT: AF 33 (b 1 5)- 1 101, F33615-67-C-1310 
PROJECT: AP-718H 
TASK: 718408 
MONITOR: AMRL-TR-67-203 

ABSTRACT: A technique was developed that enables precisely specified 
ear diaensions to be measured directly from PhotoMetriC slides. 
Summary statistics for each of the various ear dimensions -ire 
presented for a sample of 500 subjects randomly chosen from a total 
series of 2236 photographic slides collected during the lyb/ 
Authropometric Survey of USAF Male Flying Personnel. Regression 
equations for predicting the various ear dimensions from Ear Length 
and Ear Breadth are presented. A complete intercorrelation matrix for 
all variables studied in this research is also shown. The reliability 
and objectivity of the technique are discussed. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Ear), Aviaticn personnel, 
Photogrammetry, Measurement, Reliability, Tables, Correlation 
techniques, Air force personnel 

AD-670 869   CFSTI Prices: PCS6.00  MFJ0.95 
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STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRY 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 

AS   A  MEANS  OP  ANTHROPOMETRY  FOR  MENTALLY 

Illinois Univ., urbana.  Dept. of Civil Engineering.   (17b 010) 
AUTHOR: Weissnan, S.# Herron, R. E. 
U531K3    FLD: 14E, 6N   USGRDR6813 

Nov 67   71p 
REPT  NO:   Photogramietry   Ser-11 
GRANT:   PHS-NB-073U6-01A1 

ABSTRACT: Contents: Introduction and statement of the problem; Review 
of related literature; Surface area determination; Direct methods; 
Monophotogrammetric     methods    —     selection     and     layout  of   equipment. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Photographic 
Photogrammetry,   Stereoscopic  photography,   Children,   Body, 
,  Photographic eguipment.   Accuracy,   Reviews 

PB-17H   125       CFSTI  Prices:   PCS6.00     MFS0.95 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL   CHARACTERISTICS   OF   CHILDREN 

Foreign  Technology  Div  Wright-Patterson  AFB  Ohio        (14160U) 
AUTHOR:   Galperin,   S.   I. 

4U71BU FLD:   6P        USGRDR6810 
22   Sep  67        309p 
REPT   NO:   FTD-HT-67-184 
Edited trans, of mono. Fizioiogicheskie Osobennosti Detei, Moscow, 
1965  243p. 

ABSTRACT: Age physiology is an important component ot the curriculum 
on human physiology. This report presents basic patterns and tacts on 
the structure and functions of the body of school age children. 
Particular attention is paid to the physiological basis ot 
consciousness,   unity   of  the  higher  neural activity,   and  the   psyche. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Physiology, 'Children), Humans, Physical titness, 
Growth, Anthropometry, Hygiene, Anatomy, Nervous system, Reflexes, 
Exercise,   Aging(Physiology) 

IDENTIFIERS:   Translations 

AD-666   716        CFSTI   Prices:    PCS6.00      MFS0.9S 
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ANTHROPOMETRIC   SURVEY   OF   THE   ARMED   FORCES   OF   THE   REPUBLIC   OF   VIETNAM 

Army   Natick   Labs.,   Mass. (040   300) 
AUTHOR:   White,   Robert  N. 

4451G1 FLD:   51,   6N        USGRDR6809 
Oct   64        73p 
CONTRACT:   ARPA  Order-267-6 

ABSTRACT: An anthropometric survey of military personnel of the 
Republic of Vietnam was conducted between 28 May and 1 July I9b3. 
Body measurements were obtained on a total series of 2,129 men 
consisting of 1,225 of the Army, 299 of the Navy, J01 ot the Marine 
Corps, and 304 of the Air Force. Fitty-one measurements were made on 
each individual. The anthropometric data were analyzed and are 
presented in this report in the form of statistical values. It was 
found that the 50th percentile value for the stature of Virtnimese 
military personnel is equivalent t0 the 2nd percentile vilue tor 
United States soldiers, while the 50th percentile value tor tn- weight 
of Vietnamese is less than the 1st percentile value for united States 
soldiers. The average Vietnamese is about 5 inches shorter in stature 
and 43 pounds lighter in weight than the average United States 
soldier. The results of the survey may be utilized in the engineering 
design and sizing of clothing and equipment intended tor use by the 
Armed   Forces   of  the   Republic  of   Vietnam.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry§ Vietnam), Statistical analysis, Body, 
Measurement, Clothing, Human engineering, Anthropology, Military 
personnel 

IDENTIFIERS:   Sizes(Dimensions) 

AD-457   939        CFSTI   Prices:    PC$6.00      MF*0.95 
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AIRCRAFT   INSTRUMENT   PANEL   PLACEMENT 

Human   Engineering Labs  Aberdeen  Proving  Ground   Rd        (1728bU) 

Technical  note 
AUTHOR:   Barnes,  John  A. 
431113 FLD:    5E,    ID        USURDR6807 

Jan   68        19p 
REPT   NO:    HEL-TN-2-68 

ABSTRACT: The placement of the aircraft instrument panel has been 
governed by the 1947 recommendations of the Armed Forces-NRC Vision 
Committee. This distance, 28 inches from eye to panel, is not always 
compatible with present-day aircraft designs. A criterion tor 
determining the placement of the instrument panel is developed and the 
maximum allowable eye-to-paifel distance is given in this paper. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Instrument panels, *Human engineering), Configuration, 
Flight instruments. Design, Vision, Anthropometry, Visual acuity, 
Detection,   Probability,   Military  requirements.   Pilots 

AD-66U  750        CFSTI   Prices:   PCS3.00     MFS0.95 
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DETERMINATION OF CENTERS OF GRAVITY OF CHILDREN, SITTING AND STANDING 

Civil Aeroaedical Inst Oklahoma City Okla   (084050) 
AUTHOR: Swearingen, John J. , Young, Joseph w. 
U093D1    FLD: 6N, 1B   USGRDR6802 

Aug 65   17p 
MONITOR: FAA-AM-65-2J 

ABSTRACT: There have been numerous instances in which small children 
have been thrown out over the top of the seat belt in rough air and 
airline crashes, indicating that the present seat belt is not a 
satisfactory restraint device for children 2 to 10 years old. Data 
defining the location of the center of gravity of children ot 
different ages in the sitting position have not been available and are 
urgently needed to serve as a basis for developing an improved 
restraint system for children. To supply these data tor design 
requirements approximately 1,200 children (ages 5 to in) were oalanced 
on a specially designed center-of-gravity machine in sitting and 
standing positions. The center of gravity ot small children in the 
standing position will be most useful in the design ot flotation 
equipment. This study shows that the center of gravity for small 
children sitting in an airline seat is located roughly 5 in. above tne 
seat belt and explains why children slip out over the seat belt during 
crash decelerations. complete data of location ot centers of gravity 
along with anthropometric data of the children studied are presented. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS:   (*Children,   *Center  ot  gravity),  (* Anthroporaetr y. 
Children), Aviation safety, Safety harness. Aircraft seats. Design 

AD-661 865   CFSTI prices: PCJ3.Q0  MFS0.95 
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ANTHROPOMETRIC SURVEY OF THE ARMED FOPCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Rowland and Co Haddonfield N J        (310300) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Hart* Gary L., Rowland, George E., Malina, Hohert 
U083D2    FLD: 6N, 5E, 15E   U5GRDR6802 

Oct 66   12 1p 
REPT NO: R/C-66-30-9 
CONTRACT: DA-19-129-AMC-480 (N) 
PROJECT: 1T0145Q1B74A 
MONITOR: EPT-7 

ABSTRACT: Anthroporaetric and equipment evaluation surveys ot the 
Military personnel of the Republic of Korea were conducted between lay 
and November of 1965. Body measure ments and equipaent evaluation data 
were obtained on a series of 3,7<*7 men (3,249 Army, 190 Air Force, 141 
Navy, and 167 Marine). Fifty-nine body measurement and twenty 
equipment evaluation measures were made on each individual. 
Procedures and supporting equipment were developed during the course 
of the project which permitted the collection ot more data with 
greater accuracy in less time and with greater statistical 
interpretability than in any other anthropometrie survey of record. 
Of the 59 body measurements taken from Korean soldiers, 39 were 
directly comparable with data which had been previously collected from 
0. S. troops* The differences between means of the two samples were 
statistically significant for 30 of the measures. The means of data 
from 0. S. troops exceeded those of Korean soldiers on JS of the 
measures, indicating larger physical size in almost all dimensions. 
Korean troops expressed themselves on the question:  'Insofar as 'fit* 
is  concerned, the (equip»ent) supplied by the U. S. Army is  • on 
a seven-point continuum ranging from 'excellent* to 'vary poor.' 
Respondents filled out a questionnaire containing general statements 
described above as well as more specific items relating to grasping, 
reaching, and positioning the equipment insofar as comfort and 
effectiveness were concerned. Subjects rated the smaller, lighter 
equipment favorably with respect to ease of handling, and reported 
considerable difficulty using larger weapons and equipment.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Armed forces(Foreign)), South Korea, 
Human engineering, Logistics, Design, Statistical data, Questionnaires 
, Attitudes, Military personnel 

AD-661 625   CFSTI Prices: PCS6.00  MF$0.95 
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PHYSICAL  DEVELOPMENT 
KOLA PENINSULA 

OF  SCHOOL  CHILDRFN (H-14 Y£ARS OF AGr.) OF THE 

Joint   Publications  Research   Service,   Washington,   D.   C. 
AUTHOR:   Lapitslcii,   F.   G.,   Belogorskii,   V.   Ya.,   Nemzer, 

4051E4 FLD:   6N        USGRDR6801 
23   Oct   67        5p 
Trans,   of   Pediatriya   (USSR)    vU6   n8   pBO-1   1967. 

(19J 
n.   P. 

JUO) 
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FOOT MEASOREMENTS OF PROPER FIT OF ARMY SHOES 

Army Medical Research Lab Fort Knox Ky   (039650) 
AUTHOR:  Preedman,  Arthur,  Huntington, Everett C., Davis, Georgo c, 
Magee, Richard B.f Milstead, Valgene M. 
3883B4    FLD: 6P, 15>E   USGRDR6722 

11 Bar 46   172p 
BEPT NO: 3 
PROJECT: T-13, 611 
MONITOR: 18 
Rept, on proj. 'Fort Dimensions of Soldiers.1 

ABSTRACT: A plan was developed to secure as many toot measurements as 
seemed necessary for the definition of the variety ot foot sxzas and 
shapes, on a sufficient number of subjects to be representative ot the 
young, male population of the Army. The slection of the appropriate 
measurements was made on the basis of the experience accumulated by 
the Laboratory, and modified in accordance with suggestions offered by 
the Quartermaster representatives, shoe and last manufacturers, an 
orthopedist, and an anthropologist. Special effort was made to select 
and define the dimensions to be measured in such a way that the 
position of each in space could be described. Accordingly, in 
general, all length and breadth measurements are referred to a set of 
rectilinear cordinates by orienting the foot prior to measuring, and, 
wherever necessary, measurements are referred to definable landmarks 
on the foot surface or at a standard distance from some constant 
reference point. Accordingly, the measurements are not in every 
instance those in current use by the shoe trade.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Feet, Measurement), (*Shoes, Army personnel), 
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SUGGESTED     MODIFICATIONS      IN 
GUNNER-COMMANDER'S   POSITION, 

THE     TURHET 
USE   OF   SIGHTS 

OF   THE   MbAl   TANK 
AND   OPERATION   OF 

Amy   Medical   Research   Lab  Fort  Knox   Ky 
AUTHOR:   Roberts,   Lester   B. 
3882D1    FLD: 5E, 19F   USGRDR6722 

9 Aug U3   27p 
MONITOR: 18 

(0J965C) 
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ABSTRACT: Space limitations in the turret Of the M5 
that  coi pletely adeguate man clearance, based upon t 
anthropometric  measurements of personnel, cannot 
certain amount  < 3f  restriction must  be accepted. 
spatial arrangements of  seats. cent rols. etc., in 
suggests. however,   that   improvements can  be 
interfere .ng  with basic  functior is  of  the vehicle. 
demonstrate the possibility of such chan ges from t 
space reguirements and  to determine the d egree of i 
may  be obtained, ,  modifications were made in an MSA 
described in this report. 
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DESCRIPTORS:      (*Gun     turrets,   *Human  engineering),   Design,   Gun  sighr.s, 
Tanks (Combat   vehicles),   Anthropometry 
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HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OP BODY-SUPPOPTED AIHCREKMAN*S BUTTOCKS AND 
CROTCH PROTECTIVE UNITS: (COMPARISONS OF TWO HEIGHTS OF CROTCH 
PROTECTOR   AND   THREE   SUSPENSION   SYSTEMS) 

Arm v   Natick.   Labs  Mass   Pioneering   Research  Div        (UUU93J) 

Technical  rept. 
AUTHOR:   Burse,   Richard  L. 

3824K3 FLD:   6Q,    19D,   52        USGRD86721 
Jan   67       28p 
REPT   NO:    EPR-14 
PROJECT:    DA-1C024701A121-02 
MONITOR:    USA-NLABS-TR-68-U-PR 

ABSTRACT: The research described was an evaluation ot body-supported 
aircrewmen*s buttocks and crotch protective units in which two heights 
of crotch protector and three different suspension systems were 
compared with respect to fit, comfort, ease of use, estimated length 
of time the system could be used and the adequacy ot several 
dimensions of the protective units. In general, both types of 
protective units and all three suspension systems were ^jually 
satisfactory. One type of suspension system and one height ot crotch 
protector were significantly easier to use, however, while both crotch 
protectors were too wide. Subjects desired that the longer crotch 
protector be shortened and the shorter crotch protector be lengthened 
to approximately the same length. This desired change apparently was 
based on   factors  other  than   physical   discomfort.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Body armor, *Human engineering), (*Awiation personnel. 
Body armor).   Design,   Acceptability,   Flight clothing,   Anthropometry 
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BODY   VOLUME   OF   ADULT   MEN 

school  of  Aerospace   Medicine  Brooks   AFB Tex        (3170)0) 

Rept.   for   10   Mar   6U-9   Dec  6b 
AUTHOR:   Ward,   Chester  L. 

3771F1 FLD:    6P        USGRDR6720 
Jun   67        12p 
REPT   NO:    SAM-TR-67-42 
PROJECT:    AF-7758 
TASK;   775801 
MONITOR:    18 

DESCRIPTORS:      (*Anthropometry,     Males),      (*Body, 
Lipids,   Obesity,   Humans,   Correlation  techniques 

Volume),   Body   weight. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMBAT BOOT LAST FOR THAI AND VIETNAMESE MILITARY 
FORCES 

Amy Natick Labs Mass Clothing and Organic Materials Div   (4U02J7) 

Final rept. (Phase 2), 11 Oct 65-20 Jan 66 
AUTHOR: Swain, Douglas S. 
3665H3    FLD: 15E, 6N   USGRDR6718 

May 67   27p 
CONTRACT: ARPA Order-267 
MONITOR: USA-NLABS-TR-67-81-CM 

ABSTRACT: The report covers Phase II of wor* accomplished by the U. S. 
Army Natick Laboratories, Natick, Massachusetts under Advanced 
Research Project Agency (ARPA) Order No. 267, Amendment 11 on 'The 
Development of a Combat Boot Last for Thai and Vietnamese Military 
Forces." The program «as a joint venture conducted with 
anthropometric data on Thai and Vietnamese feet originating at the 
Natick Laboratories, and preliminary tests of lasts and footwear 
•odels developed from this study by Jones and Vining, Inc., Brockton, 
Massachusetts. The Project Officer on this program from the Natic* 
Laboratories, and the representative from Jones and Vining, Inc., were 
in Thailand and Vietnam £rcm 24 March to 24 April, 19bb at which time 
they conducted fit and wear tests of combat boots manufactured over 
the newly-developed last. The tests showed that 94 percent ot the 
Vietnamese/Thai military personnel could be adequately fitted using 
the new last with minor modifications, which were made. Models and 
equipment to fabricate the boots were provided to Thailand and 
Vietnam, U. S. Military Assistance Command.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Shoes, *Armed forces supplies), Thailand, Vietnam, 
Japan, United States, Protective clothing, Armed forces research, wear 
resistance, Measurement, Anthropometry 
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BODY SEGMENT PARAMETERS 

New York Univ., N. Y. Research Div. (401 85J) 

Final technical rePt. 
AUTHOR: Drillis, Rudolfs, Contini, Renato 
3652J4    FLD: 6P, 6E   USGRDR6718 

Sep 66   11 Up 
REPT NO: TR-1166.03 
MONITOR: 18 
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DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, *Prosthetics), Body weight. Volume* 
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Population(Mathematics), Casting, Rehabilitation, Stress (Physiology), 
Tolerances(PhYsiology),   Statistical   analysis 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   OF   THE   LATIN-AMERICAN   ARMED   FORCES 

Army  Tropic  Test  Center   Fort Clayton  Canal Zone       (U<*2290) 

Research rept. 
AUTHOR:   Dobbins,   D.   A.,   Kindick,   C.   M. 

3612H1 FLD:    6N USGRDR6717 
May   67 71p 
REPT   NO: RR-10 
PROJECT: DA-1L013001A91A,   TECON-9-6-0069 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The U.S. Army Tropic Test Center made anthropometrIC 
measurements of a sample of Latin-American military personnel in the 
Canal Zone from September, 1965 to September 1966. A total of 7JJ 
trainees were measured—600 airmen a* the USAF Inter-American Air 
Force Academy and 133 army personnel at the US Army School of the 
Americas. Eighteen Latin-American countries are represented m the 
sample. The average age for the sample was 2i years, average height 
was 65.5 inches, and average weight 110 pounds. Percentiles and 
ranges for 76 physical measurements ate presented, including isometric 
strength and hand-grip measures. Reliability coefficients tor 
strength measurements ranged from .73-.87. Comparisons with Thai and 
U.S. personnel showed that the Latin-American sample was intermediate 
between the two on most physical dimensions, however, the Latin 
Americans were much closer in size to the Thai than to U.S. military 
personnel. photographs illustrating various body builds are shown* 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS;      ('Military     personnel,     'Anthropometry) ,      Latin   America, 
Strength,   Body  weight,   Clothing,   Physical   fitness 
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BODY COMPOSITION OF A MILITARY POPULATION FT. CARSON 196J. I. BODY 
DENSITY,    FAT,   AND   POTASSIUM   40 

Army   Medical   Research  and   Nutrition   Lab.,   Denver,   Colo.        (0 19  f>00) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Krzywicki, Harry J., Chxnn, Kenneth S. K. 
2842E2    FLD: 6   TAB6701 

22 Jul 66   22p 
REPT NO: USAMRNL-296 
PROJECT: 5011-6.11.4501.1 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: Body volumes were measured on 97 soldiers between the ages 
of 17 - 52 years by water displacement volumetry and corrected tor 
respiratory gas by a nitrogen washout technique. Total body potassiuin 
40 "as measured by a Nal crystal low level gamma radiation counter. 
The subjects were grouped into 5 year age increments a r.d compositional 
changes were noted to Occur in per cent body tat and quantity of body 
potassium present. Body density decreased with age reflecting an 
increase in body fat. Total body potassium decreased with age. Both 
parameters varied independent of body weight and appear age dependent. 
Eight additional obese subjects were found to have the lowest body 
density and total body potassium values (gm K/kg body weight). 
Effective ranking of body fat burden of populations was demonstrated 
by body volumetry and age differences were noted from potassium 4U 
counting. A correlation coefficient of r - C.731 was demonstrated 
between body density and body potassium (gm K/kg body weight). 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Body, Potassium), (*Lipids, Body), Nutrition, 
Anthropometry, Volume, Body weight, Obesity, Density, 
Aging (Physiology), Statistical analysis 
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A   STUDY   OF   ONE-HANDED   LIFTING 

Antioch   Coll     yellow   Springs Ohio        (0J1J00) 

Final  rePt. 
AUTHOR:   McConville,   John   T.,   Hertzberg,   H.   T.   E. 

2792G2 FLD:   6M,   5D        USGKDR6619 
May   66       2p 
CONTRACT:   AF   33(616)-6792 
PROJECT:    AF-718U 
TASK:   718408 
MONITOR:    AMRL-TR-66-17 

ABSTRACT: The research study is intended to aid in establishing 
realistic criteria for size and weight of industrial packages, size 
and weight, objective and subjective factors that potentially affect 
human weight-lifting, and proper approach to the design of industrial 
loads are discussed. Additional programs of investigation that would 
clarify other aspects of the problem are outlined. This study examined 
the interaction of two variables—weight and width--ot one—handled, 
symmetrical boxes that a sample of 30 adult males were able to lift 
from the floor to a table 30 inches high. No carrying was invvolved. 
The subject sample was chosen to be a reasonable representation by 
height and weight of the u. S. Air Force Population. All lifts were 
made with the preferred hand under * ideal' laboratory conditions. Box 
width was varied from 6 to 32 inches. The maximum weight of box that 
subjects were able to lift varied linearly, but inversely, with the 
width of the box. From this sample, the maximum weight that 4b% of the 
population would be able to lift—but not necessarily carry—can be 
expressed by a linear eguation: Y = 60 -x, were Y is the weight (in 
pounds) of the package to be lifted and x is the width (in inches). 
The numerical values of this formula provide a recommended upper iiuiit 
on the design of industrial or military equipment which must be lifted 
under ideal conditions. If the expected conditions of use are less 
than ideal, or if carrying for appreciable distances is likely to be 
necessary, reasonable reductions in weight, or size, or both should be 
made  by  the   manufacturer.   (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Strength, Males), (* Anthropometry, Air force personnel) 
,   Muscles,   Height,   Packaging,   Air   force  equipment,   Human   engineering 
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RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  FLEXIBILITY, ANTHFOPOMET RY, AND THE SOMATOTYPE 
OP COLLEGE MEN 

Antioch coll Yellow Springs Ohio   (031JOO) 
AUTHOR: Laubach, Lloyd L., McConville, John T. 
2771J3    FLD: 6M   USGRDR6620 
1966   2p 
CONTRACT: AF 33 (615)-110 1 
PROJECT: AF-718** 
TASK: 718408 
MONITOR: AMRL-TR-65-31 
Availability:   Published  in  Research  Quarterly  »37 r.2 p24l-l>1 May 
1966. 
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between the flexibility measurements and somatotype 
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HUMAN BODY DENSITY AND FAT OF AN ADULT MALE POPULATION AS MEASURED BY 
HATER DISPLACEMENT 

Army Medical Research and Nutrition Lab Denver Colo   (0J960O) 
AUTHOR: Krzywicki, -HarrY J. , Chinn, Kenneth S. K. 
2731L3    FLD: 6   USGRDP6621 

21 Jul 66   2p 
REPT NO: 297 
PROJECT: da-3A01*»501B71R 
TASK; 92 

ABSTRACT: Body volume vis measured on 14 male adults at 7 intervals 
during a 24 hour period using a water displacement technique. The 
variation in body densities fell within the accepted limits of error 
propagated by the technique. Body densities were also performed on 
173 male adults ranging between the ages of 17-69. Values were 
effectively ranked in terms of age and body tat, demonstrating a 
continued increase in body fat with an increase in age. These values 
were independent of body weight. The human body volumeter is a 
simple, rapid and effective device which compares favorably with the 
underwater weighing technique for estimating body density in large 
populations. The precision for estimating body fat is *0.48d Kg when 
the residual lung volume is measured but is reduced to 1. b2 leg when 
the volume is estimated.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Body, *Lipids) , Body weight. Aging (Ph ysiology) , Volume, 
Density, Anthropometry# Males 
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A STUDY OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 
MEASURES ON SUBMARINE ENLISTED CANDIDATES: I. HISTORY, EXPEhlMEMTAL 
DESIGN, AND STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF DATA 

Naval Medical Research Lab New London Conn   (249700) 
AUTHOR: Cook, Ellsworth B., Wherry, Robert j. 
2713L3    FLD: 6M, 5H, 51   USGRDR6622 

9 Mar 49  2p 
REPT NO: MRL-142 
MONITOR: NAVMED-NM-003-0 17- 1 
Prepared in cooperation with Ohio State Univ., Columbus. 

ABSTRACT: Sone 330 physiological and psychological measures were 
obtained on a population of 120 submarine enlisted candidates. The 
purpose and background of the main problem (that of making the 
submarine selection program more objective) is presented, and current 
screening measures are discussed together with additional indices 
included for purposes of comparison. The JJO measurements were 
subdivided into logical subject matter fields and factor analyzed. 
Areas covered included physical fitness tests, urinary 17-ketosteroid 
and androgen output and stress tolerance, psychiatric interview, 
Rorschach, physical characteristics, anthropometric and somatotypmg 
data, blood data and psychological tests. This paper is designed to 
facilitate reading of later reports in the series, and to this 
purpose, a detailed discussion of the nature of the correlation 
coefficient and the technigue of factor analysis is included in the 
appendix material. 

DESCBIPTORS: (*Submarine personnel, Selection), Physical titness, 
Medical examination. Psychiatry, Psychcmetrics, Projective techniques. 
Stress (Physiology), Stress (Psychology), Anthropometry, Blood counts. 
Visual acuity, Color vision, Pitch discrimination, Audiometry, 
Personality, Factor analysis 
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SELECTED   FACIAL   MEASUREMENTS   OF   CHILDREN    FOP.   OXYGEN-MASK   DESIGN 

Civil Aeronedical Inst  Oklahoma City Okla   (O84O5O) 
AUTHOR: Young, Joseph w. 
2695A1    FLD: 6J, 6M   USGRDR6622 

Apr 66   2p 
MONITOR: AM-66-9 
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ANTHROPOMETRY   OP   COMMON   WORKING   POSITIONS 

Aerospace  Medical  Research  Labs   Wright-Patterson  APB   Ohio 

Final  rept.,   Jul  61-Jul   62 
AUTHOR:   Alexander,   Milton,   Clauser,   Charles  E. 

2603A4 FLD:   SD,   6M        USGRDR6612 
Dec   65        2p 
REPT  NO:   AMRL-TR-65-73 
PROJECT:   af-7184 
TASK:   718408 

(00^850) 
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ABSTRACT: 
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THOUSAND AVIATOR STUDY: NONVESTlBULAR CONTRIBUTIONS TO POSTURAL 
EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTIONS 

Naval Aerospace Medical Inst  Pensacola Fla   (UOObHO) 
AUTHOR:     Fregly,     Alfred     R.      ,     Oberraan,     Albert,     Oraybiel,      Ashton, 
Mitchell,   Robert  E. 

254UF1 FLD:   60,    6R        USGRDRbblU 
17   Mar   66       2p 
REPT   NO:    NAMI-956 
CONTRACT:   nasa order-R-136 
MONITOR:    NAVMED   MF022.OJ.02-5007-10 
Research   supported  in   part   by  PHS. 

ABSTRACT: in a preliainary study of nonvestibular sources of variance 
in the postural equilibrium functioning of a group of middla-aged 
males, twenty-eight of thirty-eight selected measures were shown to be 
related to one or another of three postural criteria, outstanding 
among these, in descending order of magnitude, are: abdominal 
circumference, age, endomorphy, heart rate immediately after exercise, 
and duration of cigarette smoking. These and other findings are 
discussed in terms of their implications for vestibular and 
gerontological  research.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Equilibrium, *Posture) , Aging (Physiology) , Medical 
examination, Aviation medicine, Space medicine, correlation techniques 
,   Anthropometry,   Pulse  rate,   Exercise,  Tobacco,   Smokes 
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THE THOUSAND AVIATOR STUDY: SMOKING HISTORY CORRELATES OF SELECTED 
PHYSIOLOGICAL,   BIOCHEMICAL,    AND   ANTHROPOMETRlC   MEASURES 

Naval  Aerospace  Medical   Inst     pensacola   Fid        (U005BC) 
AUTHOR:     Lane,     Norman     E.,     Oberman,     Albert,     mitchell,     Robert     E., 
Graybiel,   Ashton 

2504C3 FLD:   6C,    5H        USGRDR6615 
27   Apr   66        2P 
REPT   NO:    NANI-961 
CONTRACT:   nasa  order-R-136 
MONITOR:    NAVHED-«F0 22.0J.02-5007. 11 
See   also   AD-625   854,   AD-631   554. 

ABSTRACT: The Pensacola Thousand Aviator Study began in 1940 with the 
examinations of 1056 student aviators and flight instructors or. a 
variety of       physiological,       psychological,       and       socio-economic 
parameters. Follow-up examinations on the group were conducted in 
1951, 1957, and 1963. During the 1963 follow-up, smoking history 
information on 675 subjects was obtained by questionnaire and 
confirmed by interview, together with concurrent data rrora clinical 
examinations, laboratory tests, anthropometry, and personal history 
variables. Two smoking variables fere- created, Cigarette Amount (CA) 
and Cigarette Years (CY), each on a scale ot 1 to 5 points. Fron thc- 
concurrent data, 62 variables were selected tor relevance and general 
interest to be examined in relation to smoking. Twenty-tour or the b2 
variables had significant correlations (p .05) with CA, and 16 showed 
significant relationships to CY. Findings are related briefly to 
previous research, and problems of cause-effect isolation are 
mentioned. It is concluded that results in general support previous 
findings on smoker-nonsmoker differences. Contributions ot the study 
in delineating areas of research for longitudinal investigation are 
discussed.    (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Medical examination, Naval personnel), (*Naval 
personnel, selection), (*Aviation personnel, Selection), Psychoraetrics 
, Anthropometry, Tobacco, Physiology, Biochemistry, Aviation medicine, 
Cardiography,   Lipids,   Embolism,   Lungs,   Blood   pressure 

IDENTIFIERS: Smoking, Cigarettes 
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THE THOUSAND VIATOR STUDY - SMOKING HISTORY CORRELATES OF SELECTED 
PHYSIOLOGICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND ANTHPOPOMETRIC MEAS'JRES 

Naval School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, Fla. 
AUTHOR: Graybiel* A.    , Lane, N. E., Mitchell, R. E., oberman, A. 
0984E2    FLD: 6P   STAR04 16 

27 Apr 66  20p 
REPT NO: NASA-CR-75902, NAMI~961 
CONTRACT: NASA ORDER R-136 

DESCRIPTORS: *Anthtopometry, *Biochenistry, *Physiology, *Tobacco, 
Blood, Diastolic, Factor, Protein, Skin, Snoke, Social tactor, 
Systolic, Vascular 

N66-29574       CFSTI   Prices:   PCJ6.U0   MF$0.95 

ABSTRACT: 

During the 1963 follow-up examination in the Pensacola Thousand Aviator 
Study, smoking history information was obtained by questionnaire on 675 subjects. 
Concurrent data were collected from clinical examinations, laboratory tests, an- 
thropometry, and personal history variables.   Two smoking variables were crea- 
ted.   Cigarette Amount (CA) and Cigarette Years (CY), each on a scale of 1 to 5 
points.   From the concurrent data, 62 variables were selected for relevance and 
general interest to be examined in relation to smoking.   Twenty-four of the 62 
variables had significant correlations with CA and 16 showed significant relation- 
ships to CY.   Findings are related briefly to previous research, and problems 
of cause-effect isolation are mentioned.   It is concluded that results in general 
support previous findings on smoker-nonsmoker differences.   Contributions of 
the study in delineating areas of research for longitudinal investigation are dis- 
cussed. 
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RELATIVE     PERFORMANCE   FOR   CRANKING   A   HAND   WHEEL   AT   DIFFEPENT   POSITIONS 
ON   A   VERTICAL   SURFACE 

Industrial  Engineering  Lab.,   New   York  Univ.,   N.   Y. 

Technical rept. 
AUTHOR:   Sandberg,   K.   0.   William,   Lipschultz,   Harold   L. 

0633B1 FLD:   5E        USGRDR4123 
18   Apr   48        25p 
CONTRACT:   N5ori-166 (01) 
MONITOR:    SPECDEVCEN-TR-166-I-22 
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DESCRIPTORS: ("Instrument panels, Human engineering), 
Performance (Human),        Hands,       posture,        Test     methods,      Measurement, 
Anthropometry,   Rotation 
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STUDY OF MONKEY, APE, AND HUNAN MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY RELATING TO 
STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE. PHASE IX. THE STRENGTH TESTING OF FIVE 
CHIMPANZEE AND SEVEN HUMAN SUBJECTS 

Chicago Univ., 111.   (082 450) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Edwards, William E. , Clarke, Thomas ErsHine 

063213 FLD:   6P,   6C        USGRDR4123 
Aug   65        29p 
CONTRACT:   AF   29 (600)-3466 
PROJECT:    AF-6892 
TASK:   689201 
MONITOR:    ARL-TR-65-15 

ABSTRACT: Five chimpanzees (two immature of each sex and one adult 
male) were trained for testing of elbow tlexion strength. Resulting 
scores were compared with those of seven young (20 to 37 years) adult 
human males. The apes mainfested a 2-1/2 fold superiority by 
body-weight and, sex and age equivalent, an appreciable superiority by 
brachial cross-sectional  area.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Chimpanzees, Strength), (*Physical fitness. Humane), 
Performance (Human)» Physiology, Muscles, Test methods, Anthropometry, 
Anatomy,    Fatigue(physiology),   Endurance 
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ANATOMY   FOR   PLANNERS   I.      LIST   OF   LITERATURE 

National   Swedish  inst.   for   Building   Research,   Stockholm. 
0582L1 FLD:   13M,   6N,    5E        0SGRDR4120 

Aug   65        123p 
REPT   NO:   20:1965 
MONITOR:   18 
Sponsored  by  a  grant   from the  Research  Fund. 

ABSTRACT: When studying various questions pertaining to building 
design and equipment units the necessity of an exact knowledge or the 
diaensions of the human body at rest and in motion constantly recurs. 
In the course of such studies an inventory of the literature 
comprising 928 different articles on body measurements was completed. 
The majority come from the four groups most interested in such 
measurements, namely       military       organizations,        researchers       ot 
race-biological problems, ready-made clothing manufacturers and 
motor-car manufacturers. in addition to bibliographical particulars, 
data of statistical interest, such as number and type ot persons 
tested, sample and standard deviation of body diaensions are presented 
in tabular form. Summaries are also given for most of the papers. In 
one table the material has been divided into two main categories: 
•The Human Being' and 'The Dwelling'. The former comprises 
anthropological and functional dimensions etc. and the later deals 
with furnishings, free surfaces, space and studies ot dwelling-habits. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry, Reviews), (*Buildings, Anthropometry), ( 
•Anatomy, Human engineering), Body, Measurement, Bibliographies, 
Abstracts,   Sweden 
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STUDY OF DIMENSIONS re EQUIPMENT IN HOUSING FOR OLD PERSONS 

National Swedish last, for Building Research, Stockholm. 
0501KU    FLD: 13M, 5E   USGRDR4116 
196 5   61p 
REPT NO: 19:1965 
MONITOR: 18 
Sponsored by grant from the R-ss^arch Fund. 

ABSTRACT: The study comprised (a) a field study during the course ot 
which certain facts emerged regarding the physical agility and 
measurements of a large group of old persons, seme of whom were 
selected as test cases, and (b) laboratory studies when a series ot 
suitable dimensions in respect of household fixtures were adopted tor 
the test cases. The results of these studies have been compared with 
dimensions currently recommended in Sweden and other countries. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Housing, Management planning), ("Human engineering, 
Housing), (*Aging (Physiology) , Humans), Buildings, Measurement, 
Anthropometry, Positioning reactions. Motion, Kitchen eguipment • 
supplies, Sweden 

PB-169 931   CFSTI Prices: PCS6.00  MF*0.75 
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COCKPIT DESIGN STUDIES; STANDARD COCKPIT MOCKUP: SELECTION OF SUBJECTS 
FOR AIRCREW STATION DESIGN EXPERIMENTATION 

Naval Air Material Center, Philadelphia, Pa. Air Crew Equipment Lab. 
AUTHOR: Gifford, E. C., Gaito, J. 
0493C2    FLD: 5E, 6N, 1C   USGFDR411S 

12 Feb 57   16p 
REPT NO: NAMC-ACEL318 
PROJECT: TED-NAfi-AE-7052-Pt-1 
MONITOR: AD-123 424 

ABSTRACT: The results of the use of the factor analysis technique as 
an aid in selecting subjects for aircrew station design 
experimentation are reported. As a prelude to an investigation 
concerning the effects of various equipment such as the full pressure 
suit on operational performance, eleven morphological features were 
selected which were considered critical in defining cockpit dimensions 
and arrangement and location of various equipment. However, the 
probability of obtaining subjects who would fall at approximately the 
same percentile points, relative to a specific population, in each ot 
these features is extremely small. By the use of factor analysis, it 
was determined that three basic factors were present and the 
morphological feature or features with the highest loading on each 
single factor were selected to represent that factor. This technique 
allowed the use of a more economical procedure which requires that 
subjects fall at approximately the same percentile points in tive 
morphological features. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Cockpits, Design), (*Huaan engineering. Cockpits), ( 
•Anthropometry, Aviation personnel), Factor analysis, Selection, 
Pressure suits, Morphology(Eiology) 
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ANTHROPOMETRY OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINEES 

Civil Aeromedical Research Inst. , Oklahoma City, OKla.   (UUU UbU) 
AUTHOR: Snov, Clyde C, Snyder, Richard G. 
0491J4    FLD: 6N, 51   USGRDR4115 

Sep 65   26p 
MONITOR: AM-65-26 

ABSTRACT: The report presents the body measurements or 6b4 die trattic 
control trainees enrolled in training programs conducted at the 
Federal Aviation Agency Aeronautical Center at Oklahoma City between 
August 12, 1960, and June 30, 1961. It includes the means, standard 
deviations, coefficients of variation, percentiles, and related 
statistics of 60 standard anthropometric and functional measurements. 
The survey was initiated to provide adeguate criteria for improving 
the workspace design for the air traffic controller and to provide 
anthropometric baseline data for future biometric and aging studies ot 
Air Traffic Service personnel.  (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Air traffic controllers. Anthropometry), ( 
•Anthropometry, Statistical analysis), Measurement, Analysis ot 
variance. Students, Aviation medicine, Aging (Physiology) , Training, 
Hunan engineering 
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DETERMINATION OF CENTERS OF GRAVITY OF CHILDREN, SITTING AND STANDING 

Civil Aeronedicai Research inst., Oklahoma City, Okla.   (Od<* 0^0) 
AUTHOR: Swearingen, John J.,   Young, Joseph W.# 
0U71G1    FLD: 6N, 1C, 13L   USGRDR6612 
Aug 65   14p 
MONITOR: AM-65-23 

ABSTRACT: There have been numerous instances in which small children 
have been thrown out over the top of the seat belt in rough air and 
airline crashes, indicating that the present seat belt is not a 
satisfactory restraint device for children 2 to 10 years old. Data 
defining the location of the center of gravity of children of 
different ages in the sitting position have not been available and are 
urgently needed to serve as a basis for developing an improved 
restraint system for children. To supply these data tor design 
requirements approximately 1,200 children (ages 5 to 1 8) were balanced 
on a specially designed center-of-gravity machine in sittinq and 
standing positions. The center of gravity of small children in the 
standing position will be most useful in the design of flotation 
equipment. This study shows that the center of gravity for small 
children sitting in an airline seat is located roughly S in. above the 
seat belt and explains why children slip out over the seat belt during 
crash decelerations. Complete data cf location of centers of gravity 
along with anthropometric data of the children studied are presented. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Aircraft seats. Safety harness), (*Satety harness, 
Children), (*Children, Center of gravity), Seats, Anthropometry, 
Aviation accidents, Safety 
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SPACE     SUIT: DETERMINATION   OP   THE   GEOMETRY   AND   MINIMUM   VOLUME   OF   THE 
ENVELOPE REQUIRED        FOR      DONNING      AND      DOFFING     OF. GEOMETRIC     AND 
VOLUMETRIC DETERMINATIONS OF THE MINIMAL ENVELOPE FOR DONNING THE FULL 
PRESSURE   SUIT 

Naval   Air   Material Center,   Philadelphia,   Pa.   Ait   Crew  Equipment   Lab. 
AUTHOR:   Lowi,   Bertram  H.,   Provost,   Joseph   R. , 

0451H1 FLD:   6K,   22A        USGRDR6610 
1   JUl   63        59p 
REPT   NO:    NAEC-ACEL-b03 
TASK:   RAE-13C-0U5/2001/K005-01-01 

ABSTRACT: Upon the request of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (Manned Spacecraft Centet), an investigation was 
conducted to determine the geometry and internal volume of the minimal 
envelope for donning the full pressure suit. Specialized techniques 
were evolved to achieve a systematically variable, transparent, rigid 
encapsulation of the subject, as well as a parallax-free method tor 
determining the gross three-dimensional excursions of the suit/body 
silhouette from the nominal configuration. The precise limits ot the 
donning geometry were determined using photoanalysis techniques. 
Subsequent to the determination of donning geometry, the internal 
volume was systematically reduced in step-wise decrements along the 
spherical diameters from the seat reference point, and at each 
decrement, time to don was recorded. Volumetric and geometric 
determinations were made on 5th and 95th percentile subjects. 
(Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Pressure suits. Space flight), (*Space flight. Pressure 
suits), (*Hu«an engineering, pressure suits), Flight clothing, 
Photographic analysis,   Anthropometry 
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THE ANGLE OF SHOULDER SLOPE IN NORMAL MALES AS A FACTOR IN 
SHOULDEB-HARNESS   DESIGN 

Civil  Aeromedical   Research   Inst.,   Oklahoma City,   Okla.        (084  ObO) 
AUTHOR:   Snow,   Clyde  C,   Hasbrook,   A.   Howard, 

03U1H1 FLD:   6p        USGRDR6606 
Har   65       5p 
MONITOR:    AN-65-14 

ABSTRACT: In order to establish criteria tor more comfortable 
shoulder-harness design, this study was conducted to determine the 
angle of slope of the top of the shoulders where poorly fitting 
shoulder harness may Produce discomfort and, occasionally, functional 
impairment through compression of the underlying soft tissues. rhe 
mean shoulder-slope angle (measured frcm the vertical body axis) ot 
normal males based on this study of 55 Air Trafiic Service trainees is 
67.5  degrees  with  a   standard  deviation   of   5«0  degrees.      (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (* Ant hropomet ry, Aviation personnel), (*Safety harness. 
Design), Joints(Physiology), Arms, Flight clothing. Pilots, Males, 
Statistical  analysis 
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SOME   ADVANCES   IN   THE   STATISTICAL   ANALYSIS   OF   HUMAN   VARIATION 

Louisville  Univ.,   Ky.     Twin  Study. 
AUTHOR:   Vandenberg,   Steven  G., 

0331F2 FLD:   6C,    5J        USGRDR66U5 
Feb   65        22p 
REPT   NO:    RR-6 
GRANT:   PHS-MH-18382,   PHS-MH-00843 
Prepared for presentation tor the Conference on the Biology ot Human 
Variation   11-13   Feb  65,   New   York   Academy   of   Sciences. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Genetics, Statistical analysis), (*B«havior, Genetics), 
Growth, Humans, Biometry, Children, Anthropometry, Environment, Factor 
analysis,  Correlation  techniques,   Programming (Computers) 
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INTEGRATED ANTHROPOMETRI C DEVICE 

Patent assigned to Navy 
AUTHOR: Provost, Joseph R., Gifford, Edmund C, Lazo, John 
0243J4    FLD: 14B, 5E, 22B   USGRDR4019 

27 Jul 6 5 
MONITOR: 18 W 
Available from CommisSloVifr of patents, Washington, D.C. , IQl J1, $0.2b 

ABSTRACT: The measuring device is designed to obtain the sitting 
height, the shoulder breadth, the sitting shoulder height, the 
buttock-knee length, the buttock-leg length and the standing height ot 
air crew personnel. These measurements are required tor designing the 
workspaces and the control-display configurations in space vehicles. 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Anthropometry» Instrumentation), Spacecraft, Astronauts 
, Body, Aviation personnel, Measurement, Human engineering, Pit-ents 
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